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The Maine blueis over.
In Was.iiwhere the principal porgathered. the pack has
lighter than usual. Tlie
is s,o<JO bushels, which
I! uudietls of bushels have
ioked, as the berries
unusually plentiful this
Hiding low prices have
GY
pickers have done
1 lie Bath Iron Works
act for building at least
ivernment torpedo boats.
the lowest on the thirty
..a
>]'.'-1,000 each for two
c
for three.
They also
boats guaranteeing unwell as low ligures.By

so.ison

President,
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Secretary

’ailed second Lieutenant
i Infantry, as pro>,
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service and tactics at
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once

h.K. E. Church A Co.’s
iington was burned Sept.
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contents, including 0,000
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■hod leather.
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r;ies
at

Loss

$40,000;

origin unknown_The

of the

Bath,

United States
were
sold uu-

New York, Thursday,
ini/at.iou committee_C has.
r man who has been
living
a
N'orcross for some years,
at

.11151

»

ri'K,

Il.U^CU

V\

Li 1

shoot (iiiiue Warden Tyler
lake,
it is alleged that he
influence of liquor at the
a
hearing Scott was placed
aids to keep the peace for a
es
Morris, who shot Game
■;> in Aroostook county
July
evicted Sept. 24th of intent
i rid ay morning was sentenced
>kttl to ten years in the State
h departments of the York
at Saco except the gingham
! artment will resume opera5th.
The mills have been
mi months
during which time
"‘I and 1,500
people have been
Maine Federation of Women’s
"Id a meeting at Portland on
and 10.
The work of every
State will then be reported
ni
work
the
each is doing
dig
There will be an election of
the program for the meeting
ddrrsses by Miss Charlotte T.
last and Mrs. Florence C.
1
aribou.The electric railMate have done a very good
Ming the railroad year which
:No great increase in
of the roads is noted.
Worsted mills at Sanford regions Monthly on full time
their day ami night crews.
Mfk they have been running
night. An increased demand
ducts of these factories is the
his renewed activity.A ren circulated to the effect that
'<•
Peters would resign his other.
There ks no truth in the
The present term of the chief
■diich is his second, will not except. lsHT, and there is no readgc from his present excellent
alth, why be should not con-iaec the bench for a longtime
"me of the Maine dealers in artiof steel or iron have received
news of the Maine election notii "in the manufacturers of a stif■

nj

prices.

The London afternoon news^ Licit
have hitherto advocated the
';’ *1 ui
of Russia in Turkey, now
allude to any possible interferthe part of the Czar, but all of
i'cis print
columns of articles
favoring an immediate concert of
The summits of Mts. Washing1i Jetferson were covered with snow
-dh.The United States tug Ley•vl ich has been attached to the Ports'i naval station for
many years, has
ia

■

oraereu to

>ewpjrt where it will
hereafter be stationed.
She left Saturday
in charge of Commander W. C.
Gibson,
C. S. X.McGill University,
Montreal,
has issued a notice refusing to
accept in
future any more Uuited States silver or
paper money in payment of scholarship
fees. United States checks will only be accepted if one quarter per cent, discount is
added.The Waterbury, (Conn.) Watch
Company, whose factory lias been closed
several months, owing to the industrial depression, has resumed work,giving employment to several hundred operatives. .A despatch from Athens reports that the mutiny
among the Turkish and Greek prisoners is
confined on the Island of Rhodes. Troops
were called upon to restore order, the
prisoners attacked the soldiers and a desBefore the prisonperate light occurred.
ers were subdued, 20 men were killed and
40 wounded.The famous wooden elephant at Coney Island, seven stories high,
with an observatory on the top burned
Sunday night. The'loss is *20,000.... The
great; miners* strike, which has kept
Leadville in a turmoil nearly two months,
is ended.
A meeting of the strikers was
held Saturday night under supervision of
tlie militia, and after a stormy session it
was finally decided the men should return
to work at the schedule
prices, providing
the mine owners would agree to give
them their old places.
As it is generally
believed that outside <>t one or two mines
that have started up with non-union men,
the old men will be taken back, no further
trouble is expected_John Wauamaker
of Philadelphia has purchased the lease
of Ililton, Hughes A < ompany’s big building. Tenth street and Broadway, and the
entii-** stock of the firm.
The amount the
Philadelphia merchant paid for the business is not known.
It is reported to be
not much les> than
*2.000,000....The Bath
iron Wniks of Maine will build two of the
00 knot torpedo boats and the Union Iron
Works of San Francisco the remaining
one.
Wolf vV Zwicherof Portland, Ore.,
will build two 22 1-2 knot boats, and of
the little 20 knot boats Herreslioif will
have three, the Columbia Iron Works of
Baltimore two and Hillman Bros, of Philadelphia one. This is the decision finally
reached by Chief Constructor Iliehborn
and Engineer-in-Chief Melville, to whom
numerous and complicated bids opened
Sept. 11 tli were referred.
Political Points. Congressman Thos.
15. Iieed and Senator William P. Frye
of Maine have written 'General Clayton

at

Republican headquarters, signifying

their willingness to give their services to
the national committee.
Mr. Reed does
not specify any dates, but writes that he
will devote all the time he can to the
cause, and prefers to work in what may
be deemed doubtful States.
Mr. Frye
will be in readiness to begin bis speaking
tour about Oct. lig and will continue in
the work during the remainder of the
campaign.A Iiath gentleman of the
highest standing in both political and
business circles, is knowing to a bet just
made in New York City of slfi.000 to
S-.oOO, in fav.»r of McKinley’s election_
U. S. Senator James Smith, Jr., of New
Jcisc) has declared that he is unable to
support the Chicago platform and that he
‘should not participate in the direction
of the campaign as a member of either
tin* national < >n :’uo State commit tee.’'
This is a heavy blow to the silver Democracy in New Jersey.Gov. Bushindl of
Ohio ami Gen. Gr-'svcnor concur in predicting a Republican majority of 10u,000
in that Stale.The nomination papers of
the Presidential electors of the National
Denied a« y of Maine have been filed with
the Secretary of State.
There w ere Id hi
names of
petitioners accompanying the
papers, more than enough to meet, the requirements **f the law in order to allow
the name.- of candidates to go onto the
official ballot under a new parry head.
There were
signers in Belfast. There
are seven
national tickets in the field,
namely: McKinley and Hobart, Republican; Palmer and Buckner, National Democratic: Bryan and Sew all, Silver Democratic; Bryan ami Watson, Populist; Levering and Johnson, Ibohibition; Bentley
and Southgate,
National
Prohibition;
Matchett and Maguire, Socialist-Labor_
The sons of Maine arc well at the front in
the Republican campaign in the Empire
State.
The candidate for Governor, Hon.
Frank s. Black, w as born in Limiugton,
York County: Comptroller Roberts is
also a native of Maim*, and now another
one, Don. 1). S. Alexander, formerly Fifth
Auditor, U. S. Treasury and U. S. District Attorney, has been nominated for
Congress by acclamation in the :5Jrd Buffalo District.
Mr. Alexander was boru at
Richmond, fitted for college at Auburn,
and graduated at Bowdoin College.
Fish and Gamk. The Commissioners of
Fish ami Game will soon begin the distribution of the young trout and land-locked
salmon which they have been feeding at
the hatcheries the past season.
They
have 200,000 salmon and 50,000 trout,
which will be placed in many different
lakes and ponds.
The fish are of good
size, and in a healthy condition. They
are planning to do more than ever the
ensuing year and are preparing to capture
the female fish and rob them of their
eggs from Sebago, Auburn, the Win thro p
It is expectand Cobbosseecontee lakes.
ed that there will be no difficulty in obtaining all the eggs required, as it is a
wet fall and the parent fish will run up
the streams freely, where they can be
The Monmouth hatchery is now
taken.
in process of construction and will be
completed so as to be used for hatching
and breeding purposes very soon.A
Gloucester despatch of Sept. 25th says;
*‘Capt. White of the schooner lolanthe
from Bleak Island with 150 barrels of
mackerel reports an immense school of
fish out there, but so close in shore that
the fishermen are unable to catch them.
Horsemen drive down on the beach and
The lisli
with dip nets load their teams.
Fishermen exare of excellent quality.
pect to make large catches as soon as the
fish move off shore, and the prospect for
a good fall’s work is favorable.”
About
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In “The

Bryan’s Visit

Enemy’s Country.’’

MR.

BRYAN

IN

BOSTON.

posed of disconnected rhetorical platitudes.
For some reason the presence of a
gathering
estimated at 50,000 persons did not serve to
arouse his
enthusiasm, aud those who expected eloquence of the volcanic order were

disappointed.

At music Hall his intellecturose to a
higher degree, and his address was of the truly
Bryanesque species. That is to say, it was asseral and

linguistic caloric

tive aud

superficially impressive.

He did not seek to present
arguments in
support of his faith, unless unsupported assertions aud scathing but unsubstantiated

charges against the sound money policy

are

be classed as arguments. He made, no
effort to enlighten his hearers. No one could
possibly be converted to the free silver j
policy by such an address. His words mi- \
doubtedly brought the balm of satisfaction I
to the souls of those already
mentally pledged to him and his cause. Beyond this and
the temporary mentai intoxication of florid
oratory, the effect of the Music Hall speech
to

nil.

[Boston Traveller.
IN PORTLAND.

Mr. Bryan met with a courteous reception
iu Portland aud the large crowd listened atwhat he said. It could hardly
enthusiastic reception, and the
applause that greeted his speech was neither
loud nor general. The speaker's voice showed. signs of wear and his general appearance
and manner showed that the intense strain
that he has subjected himself to has told ;
severely upon him. The orator was not at. i
his best.
No doubt under more favorable |
circumstances he would have spoken with
much more life and energy. The wonder is
that after the tremendous strain of the past
two months he is able to speak at all. [Sunday Times.

tentively

to

be called

an

AT THE

HUME

OF SEWALL.

At Brunswick a small but enthusiastic
wul gathered at the station t> see Bryan
they gave him three cheers. He said lie
did not need to speak to people who cheered like that.
At Bath 10,000 or 15,000 people
had gathered. Mr. Bryan was driven directly to Mr. Sew all's residence. In the evening
he addressed a large crowd from the steps of
the custom bouse, speaking an lnmr and live
minutes. The crowd as a whole was orderly,
but one or two arrests were male.
As in
other places the larger part of Mr. Bryan’s
hearers were Republicans, men who will
vote for McKinley and against the free coincr<

and

age of

silver, just

as

surely

as

though Bryan

had not. come t-» Maine. They went to hear
th»- Democratic candidate mat of curiosity.
Mr. Bryan’s speech in Bath was much iike
many others teat he has delivered in bis
journey from the West. Tim Nebraskan is j
a pleasing speaker, and has a rea ly com- S
maud of language.
His speeches are ini- |
pressive rather than convincing. He does ;

care to enter u> .-n\ extent i
upon aiii' iti it-ivn argument, but devotes his
time to
cb-wr attempt t< parry the sharp
t! asts of 'ms i peueliTs
His replies to the. 1
arguments of tin- opposition are evasi re, and !
he fairs to point. < at riearly and explicitly i
tin «. xpcet'*d benefits of free > "inage of si 1- ;
ver.
lb- talks with the evident purpose of
entertaining his audiences, and while lie nil- I
double*'
gives his !;•* aieis the impression. J
that in: is making a numb- *, of good points, !
a careful analysis of his talk reveals i
to be
pointless and decub-dly unsatisfactory to a
wlm
is
the
truth
of
the
person
seeking
great ;
questions of national finance.
After t! «* speaking Mr. Bryan was escorted
to Mr. Sew all's residence, where the bauds

not

apparently

j

■

|

•'

]

j

serenaded both candidates. Sunday norm j
ir.g Mr. Bryan accompanied the Sewalls to
church and then was driven down to Small
Point fora lisli dinner.
He .eft for Boston
j
that night.
A

Navy

Ex-President
to

to

Harrison

be Proud
says

Of.

“We do not intend

Again Leave the isea,”

Kx-President
“This Country
Home Journal,
ment, and tells

Harrison, in writing of

Farm animals of the world.
1896
!393

.60,995,400 67,2"4,553
8,865,573
asses.
#,683,152
Cattle.293,873,657 312,055,835
Sheep...534,848,924 511,390,569
Swine.102,172 224 103,969,220
36,025,433 31,992,385
Coats.
In spite of the enormous innovation of
and
steam,
especially electricity, “the
number of even the draft animals continues to increase. The only falling off in
numbers in the past three years is in the
Horses*.
Mules and

..

...

case

of

sheep

and goats.

Prices

Advance.

In a little lessthau
weeks wheat, has advanced nine cents,
which means a gain of $30,000,000 for wheat
which
growers; flax has advanced six cents,
means a gain of $1,200,000 for flax growers;
a
bale,
advanced
$10
has
cotton
since July
which means $80,000,000 for cotton growers.

Things keep booming.

two

T.

u. State Convention.

j

following

PERSONAL.

Bnttauslastlc Gathering of White

of Ours” in the Ladies’ i
artistically, “The Plains of Peace," acconi- j
reviews our navy departpauied by Miss Mary E. Fautiee of Belfast :
of the reconstruction of on the piano. As an lioore she sang “If I
new
“We
had
no
our
navy.
great ship- | were a Voice,” accompanied by Miss Theresa
of Camden.
yards, and no ship builders with the cap- Arau
Mrs. Helen Coffin Beedy of
Farmington
ital, the skilled labor and the experience
the, work done in her department
to tit them to enter this new field,” he reported
in favor of establishing a
reformatory for
writes.
“John Roach, however, had the
women, and petitions to the Legislature were
courage to believe that he could create a given to members from the various counties
competent shop and build the new ves- for circulation after going home. The report
was followed by discussion on the
usjk.
iiuu
seis.
jjc
pui
every iimig hi
question
should have had better treatment from of whether or not the women should sign
the petition. The question was decided ui
He
than
he
received.
the government
the affirmative.
was fairly entitled to some of the profits
i-ue session cioseu with the
hymn, “Take, i
that have since accrued to those who have the name of Jesus with
yen,” and the bene- !
We have diction.
walked in the path he blazed.
now, both on the Atlantic and Pacific,
Tuesday evening's session opened with a ;
shipyards and builders capable of con- k.vinn, Scripture reading, and prayer by R<w j
S.
structing any ship and of putting into her andK. Taylor of Rockland. Mr. E’. S. Pitcher I
Miss Maud Miiliken sang “In the Cross i
We
any machinery of the first efficiency.
of Christ I Glory,”
accompanied by Mi.-s
have also great steel plants, costing milMary E. Faunce, who presided at the piano
lions ol money and capable of making ar- |
throughout, the evening. The President then
mor plates of the highest resisting power, | called
upon Mayor E. F. Hanson, who gave
and steel gun forgings of the finest the convention a most cordial and
hearty
welcome
in behalf of the city.
and
steel
se
Tli.
great shipyards
quality.
Mrs. Stevens responded
briefly to the
plants are convincing proofs that the suMayor’s address and introduced Rev. G. G.
premacy we once had in wooden ship
Winslow, pastor of the Methodist Church,
building may be attained—ii' it has not who, in behalf of the pastors
and churches
already been attained—in steel ships. of the city, gave a hearty address of welcome.
Mr. Winslow was followed by Mrs. L. G.
Practically all of this work has been done
within 10 years, and the secretaries of the Clark, President of the Belfast'Union, who,
navy who have presided over and directed in behalf of her Union, welcomed the visitsisters.
it; the constructors and ordnance officers ingMrs.
L. G. Spaulding of Caribou respondof the navy who have furnished the plans ed
for the convention to the three addresses.
and designs, and the steel makers and j As each of
the speakers stepped
the
ship builders who have excuted these ! platform the white ribboners arose upon
and gave 1
plans are entitled to the highest praise. ! the W. C. T. U. salutation of greeting.
Mrs. E. P. Frost sang “Abide with
We have always had a navy personnel to
Me,”
be proud of, and we now have a navy to in a very pleasing manner.
The two-minute, speeches by the Countv
be proud of—not a finished navy, but one |
on the way.
A new battleship is a new Presidents were interesting aud much amusement was created by friendly sallies between
| argument for international arbitration— j some of the county representatives.
The re- j
for you must have noticed that perempports were as follows:
tory demands for a fixed amount of dam- j Androscoggin, Mrs. A. J. Dennison, Auburn;!
nations that Aroostook, .Mrs. L. ,). Spaulding, Caribou; Cumj ages are usually made upon
have no battleships or torpedo boats, j berland, Miss Cornelia M. lew, Portland; Frankiieieii Collin Reedy, Farmington; llanto
match the lin. Mrs.
am
I
sure,
i It is not our plan,
coek, Mrs. Mary Carroll, Southwest Harbor; KenWe may safely j nebec, Mrs. S. E. Long. Winthrop; Knox,
navies of Europe.
Mrs. S.
[ great our
B. Thompson, Friendship; Lincoln, Miss A. K
register of vessels well within Gian,
keep
Daraariscotta; Oxford, Mrs. F. 1*. Chandler
intend
to
not
do
blit
we
again
theirs;
Bethel; Penobscot, Mrs. Evelyn Harvey, Kendusleave the sea.”
keag; Piscataquis, Mrs Edith N. Oakes, Foxeroft;
Somerset, Mrs. Frances M. Chandler, St. AlbansMiss Alice May Douglass, Bath Walat
Orono.
Sagadahoc,
Instructor
Military
do, Miss Emily F. Miller,North Searsnmnt; WashMrs. Bernard Rogers, Pembroke;
ington,
York,
Second Lieut. Herbert X. Hoyden, of Mrs. J. O. Hannon, Groveville.
the 23d U. S. Infantry, now stationed at
At an interval in the reports Miss Sarah
Fort Clark, Texas, who has been detailed M. Hall sang “The IIolv City.”
of
The meeting closed with a hymn by the
as military instructor and professo
tactics at the Maine State College, is a congregation and benediction by Rev. G. G.
Winslow.
in the class of ’91,
Point
of
West
graduate
morning’s devotional meethaving been appointed to the military ingWednesday
was led by Mrs. iJennie E. Seamans.
academy from the second Connecticut The reports of the following superintendcogressional district in 1886, entering the ents were received. Mrs. Lucy A. Snow, on
Upon graduation he was evengelistic work; Mrs. C. E. Kuapp, on
year.
assigned to the 23rd Infantry and joined prison, jail and almshouse work; Mrs. A. L.
the regiment in Texas where he has been Hervey on work among quarrymeu; Mrs.
C. L. Lamb on legislation ami petitions.
p.actically all the time since. Lieut,
Miss Flora Webber was introduced anil
ltoyden is less than thirty years of age. extended the welcome of the Good
Templars.
It is not known at Orono just when Lieut.
Rev. C. H. Wells offered words of welcome
Hoyden will arrive to begin his work. in behalf of the Universalist church.
Until his arrival the corps will continue in
A telegram of love and regret at not being
charge of Mr. H. S. Boardman, instructor able to be present was received from Mrs.
Sarah L, Cram, Corresponding Secretary.
in physics.
1

The department of agriculture has just
issued a very interesting document on
Just how such informafarm animals.
tion is obtained is not apparent, but tiie
department sets down the population of
the best known representatives of the
brute creation as follows:

Large and

j
j

j

|

Granges

part of the county.

The first will be held

Mr. and Mrs.

buying

R. P. Chase

PERSONAL.
in

are

New York

for

Mrs. John Harrimau of Bar Harbor is
guest of Mrs. M. W. Welch.

Mrs. Harriet Crockett of Grelton, Ohio,
visiting Mr. and Mrs. N. E. Keen.

is
to

Charles McMahan of Newburyport, Mass.,
visited relatives in Belfast last week.

will

be

given through the
the county grange

papers same as
It is not intended to

Dr. W. G. Farnham of Dedham, Mass., is
his aunt, Mrs. Lydia A. Hatch.

Carl Ames of Bucksport arrived last
week to visit Mr. anil Mrs. C. H Crosby.

Abbie A., b m.. John Hobbs...... 1
Don Advocate, g. g., (). P. Estes -.3
2.37

5
3

12

11

3
4
5

1
5

3
2
4

2

4 dr

3

2
3
4

CLASS.

Leon. l)lk. g., Peter lilake. 1
Christo Patehen, l>. g., o. p. Estes.2
Rocket, b. g., Charles Reynolds.3
> .•ramamla.
4
Ellen M.,ch m., E. M. West. ..5
Minnie Withers, oil. iu.. <1. W. Williams...f>
Time—2.40, 2.38, 2.37 1 4.
2.30 CLASS.

1
2
::

Maekumboy, blk. g., F. L. Nash.1
King Pin, g. g., C. K. Lane.2

1
2

4
5

1
2
4
3
5

0 dr

1
2

Erlihg,

1) s., C. B Wellington.
4
3
3
Joe R blk. g.t It. P. Bun ill.4 ds
Time—2.34 1-2, 2.30 1-2. 2.34.

—

111
2
2
3
3
3
2

STALLION RACE.

Keno

L., b. s., 4. J. Adams.1

King Pin, g
''

s.

2

1
2

Time—2.31, 2.23

1

4, 2.32.

FOUR-YEAR-OLDS.

Ovrin C (L H. Williams.1
No Name, C. Piper.2
Dandy Pat, Eli .Moulton.3
Edmund J., Laforest Webb.4

1
2
3

4

2

4
3

Transfers in Real Estate.
The following transfers in real estate were
recorded iu Waldo County Registry of
Deeds for the week ending Sept. 30, 1880:
Stillman D. Flood, Belfast, to James E. Mar-

den, Searsport; land in Searsport. B. A.
Curtis, Monroe, to W. P. Braley, do.; land
and buildings in Monroe. Lydia S. Tucker,
Stillwater, to E. W. Thomas, Bath ; laud in
Northport. F. A. Choate, Montville, to D.
H. Sanford, do.; land m Montville.

McDonald and B. II. Conant left
to join John S.
Twombly and
others of Monroe in a hunting
trip t- Bemis
Lake.

Miss Hattie E. Robbins left Monday for
extended visit to her sister, Mrs. F. W.
Chase of Lawrence, Mass.

Hon. W. C. Marshall
and

was

in

Miss Fannie Berry of Providence, R. I
guest last Thursday and Friday of
Mrs. S. W Johnson, Miss Berrv is a vei
y
riue pianist.
Mrs. Hattie A. Welch and Mrs. Mabel I.
Furbush of Lynn, Mass., were in Belfast last
week to attend the funeral of their
father,
Samuel F. Shaw.

Lewiston last

Saturday, attending

a

of the State Fair Trustees.

meeting

Mr. and Mrs. II. M. Prentiss went to Canhum Tuesday for a visit of four days. F. 6.
Coombs of Bangor takes Mr. Prentiss* place

Clifton M.

Gray left last Thursday for
Meadville, Pa., to attend the theological
school, after spending his vacation at home.

postal clerk.

as

Oscar Limeburner was in town a few
days last week, while his vessel, the schooner W. Wallace Ward, was
discharging coal
Mr.

at

E.

was a

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis F. Gannon went to
Houlton last week on account of the serious
illness of Mrs. G.’s mother.

Julia Cook has been at hune from
Massachusetts for a short visit and ,. ft Monday for Boston, where she lias a situ itiuii in
the City IB spital.
M:ss

Bangor.

Miss Laura Woods of Somerville, Mass.,
who has been visiting her parents, Mr. and

Mrs. C. C. Stephenson ami .!
Ifattie and Minnie, of Clinton, spent hist week
with Mrs. S.'s sister.. Mrs. F. B. S'rci*, in
East Belfast, They returned home i u:,v.

Stephen S. Woods, returned home last
Saturday.
Mrs.

Mrs. J. W. Dougan will leave for
York to-day, after spending about two
months at their cottage on the North Shore,
North port.
Mr. and

!l
Mayor Hanson has been iuvit.
Democratic national c.mmitt.-e io t-ik••
stump for Bryan. He says tie- •}. t; -.-s m
that be will not accept. ‘| Belfast Cun Bangor Commercial.

New

Mrs. R. H. Barrett, child and nurse < t'
Miss Myra Porter, who !• is y,
Portsmouth, Ya., who were the guests i' her e- usin, Mrs. Thomas Tav!
:
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph II. Howes, iefr. for ; u.r weeks, left
.i! W
Monday for
last Thursday.
East Fairfield, where, she h:s
S. G. Thurlow was in town last week ami
position as matron of Mary L- a -a
was feeling well over the Maine election. It
tage.

•.

>■

had been some time since he called
Belfast friends.

his

on

Mr. J. A. Brown of Iluiilton arrived from
Rockland Sunday, and was a guest of W

for

Charles K. Crawford and daughter
New York last Thuisday, d),er
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until
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L. A1 den’s for the winter, as •,
Emma Sewall A Men.
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cupy the Thombs liouse* on Church street.
Mrs. J. S. Thumbs is going away for tic
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Frank H. Colley, who tool his
for the York county 1 ar
uu.
special j raise from t!ie

path

-d
i
m"
of the day's session ot ihe
Mr
Colley studied law w ith II ui. 1. u Ik idle try la.M year and
afterward- \epr
Mancie -ter, N. H.
IB v s f ru.
v.-m
sueeessfui newspaper lean, :••• ng
!i.!’.
time the city editor of t
ia-t \g\I
a
Colley will probably remain in !!
try
d- y
for some time, but later
ng
u>--n
m
Aroostook c"unt\ when he \\
:—;.
office.
[Biddeford Even ng 11
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»•

,se

24th.

a

place

on

the

same

steamer.

H. L. Woodcock, the Belfast artist, who
lias been passing a large portion of the summer at Matimeus, was in fmvu Friday mi his
way home.
During his outing Mr. Woodcock has transferred ti> canvas many of the
Tlu- citibeautiful scenes about Matiniciis.
zens will remember with pleasure Mr. Woodcock’s exhibition in this city last winter and
he glad to learn he will ham another here in
December. He will exhibit more oils this
Mr. Woodcock has ac
pled an enyear.
gagement to furnish a three eolumn tishing
of Sim-'Png
for
the
mini!"
Christmas
story
and Fishing, with an original drawing to
complete a half page. IP's work lias already
been sent in and accepted. The subject dealt
with was salmon tishing at Alford's Lake.

1

2

H.

Saturday

an

[Rockland Star.

eymouth Chief, b. «., R. W. Burrill.3 3 3

Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Wells will return from
Boston and New York the last of the week
with a full line of winter goods and furs.

Mrs. Joseph L. Havuer arrived home Saturday from a two weeks’ visit to her sister,
Mrs. Campbell of Bostou.

Friday

evening,

guests of Miss Annabel Walker.

are

or

four

and then took
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land, connecting with a \i
the-tpt-iking

Mr.
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re-election

tomary.
was
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Thomas E. Shea appeared at the Bowdoin
Square Theatre, Boston, last week in his
new play
“The Man-’o-wars Man,” and
scored a great success. The opening night
he hail many calls before the curtain, but
when he was called out at the close of the
third act, Thomas A. Mullen, private secretary of Mayor Quincy, stepped upon the
stage and after congratulating the actor
upon the success of the evening’s performance and referring to the strides he had
made in his profession, handed him a goldheaded ebony walking-stick bearing this inscription: “To Thomas E. Shea from Mayor
Quincy and Members of the City Government of Boston, Bowdoin Square Theatre,
Sept, 21, 18158.” Mr. Shea responded briefly
and retired, laden with two very handsome
floral tributes.
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WAOON HACK.

Ned, b. g., E. L. Prince.. 2
1
Weymouth Chief, b. s., It. W. Burrill
Bell Roy, b. g., W. S. Yolk. 3
Time—3.00, 3.02, 3.03 3 4, 3.08.

and

Miss Edith Mason left Monday for Worcester, Mass., where she has a situation in a
millinery establishment.

Mrs. Annie P. Dole, wife of President
Dole of The Hawaiian Republic, arrived at
Castine, her native place, last week for a
short visit. Mrs. Dole’s maiden name was
Anna Prentiss Cate.
She is a daughter of
the late Charles Adams Cate and Jane Russell At lams, and the gram l-daughter "f
Thomas Adams, all of Castine.

CLASS.
2
1
4

ter of

Bordmau Ifall, Esq., of Boston is the iug home :n time for breakfa-.'
v
regular Democratic candidate for Congress morning. Among those wi
in the 10th Massachusetts district, hut as Mayor Hanson Postmastei K
there is to he another Democratic candidate, 1). M« L. an, Walter II. B
and the district was Republican at the last Pitcher, G< cge 11. Poor, .1. ('. I»
election, his chances for success this year ro! Thompson, S. A. Parker of Hr
Capt. Fields S. Pendleton of I-'.,
are nut very good.

Following are summaries of the races at
the fair of tiie North Waldo Agricultural
Society in Unity Sept. 23d and 24th:
2.50

Mrs. Calvin Norris ami Miss dessn- p..
Bar Harbor arrived Tuesday

Susan A. Morrison and Mrs. Eliza .1.
a visit to friends

Mrs.

Hopkins left Thursday for
in Newton, Mass.

to take

Unity Races.

Miller, b. g., H. (L Cates.4
Collins, I>. in., S. Drinkwater. 2
Touchstone, tr. g.. < E. Wellington.5

Mr. and Mrs. IT. S. Webb of
Rockland
spent Sunday at Rocky Point.

L. Littlefield.

home in Brooksville and to friends
in Belfast. Albert Perkins went with him

is.

to

move

Frank Smith of St. Paul, Minn., visited his
Mrs. ,T. L. Morrison of Portland N
visiting
father-in-law, Benjamin Libby, last week.
her sister, Mrs. I. H. Sherman.
Mrs. Mary A. Blake of Cleveland, Ohio, is
Miss Dora Newell is with the
Western
a guest of Capt. and Mrs. David H.
Union Co. in Bangor for two w.*,‘ks
Libby.
Miss Jane W. Ferguson went to Bostou
Edward I,. Eastty of Brockton, M hs ;s
last Friday to buy millinery and dry goods.
visiting in B dfast and Casting.
Tilestou Wadlin, Esq., and wife took a
Mr. Frank Barker of Centre M.iutviih* s
carriage ride to Lewiston last week to visit
attemling the Ilocklaud Co.umeivia! College.
relatives.
Mrs. Gertrude
Springer of Danf>■;-!, airivMrs. Henrietta Walker arrived home last
ed Monday to visit her
sister, Mrs. Bertha
Thursday from a visit to friends in Orland
Graishury.
and Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Hammons and
daughMiss Agnes Ryan of Houlton spent Sunter of Boston are
visiting City Marshal
day in Belfast, as aguestof Mr. aud Mrs. W. Hammons.

his old

eon

Fred

buy goods.

Myron Varnuui, first officer < f steamer I About .1 dozen Belfast
American of New York, returned Thursday ! Batli last Sana'd iv t se*to rejoin the steamer after a short- visit to an. They went t- Caimm:

diet with our county grange, only to give us a chance to meet
oftener with the farmers and do away with
the trouble of getting up a dinner and making so much trouble and work for the sisters.
[A Patron.
The

Frank J. Starrett went to Boston
Monday

Hiram Michaels and family will
Brooks this week.

Mrs.

places.

county
now

*

Hon. II. W. Ellis of Enibdeu is
visiting
friends in Belfast.

visiting

15.

have long felt the want
We have nearly half of
the Patrons of Waldo county in this section
ami can till any Grange hall we have.

Howard went to Foxcroft Tuesday

visit.

a

Selwin Thompson went to Boston
Monday
on business.

a

Oct.

union grange.
We
of such a meeting.

F. A.

stock of millinery.

a

Mr. and Mrs. Hanford Thomas Crosby of
Morning Light Grange, Monroe,
It will be a picnic dinner, with no ex- ; Boston spent their honeymoon in this vi< mipense whatever to the grange where we i ty and left Saturday for home. They vi-.m•«t
Mr. C.’s brother, Charles II. Crosby, ami
meet. The officers of the grange where the
meeting is held will (ill the chairs of this relatives in Camden, Roekland and other
with

Notice

H>T

NEMBER

solo, “Here

A

Mr. Bryan's visit to
Boston must Lave
been very enjoyable to
him. His reception
was
sufficiently cordial and demonstrative
to satisfy even one who
bas had a surfeit of
that sort of thing. On the
question of numbers ou the Common and at
Music Hall he
bad every reason to be
satisfied. In bis addresses be was the Bryan of
old, of the Chicago convention
self-nominating speech
days. When he unites assertion with
vigor
of speech he possesses an
unquestioned and
considerable power of magnetism.
His address on the Common
was com-

was

181KL

The memorial service was opened by the
and There,” by E. S. Pitcher.
The service was in honor of 64 white ribboners who have passed
Rlbboners.
away during the year.
Prayer was offered by Mrs. Wentworth of
The twenty-second annual convention of Dexter, Miss Hall sang
“Crossing the Bar,”
the Maine Woman’s Christian Temperance and the service closed with the hymn, “Sweet
and
Bye
Bye.”
Union is now in session in this city. The
The noontide prayer was by Mrs. Pliilbrick
delegates began to arrive Monday on the of Rockland.
As The Journal goes to press early Wedsteamers from Bangor and Castine.and they
nesday afternoon we close our report for
were reinforced by about a hundred who
this issue with the noon intermission.
came on the evening passenger train.
The
The Committee on Credentials has not yet
delegates were met at the boats ami trains reported, but the Entertainment Committee
have 275 visitors recorded, and there are
local
by committees of the
union, who proseveral others who stop with relatives who
vided conveyance to the various homes to have
not reported to the committee. There
which the delegates had been invited, or to are, no doubt, more than 300
delegates and
the Baptist church, where supper was serv- visitors attending the convention.
Miss Agnes E. Slack ol London, whe
ed. About 125 visitors were entertained in
spoke last even mg, is a guest of Mr. and
the city Monday night. Tuesday’s boats and Mrs. Edward Sibley. Mrs. Katherine Lente
trains added to the number, and at the hour Stevenson and the State otlieers are guests
of Miss Ellen P. Frothingham.
of opening of the convention more than 200
Although the number of visitors is in exwhite ribbouers were assembled in the cess of the number expected all are
provided for, and the committee are in
Methodist church.
receipt of
The audience room of the church was offers of entertainment for manv more.
The committee wish to express their thanks
n<"it,ly decorated. On the front of the organ to all who have contributed in any
way to
stood ;i portrait of Lady Henry Somerset make the convention a success or to entertain
the
and
visitors.
delegates
draped on either side by the. dags of the
United States and Great Britain. The banNews of the Granges.
ner <»f the State Union stood at the left of
the President’s station, while the banners of
Five candidates received the fourth dethe county unions hung at various points on
grees in Seaside Grange last Saturday eventhe walls. The motto of the W. C. T. U.,
ing. The: subject under discussion for the
“For God and Home and Every Laud,’’ hung
evening was the life of John Adams.
at the rear of the room. Bouquets of liowers
Rising Sun Grange, East Knox, will hold
and potted palms were tastefully arranged
a fair Oct. 8th, to be followed
by a dance in
about.
The convention opened at 9 o’clock Tues- the evening at J. H. Me Gray’s hall. All are
day morning with a devotional service led cordially invited to attend and to bring exby Mrs. Lucy A. Snow of South Windham. hi bits to the fair. Good music will be furThe business meeting was called to order
nished for the dance and supper for those
at 10 o’clock by Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens,
State President.
The “Crusade Psalm” who wish. No postponement on account of
(Ps. 140) was read responsively, and prayer weather.
was offered by Mrs. Kate DeWitt.
Hillside Grange, East Thorndike, held a
The report of the executive committee was
read and accepted.
harvest feast on the evening of Sept. 23d.
The following committees were appointed : The attendance
was
The
quite large.
On Credentials, Mrs. Abbie E. Shapleigh,
were
West Lebanon; Miss Harriet E. Leavilt, neighboring Granges
represented.
Stroudwater; Mrs. Abbie Weeks, Vassal- Grange deputy J. G. Harding of Waldo, I
boro.
who is also Master of Pomona
Grange, was
On Courtesies, Mrs. A. E. Clark, Belfast;
Miss Emily F. Miller, Searsmout; Mrs. Ger- present, accompanied by his wife.
The
trude Stevens Leavitt, Portland.
deputy made some interesting and instrucThe report of the Corresponding Secretary tive remarks. After a
bountiful supper had
was read by the Secretary, and
gave a brief
been disposed of, and the meeting called to
In 1880
summary of the work iu the State.
the State Convention met iu Belfast. There order, home talent produced an excellent
were then 28 unions in Maine and there
cuociudiuiueui.
a line recitation
were 84 delegates iu attendance.
To-day
there are 200 unions and Belfast people are was given by Mrs. Sliibles of Sunlight
entertaining 250 delegates. The unions Grange, Knox. Few younger ladies could
have done better than last year. The re- surpass her.
Two dialogues, among the
port also covered the work in the various
many other good tilings, caused much
I. Utilities.
amusement. “The Love of a
The treasurer’s report was as follows:
Bonnet,” by
Mrs. Addie Ward, Mrs. Maud Hogan, Mrs.
Received from last year. .$ 296.13
this year. 2859.20
Emma Gordon, Mrs. Jesse Hogan, Mrs.
Total .§3155.33 Abbie Ham and Miss Susie Gordon; “The
Expenditures this year.
$2928.76 Troublesome Shirt and Collar,” “Mr. and
Cash on hand........" 226.57
Mrs. Spoopendike,” by Mr. and Mrs. J. G.
Total.
$3155.33 1 fambliu.
Greetings of love and sympathy were sent
By invitation Granite Grange of North
to the absent members who are usually
present at State convention, but who are de- Searsport met with Morning Light Grange
tained by iilnces, as follows: Mrs. Sarah L.
of Monroe, Sept. 25th. It was a
very pleasCram, Mrs.. Mary McDowell, Mrs. Hannah ant
evening and Granite Grange turned out
J. 15ailey, Miss Lubelle Patrick.
in
force.
Some
150
members
were
Mr-. N. S. Fernahl of Portland spoke in
present
regard to the distribution of temperance lit- and with about 100 from Morning Light
er tu a.
made up a goodly number. It was found
Mrs. 0. P. Talbot of Malden, Mass., was
introduced anti sj-tke of the work in her that the grange hall would not accommodate
section.
them all, and after a good square harvest
Mrs. A. E. Clark of Belfast, Miss Emily
feast prepared by the good sisters of Monroe
F. Miller of Searsmont, Mrs. Phiibrick of
the company adjourned to the town
'nail,
Rockland, Alass., Miss Margaret llunt-r of j
Cherry field, Mrs. Chi in of New Sweden and which was soon tilled with smiling l'.-uvs
Mrs. Hayden of Norway offered brief re- { and
happy Grangers. Worthy Master Dawmarks.
Miss Hunter spoke of the DCmorest j
ami W. C. T. C. prize medal contests ; Mrs. son called the Grange, to order, ami afte the
Chlin of work among the Swedes iu Aroos- regular order of business the following protook < .unity, and Mrs. Hayden of temperam •-.*
gramme was given:
Singing b the choir:
work among foreigners.
address of welcome by 11 C. Buzzell of
The noontide prayer was led by Mrs. AhMonroe Grange; (This was very line and rebio 1 Ion instead of Portland.
The afternoon session was opened with
flected much credit upon the young man):
pin' or by Mrs. Sarah Iv. Taylorof Rockland, I
Master Boyd of Granite
1 be ecinmitten on resolut ions was nuiioun- response by Worthy
[ Grange; remarks by Bn*. Stinson of Granite ;
eel as follows by counties;
Audrosci.*ggi:i, j
Mis C. ly Pierce; Aroostook, Mrs. Annie Grange; song by choir; rec
Nane\ Barker;
|
R. White ; Cumberland, Mrs. Sarah MeLMcharade; rec., Mamie Webber; song. Annie
Mrs.
Sarah
D.
Ian; Franklin,
Moore: Han- { York
; tableaux song by choir; rec., Carrie
eo-tk, Mrs. Belle Blake; Kennebec, Mrs.;
Robertson song and encore, Bro. and SisTheb.- Pinkham : Knox, Airs. Sarah K. Taybn; Line-du, Mrs. Emma Fuller: Oxford; ter Ryder; song, Mystic choir; rec., Eva
-Miss Annie Cross; Penobscot, Mrs. N. E.
instrumental music, Bro.
Foss; J’iscataquis, Mrs. Mary F. Hobbs; Cook; dialogue;
Somerset, Mrs. 1. S. Wentworth; Waldo, York; song by choir. A rising vote of
Mrs. S. G
Bicknell; Washington, Miss Mar- thanks was taken for the manner in which
garet C. Hunter; York, Mrs. L. M. Hills.
we had been entu-t,Mined
by Morning Light
Mrs. 1,. J. Spaulding, Superintendent of
A motion
was
made to hold 1
the department of uaferuiented wine at the Giaaige.
made
her report, which was monthly meetings the Thursday on or besacrament,
followed by general discussion.
fore the full moon,through the fall and comMiss Sarah M. Hall of Rockland sang
very ; ing
in the eastern
winter, with the
W. C.

to Vew

England and His Speeches
In Boston, Portland
and Bath.

|
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lay,
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upend the

semi-annual meeting of the Grand 1 >dg.-.
Use of

Eggs.

Calico print works use 40.0(H),t'lii) dozen
eggs per year, wi:.e edaritiers use 10,000,mo
dozen, the photographers and other industries use many millions, and these trade
orders increase more rapidiy than table demands.
The high standard of the dress g.Is manufactured by the Nonantum Worsted company is well known. The assignees will s»direct from the mill a lot of dress patterns
and remnants. Their advertisment may be
found elsewhere.

Letter from

Arkansas.

[Special (V;respondence

of The

It is Now 2.00 1-2 !
New World’s Record
Paces the Fastest Mile Ever Made by a Horse

John U.

Journal.]

spmxus, Ai;k., Sept. 17, ISOfi:
d etii»ns in Arkansas and Maine are

»

hut whether

over,

in Maim

Pel

in Aikan>as

the results

over

Republican

our

have

knowing.

of

m» ans

Maine,

ing

1

There is.liowIt will keep your
hielcens
will m ile
ung pull* ts iuy par
in gold or moulting liens', and
is absolutely pure.
Highly
costs only a tenth of a cent

ver, n ueh lejoieiug here over the result
in Maine. Our daily morning papers reach

<

heie fo-iii Joplin op
o"oh. k j
m. and
the fiist

Springfield, Mo., at 5
usually bring us the
importance. Last Tues-

of

news

1.owe ver, the train was late and no
mail in consequence was delivered until
Wednesday morning. A despatch had been

Therefore,

mrPtcr what kind of food you use, mix
with it dailv Sheridan’s Powder. Otherwise, your profit
this fall and winter will be lost when the
price for eggs
is very high. It assures
perfect assimilation of the food
elements neede-i to produce health and form eggs. It is
sold hv druggists, grocers, feed dealers or by mail.
Single pack. 25 cts. Five $1. Fargo two-lb. can $1.20. Six
cans. $5. F\n. paid. Sample Rest Pori-TRy Paver” free
I. S. JOHNSON & CO.. 22 Custom House Su. Boston. Mass.

received early in the day to the effect that
Maine had given a Republican majority of

50.o)0, but as it was of doubtful authen-

ticity,
might

we
rejoiced quietly, hoping it
be true, but fearing it might not be
confirmed.
I inquired of one staunch

he

was

going

to

no

raise two, or even three crops.
A crop of
winter wheat, followed by a crop of cow
peas, then seeded to another crop of rye,
vetches, etc. The cow peas enrich the

celebrate

but he said not until the

papers were received to confirm the

good soil, besides furnishing two tons to the

Wednesday morning’s papers con- acre of excellent hay. The peas have to
despatch of thepreeeedingday; be sowu after all danger of frost has
then the Republicans began to
shout, passed for they are as tender as a bean,
•Hurrah for Maine," with beaming coun- which
they resemble more nearly than a
tenances. I stepped into one of the Banks
The farmers would do well to expea.
Wednesday morning when one of my periment with a few, at least, for if they
fiien<’> grasped me heartily by the hand should do well it would be
worth hunnews.

firmed the

and s.-ii'i.
hi>
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at
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I.ast TuesX went down

every lip was,
“Have you heard the news from Maine?”
and never have 1 felt more proud to hail

J

from that uoble State than when the news
strong party ! of that glorious Republican majority
ejection

resuieniiai

reacneu nere.

the past twentyNaturally, this town is almost a unit
r which l have felt so
profound i for McKinley, but there is considerable
'ci>:
as l feel in the
coming one. free silver sentiment among the farmers
st m line.tirst "i all.t" a
question of
and
the election can defin-
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integiity.
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cannot
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possibly

increase the

money received and is not
increase the bulk.
Why, then,
r
the Southern and Western
'• e
become infatuated with the
=
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McKinley's .triumphant election
in the minds of those who read the signs
of tiie times. The result in Maine and Yer-
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os, v.orth of silver buli cent i the “l and writing on the wall"for
’■ ito value of 100 cts.
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Maine man ueed be ashamed
Hurrah for Maine."
The
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’J'ie man who Las been
™ou8h to save a few hundred

stick when the returns are all in, and
McKinley’s election becomes a fact, in-

a
:

stead of

expectation.
1 have read many campaign songs and
an

parodies this year,

but the

following, which

appeared in the New York .Sun,

seems

to

me to express the situation the best of
any of them and I submit it for the benefit of those readers of The Journal who

may not have

seen

it in the Sun.

Abou Bill Bryan, may his tri'oe decrease!
Awoke one night from a deep dream of
peace,
And saw within the moonlight in his room,
Making it rieli and silverlike in bloom,
An angel writing in a book of gold.
Exceeding gall had made Bill Bryau bold,
A ml to t! ■«■ presence in the room he said :
"What writest thou0'’ The vision raised its

head,

And, with a look of what he might expect,
Answered: “Their names who'll get it, in
the neck.”
“And am I one? asked Aboil. “I don’t
know,”

Replied the angel. A boil spake more low,
But cheerily still, and said: “I pray thee,
sir,
Write me as one not liable to err,”
The angel wrote and vanished. ‘The next

came

off

so

according

world’s record at only half a second over
two minutes, or 2.00 1-2.
Gentry was roundly applauded when he
appeared on the track for his great trial
of speed.
He had been out on the track
several times before and had been the
centre of all eyes.
When W. S. Andrews
drove him on the track for the effort to
break his record, the air was chilly and a
light, northwesterly breeze blew up the
home stretch.
It was to be a great effort,
for Andrews was resolved to send his
horse for all he was worth.
His record
before starting was 2.01 1-2, which was
made Sept. 8, 1896, at Glens Falls, New
York, in the second heat of the race with
Star Pointer.
Andrews had given Gentry two warming up miles and it was nearly sunset
when lie was ready to start for the eventful mile.
Andrews rode his sulky easily,
with an air of confidence, but among the
spectators there were very few who believed that the record would be lowered so
near to the 2-minute mark.
A runner appeared with Gentry to pace him.
After scoring twice Andrews came down
to the wire to begin the fastest mile ever
accomplished by a horse in harness. The
crowd cheered as lie approached the

starting point.
“Go,” shouted

Starter Culbertson and
hundreds of watches caught the pacer at
the start.
The runner’s nose was within two feet
of Gentry's nose as they made the first
turn on the stretch.
Gentry was going
gracefully and steadily, getting over the
ground in great shape, and the runner had
to work hard to keep up.
lilt*

nisi

quarter 'Mis
made in 2'.» 1-4
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and End of the

Boy

We

Orator.

Preparation.

uo caring for the
future, while the
heartache holds us fast,
With uo thought for any pleasure—ah! 'tis
well these cannot last.

Condemnation.
Consternation,
Lamentation.
Extermination.
News.
[Buffalo

For the shadow always lifts, aud the

has it that the Canadian Pacific
has got hold of the Sebasticook & Moosehead road and will carry on the road to
Well,
people
have suspected for a long
P. R. R. folks knew about
how much that extension was costing. And
Wiscasset will make a good harbor for the
big Canadian road, too. [Calais Times.
lots of

in Maine who
time that the C.

The

Association meets

somebody

induce Tom Watson’s
boy to take the stump for McKinley and
Hobart? The mouthy Populist persists
in declaring that, if his boy should go on
the stump against him, as Harold M.
Sewall is doing against his father, he
would quit the canvass and go soak his
The Watson
head in the nearest swamp.
boy has a noble chance to do his country a
great service. [N. Y. Advertiser.
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Harper’s Maga/.ine

Repudicrat’s

yes,

"ThAVeN

Quandary.

think it over, it is sorter

mess o' pollyties, where I
to-day.
Bryan an' there's Sewall, an’
there's this here Watson, too,
a feller with a
m or’gage don’t know

d" stun'

MAKE A COLLECTION OF SUTTf
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which each

pinchascr

Ciporal Cigarettes

staid with the Republicans for more'n
twenty year,
never had no trouble vet to read mv
title clear,
Till I got that cussed mor’gage, and the
neighbors did t lie same,
An' Si Simpkins said he reckoned that the
Gold-hugs was to blame.
Course we’d lnos'ly built new houses, an"

-rictr. fre-irs

a v

Sweet
choice free.

of a pacacje rt

is entitled

to a
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An' I

indulged

But Si 'lowed
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entitled to whatever
t
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tell us, in

That the government ’ud tix
some

be
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likewise use'
convincin’ way,

loan,

Yon Onf: To

kerridges,

in

we was

All' lie

us

with

the penitentiary for not
advertising (bis
serious indictment, and yet that is
exactly w
said to our agent a short time
ago.
That man had just seen a woman who had almost i
from the grave by

nios'

a
a

fiat-

day.

So of
Charles II.

course we all turned Hat, for Si said
that tiat drew
About one per cent, per annum, with pro-

Hutchings,

vision to

Headache
CURED

PERMANENTLY
BY TAKING

[Albert Bigelow Bailie,

Ayer's Pills
‘I

troubled a long time with sick
headache, it was usually accompanied
with severe pains in the temple*-, a sense
of fullness and tenderness in one e\e. a
had taste in my mouth, tongm* coated,
hands and feet cold, and sickness at the
stomach.
I tried a good many remedies
recommended for this complaint; but it
was not until I
was

Ayer’s Pills
I received anything like permm
benefit. A single box of these pills
did the work for me. and I am now free
from headaches, and a well man."
II. IlnviiiMis, hast Auburn. Me.

that

iient

Through

in

Fields
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SPECIF!

The

solemn hush of dewy morn,
What glory crowns the fields of corn!
A joy and gladness in the land
Tlie lithe, green ranks of beauty stand:
Broad-acred vales from hill to hill
The lifted plumes and tassels fill,
While birds sing in the cool, sweet morn
Through fields of corn.

j

Like palms that shade a hidden spring
The reeded columns sway and sing;
The breathing censers swing alway,
The leafy cymbals clash and play,

:

It was an awfu! case of cancer, but it was cured
T
the man who used the words
quoted had died recently of can
bis heartfelt cry.
We are trying to make up now for
past neglect, ai
Treatment Book tells all about it. Sent for 10 cents
pay postage.

Corn.

!

,■

a

*"

Harper’s Weekly.
of

sent tr>
That is

YPSILANTI

renew-

All of which was gratifvin', an' Si ’lowed 't
‘ud break the heart
Of that “party" in the mor’gage that was
named as “second part.”
Now there’s them thet says that Watson lies
engaged to see it done
By a-runnin’ some new ray show thet they
call sixteen to one ;
But an hones' man gits puzzled how to vote,
an’ sorter 'fraid
Thet he’ll make some fatal error, an’ his
mor’gage won't he paid.

Sick——.

Ypsilanti Specific Co., Boston

In

And when the breezy voices call,
Tin* sea-grown billows rise and fall,
And music swells and joy is born

Through fields of

—

Now is the time to

corn.

corn the summer brings
rustling blades, the blackbird's wings,
The sharded locust’s strident turn*,
And idle raven's mocking rune,
Tlie bobolink's exulting strain,
And cuckoo prophesying rain
In low, sweet whistle in tin* morn
Through fields of corn.

buy

your Wintei

To fields of
The

AYER’S PILLS
Awarded Medal at World's Fair

Ayer's Sarsaparilla

is the

Best.

^STYLES

Of Galilee, in days of old,
He leads again this Sabbath

Through fields of
I [Prof. Benj. F. Leggett.

corn
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the annual reunion of the 3d Maine
Regiment in Augusta last week the following officers were elected : J. C. Chadbourne
of Gardiner, president; Win. Mc-David, secretary and Geo. S. Fuller, treasurer. SpeechAt

5.35

5.50

....

510

5.25

....

5.10

5.25

m.i.i\ K.m.
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THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPA
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There being a rainfall Sept. 22nd the 9th
Maine Regiment met in annual reunion at
Grand Army hall at Augusta instead of at

President, E. I. Frost, Palmyra:
president, Gen. John Harper, Lewiston;
secretary, J. E. Shepard, Lawrence, Mass..

$5.50

....

CAItf.h ti

were

the (’amp Ground, with 120 in attendance,
including as guests, Rev. C. S. Cummings,
Gen. II. M. Sprague and E. C. Millikeu,
Sheriff Ben Hill of Auburn being among
The following officers were
the number.

1

$5.35

<

made by veterans from different
parts of the State. It was voted to hold
the next reunion in Gardiner next August.
es

CO*

:

Wharf

Coal,

Chestnut

morn

Regimental Reunions.
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Thoroughly Ppli’ai

PHI 1,

bannered fields of corn unfurled
God grows the manna of the world:
He waits to bring the yellow gleam,
The harvest song, the reaper’s dream;
And still as through the Syrian gold

FALL

Quality,

First

In

Cumberland, Lincoln,
Knox, Waldo,
York, Kennebec and Androscoggin and

the town of Deer Isle and lit. Desert
Island in Hancock are prohibited territory, within which limits no deer at all
shall be killed; penalty, $40 for each deer.
Beaver: Shall not bt killed at any time,
under penalty of $25 and costs.
Mink, sable, otter and fisher, protected
between May 1 and Oct. 15; penalty, $10
each.
Protected between May 20
Muskrat:
and March 1, except in Lily Pond in ltockand
Camden.
port
Wood duck, dusky (black) duck, teal or
grey duck, may be killed between Sept. 1
and May 1, lmt may be killed only by the
usual method with fire-arms.
Partridge may be shot but not snared
or-taken in any other way between Sept.
20 and Dec. 1.
Woodcock are under the same restrictions during the open season from Sept. 1
to Dec. 1, and quail between Oct. 1 and
Dec. 1.
No capercailzie, black game, or any
species of pheasant, except the partridge,
shall be killed at any time.
N'o game birds of the State shall be
transported except when accompanied by
the owner, open to view and plainly
tagged, and only for consumption within
the limits of this State, under penalty of
$5 for each bird.
Sunday is close time for all kinds of
game, during which it is unlawful to
hunt, kill or destroy game or birds..

Wall,

\

*

of Maine say:
Open time for moose, deer and caribou
from Oct. 1 to Dec. 51, inclusive, with
fines and imprisonment for killing same
outside of those dates; neither shall anyone dog, snare, trap or hunt with
jackliglits these animals, or kill cow or calf
moose at any time; penalty not less than
$100 nor more than $300 for each moose,
and 30 days imprisonment.
une moose, one caribou and
Linnt:
two deer are the limits beyond which no
sportsman may go in one season, with
privilege of transportation only when accompanied by owner, open to view and
plainly tagged. Beyond the limit the penalty is $100 to $300, and 30 days for each
moose, $40 and 30 days for each caribou
or deer above the limit.
Game seized for
any violation may be returned when bond
has been given by alleged violator to pay
fines if convicted; otherwise, and in case
of conviction, it goes to the prosecutor.
Prohibited territory: The counties of

/

An
what '.s' lies’ to do.
Some they ’low thet Bill ail’ Sewall will
reduce the thing by half;
Others says that this la-re Sewall's jest ati liiu' US with ('half;
lor they iow thet he's a hanker, an' is
hence a plutycrat—
T il a teller with a mor'gage jes don't know
where he ».s’ at.

expenses.

Began Taking

Sportsmen's Season.

!

There

ingly.

All this nerved the pacer to a supreme
effort and it can be seen how noble an effort he made, for, with the wind in his
j teeth, he made the last, quarter quicker
! than the third quarter, doing it in 50 1-4,
: and thus covering his mile in two minutes
one-half second.
J andThis
was a whole second less than his
| former record, which had never been surpassed by any horse and only equalled by
Robert J., 1.01 1-2 iu 1895, at Terre Haute.
When Starter Culbertson announced
the time of the great mile the crowd broke
through the fence and surrounded the
famous pacer, anxious to touch him or
even his sulky.
The first pacing record of note was
made in 1892, by Mascot, 2.04.
Nancy
Hanks equalled him in trotting, the same
Mascot’s record stood until 1894,
year.
being equalled however by Flying Jib and
Orline.
in 1895, Robert J., kept lowering the record until finally it reached the
mark that held until to-day.
If the wind
had been a trifle more favorable, to-day,
Gentry would have lowered the record to
2 minutes.

E.

The

Gloucester, Mass., Sept. 18. The mackerel fishery, which early in the season had a
very favorable outlook, now seems destined
to end disastrously, for while a few of the
fleet have large stocks tie- majority of the
vessels have not secured enough fish to pay

seconds.
The
to wonder when the halfwas
finished
in
1-2
mile
59
seconds, and
to look for a 2-minute pace.
At this point the runners driver was
using the whip and making great effort
and succeeded in keeping at the wheel of
Gentry's sulky. The third quarter was
reeled off in 50 :’.-4, making the time at
: the three-quarter post 1.5<> 1-4.
This was
great going and now came the last quarter
and the home stretch.
As the horses turned into the home
stretch and caught the wind in their
teeth, the crowd began to shout and hurrah ami Andrews shouted encouragingly
to his horse.
The runner’s driver also
urged his horse and used the whip spar-

__

The

[Margaret

for October.

Failure.

a

the

Life must have its sometime sorrow, hut the
years that drift along
Touch the minor chords but seldom ; there
are spaces blithe with
song.
Sometimes we must face the shadow, where
the wind blows keen and cold,
But the shadow fades at dawning, and the
east is flecked with gold.

judges as
people began

The sportsmen's seasou in Maine lias
begun in earnest. They have been shoota great November light,
ing plover and woodcock with fair sucAnd showed the names of those knocked
but now the partridge season isopen.
cess,
galley-w est;
And lo, Biil Bryan’s name led all the rest! 'i’he first of October the
big game will be
I)e>i ie Mudgettk Boynton*.
legal targets. From all indications there
will be plenty of game this year for those
Mount Desert Correspondence.
who can shoot straight.
The game laws

S. W. llAimoK, Sept. Hi,
The summer season at the various hotels is nearly at
an end. The Ocean House is closed, but the
Stanley house has about forty people yet
and the Claremont and Island house a few.

ened we rise aud go
From the sanctuary outward, where
feet tramp to and fro.

Rumor

Fishery

sun-

light glows again;
are sudden
gleams of brightness,
sweet clear shining after rain ;
And we gird ourselves for action, strength-

There

A Railroad Rumor.

are

package of

SWEET CAPORA!
CIGARETTES

to-day,

ness on

Trepidation.

Mackerel

with each

within the shadow, though the
hurrying people go
errands swift for gold and gain, beyond
rest

With

*

The

AN ELEGANT BUTTON FREE

our waiting, aud our
plodding on the way,
With the sunshiue of the past casting dark-

Peregrination.
Argumentation.
*
*

completion.

3

Our resting and

*

there

g

us, to aud fro ;
have no care for transient things, we
wish no more to strive
As once we did ; we rest, we dream, we feel
but half alive.

Notification.
*

LiH

We

Peroration.
Jubilation.
Nomination.
*

I--23

slowly by.

On

Beginning

pa

We sit within the shadow, and in that silence dumb,
To us in softened echoes remembered voices
come;
Dear eyes that closed in slumber once, dear
hands that straightened lie,
Awaken tender yearnings as the day wanes

uii‘

night
It came again with

this year at
Baptist
II
Franklin and is in session at this date.
a t< w thousand
dollars is regarded as a Several from here are in attendance.
"Ki!
I
Mr. James A. Parker’s little child of two
iin,,ther class, whose
interests
:‘!e * 'imi':|lt.
and a half years old swallowed a plum stone
the interests of the
workand after a week's time the physicians advisa f«"'
days ago 1 was
talking with an employee of a railroad on ed the child’s removal to the Maine General
Hospital at Portland for an operation, as it
th,s
ih.iecf.
“The money
classes,” said was causing much distress at times. But
;lle in f»'’ur of
the gold
standard, soon after arriving in Portland the stone was
1 ililvc D,ade
up my mind to vote passed without an operation.
against them every time.” Yet
Albert King of this place, who was in the
what a
mistake, for without the
moneyed classes sell. James Dyer of Portlaud which was run
"Ll° hiul l!,lt t^eir
down and sunk by steamer Reading olf Gay
money into the conGutTion of the railroad
which was pay- Head, arrived home on steamer Mount
Desert yesterday and reports that they had
!“" ,;!m ^ a montl1 in wages he would a
lMVe
very narrow chance for their lives and lost
out of
employment. What was
everything
except what they stood in. This
it that htiilt
the railroad from Kansas
is the second time Mr. King has been ship( ,t-v- :>Iu“ t0 Mena
Springs, Ark., and is wrecked this summer, and each time in vespushing it to the Gulf? Was it not
Eu- sels mackereling, and by steamers, and lost
1'ipean capital? And how insane
people everything he had.
mast he to
array themselves against the
Papers and Periodicals.
men who have been
the source of their
-?»:fiterini
We have received the first number of The
prosperity.
Turning from political matters, your Bucksport Eagle, an eight page weekly
at Bucksport.
tea.(< is may be interested
Dinsin a few items newspaper published
more
are the proprietors and C.
in regaid to
Partridge
weather, crops, etc. The
S. Dinsmore the editor. The paper starts
sm m i.
has been a most
trying one in with a good display of local advertising and
many inspects in
Arkansas, particularly of local news, both of which are essential
the western
section, of which I know more. to the success of a country newspaper.
We hi" a good
supply of moisture early
Thomas E. Calvert, formerly of Auburn,
in ti
M-as.,u and
who has been doing editorial work on the
crops grew bountifully,
bur since the latter
Portland
since the
resignation of
part of June we have Editor P. Argus
W. Mel mire, has been given full
had hut
a
occasionally
light shower of charge of the editorial and news departments
i.du and
extremely warm weather, and of that paper and will henceforth be known
as its managing editor.
in ohm ijuence the
Manager Oscar R.
crops are very light,
Wish will attend strictly to the business dethe
corn crop and fall fruit.
particularly
partment. [Rockland Star.
1 he arly planted corn
The Journal welcomes the return of Mr.
has yielded about
bait a crop, the later
Calvert to Maine journalism. He is an able
scarcely any, and
writer and a courteous gentleman.
for more than two months
we have not
had sufficient moisture in
the ground to
Largest Ship on the Lakes.
germinate even the smaller seeds. Yet
a
only few miles north of here the weather
Cleveland, O., Sept. 24. The launchconditions have been
ing of the new steel steamer James Watt,
very favorable. In the first of the Rockfeller lleet and the
f.reen County,
Mo., the weather has been largest ship on the lakes, took place at
on the whole
quite favorable, excepting the yards of the Cleveland Ship Building
possibly for about two weeks early in Co., yesterday, in the presence of 3,000
people. The James Watt is 426 feet long
August when dry weather and warm (not over
all, 48 feet beam, 25 feet deep at the
winds
did
hot)
some damage to the
grow- shallowest point amidships. It is calcuing crops in a few places.
The States of lated that she will carry 4,000 gross tons
of ore on a draught of 14 1-2 feet, or
Kansas and Nebraska for the most
part, I about 6,000 on a draught of 18 feet. Her
understand, have been favored with a cost will be $260,000.
good supply of moisture and have proBucklen’s Arnica Salve.
duced abundant
The crops lead
crops.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
me to inquire if the farmers of
Maine have
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
tried the experiment of cow
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
peas. Here
and all Skin Eruptions, and positiveCorns,
in flic southwest it is
working a revolu- ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
tion on many of the farms.
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
Of course the
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
.seasons are
longer here, long enough to For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.
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Rigby

placing

day,

Republican if
Tuesday night,

at

Shadow.

the

We walk within the shadow, and we feel its
thickening fold
That wraps us round and holds us close, a
cloak against the cold ;
The day is growing sombre, and the iovous
light has tied,
Aud beneath our feet the road is rough, and
clouds are overhead.

Madrid, Sent. 24. A despatch to the
\ Impartial from
Hong Kong, says steamers
from Manila, capital of the l’liillipine IsIt was threaten- !
lands, bring announcement that Cavite is
the skies partly j
occupied bv 15,000 insurgents. Over a

that the rac- j hundred monks were murdered in the isto pro- lands at the breaking out of the insurrection. Many victims were fastened to trees,
There
a
fair
atteudauce
conwas
gram.
their clothiug soaked with kerosene oil
sidering the weather, and the races were and ignited and they were burned to
It was an eventful day death.
Rich natives are being arrested
up to the mark.
Documents have been seized by
for Rigby, because the world’s pacing re- daily.
cord was broken by John R. Gentry; this the authorities in which are given the
magnificent horse pacing the fastest mile names of the president and various other
ever
made in harness, and
the officials of the proposed republic.

friends in

Arkansas ih> over the result in

a

Portland, Sept. 24.
ing all the morning but
cleared in the afternoon,

Democratic friends

jubilant

as

as

our

Gentry Mokes

In Harness.
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Horrible Barbarity.
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Over 1,000.000boxes sold. 300.000 cores pro\e its power to destroy thei1e<urc fi
urn
form. No-to-bae is the greatesi nt rvo-0 >od
-he world.
Many g.t.n
.iu-1 try a !
fails to make the weak impotent man siroim, vigorous and magtn-i
a
i"
guarani.
to
what
we
0>r
rare
We
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AN UP-TO-DATE HAT
Jb’Oli

Fhll

St-—
WINTER

style W1L=
COX HATS immediately becomes an object of

Any

man

who

wears one

of

our new

admiration===not of himself alone===but
of everybody who sees him. Come in
and let us help you to be handsome.

Dwight P. Palmer,
MASONIC TEMPLE.

STORY-TELLING SPOIST
Surface indications” is a phrase that well
describes those common ills, Eczema and
Salt Rheum. The real disease is in the
blood, and the humor is but the spot that
tells the story of impurities that have invaded the blood. To remove the cause is
the only way by which the disease can be
removed. To do that ointment or local applications are useless. Nature has a real
remedy in Yysilanti Specific. It is the
blood purifiers. If you
do not known of its marvelous power you
ought to test it. Your druggist will supply
you, or if you will send your address to the

greatest of

Ypsilanti

known

Specific

| Boston, they will

see

Co., 104
that you

Broad
are

40,371 New Pensioners.

St.,
supplied.

n
n

In his annual report, Commissioner of
Pensions Murphy shows that during the
year 40,37-1 new pensioners were added to
the roll, and 3,873 restored who had been
previously dropped, making a total of
The losses for various reasons
44,247.
angri-gated 44,093. The whole number of
pensioners on the rolls June 30, last, was

970,078.

It. may
safely be assumed, says the
commissioner, that the roll from this time
on will show a steady diminution, unless
Congress shall enact still more liberal
provisions. The rate of mortality of the
pensioners, particularly those who served
through the rebellion, is rapidly increasnow

ing.

~

I

nos'

DER8Y.

Disallowances of
year amounted to

being applications

pensions during tlie
97,280, the majority
for

increase.

The
a de-

amount disbursed was $138,214,000,
of $1,592,000.
The amount appropriated for pension
payments, $140,000,000, was more than
There was at the close of the
sufficient.
fiscal year an unexpected balance of $1,crease

790,000.
The act of Jar, 5, 1893, increasing pensions of certain Mexican war veterans
whose names were then on the rolls, from
$8 to $12, the commissioner says makes
no provision for the pensions of others
whose names might he subsequently recorded, and he recommends that the $12
increase be granted to all Mexican survivors who are totally disabled and destitute.
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Spanish Honduras.

father was

ust, cacti and rolling
;•]> slopes of the moun-s it.
The town occusmall bare
from
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in

in North

1799.

Report

His

a

S

usually introduced, never fail to mention,
and which proves that the greatest men
are not without their weaknesses.
Before

plateau—30
Comayagua

the Tactile—and is

Washington

that his ancestors came from the birthplace of Napoleon; a circumstance which
his descendants, to whom strangers are

weary traveler, as
mule-back lie

on

west

born

native of Porto Rico, but his
mother was a Tegucigalpan. It is said
that he prided himself greatly on the fact

of The Journal.J

i»riias, Aug. Ttli.
Honduras* capital is
\

the

was

The annual report of the Maine Central
^
R. R. Co., for the fiscal year
ending June
30, has been compiled. The gross earnings
from operation were
$5,010,018, as against
84,839,701, in 1895. The operating expenses were $3,271,672, an increase of
8230,oOO, over 1895. Income from operation, 81,738,945; total income, $1,705,505;
deductions from income, $1,385,129; net
income, $380,370, a falling off of $40,513
from 1895.
Surplus from operation, $81,S52; surplus June 30, $008,025.
The total passenger revenue was
$2,210,;>10, au increase of $112,097. The gain in
freight earnings was not as large and
amounted to $58,100.
There was expended for maintenance of
way and structures $891,630; for maintenance of equipment, $404,998; conduct-

a

Emulsion8'"^*

Morazan was of age he was prominent in
Honduras, and became Governor of the

sur-

Will Care

when

ordinary specifics fail. It
restores strength to the weakened

city at the age of 24. For 14 years afterperpendicular peaks, wards his
career was one of singular activbeen especially placed
and success, and the people of the enity
•dation of revolutionists,
tire continent followed him with feelings
<uient fracases always
akin to idolatry.
He was foremost in the
ground on the heights war of
independence, and in 1835 “was
e down shot the more
General in Chief, (or President) of the
:ty. The consequence
Republic of Central America.” His subis pock-marked with
sequent history was similar to that of
not to mention the
most Spanish-American patriots. He was
ars just breast high
so far in advance of his countrymen in
and cathedral, which I
ideas and enterprises that his counsels
losers in the little i
were not followed, and he was finally
The
Kepublic.
bpanoverthrown and banished by a combinatin- place some two
tion of priests, who took up instead the
called
it.
ago,
Taguz- Guatemalan
Indian, Rafael Carera. After
knows that the
!
st

of the Maine Central Railroad.

organs and gives the system the
force needed to throw off the

CAKE OF TOILET SOAP IN EVERY PACKACE.

ing transportation $1,780,080.

The number of passengers carried earnwas 2,110,734, an increase of
of freight, 2,078,203, an increase of about two hundred thousand
tons.
The total number of pasenger cars
owned by the company was 234, a gain of
oue; freight 3,397, a decrease of 191; there
50c. and $z at all druggists.
have beeu laid 5,913 tons of steel rails.
Tn the way of accidents one passenger
has been killed and three
injured; three
trespassers were killed and three injured.
United States.
From Louisburg to Bangor.
Others injured were five; in addition to
The only public clock in
these one employe was killed and nine
Honduras hangs in the belfry of one of
A Voyage In ihe Schooner Dm. B. Palmer.
injured. There has been an unusual freeits towers.
A massive dome rises over
dom from accidents and fatalities and
present five
One of tiie editors of The
in exile Morazan was assassi- the
Hartford,
years
when it is considered that the company
as if
body of the church, and the cupola is Conn., Times made the
spelled l ay-goosevoyage from | operates over one thousand miles of
nated at Cartago, Costa Rico, by men
road,
surmounted by a crown topped by a large
ad enough.
In reality
to
Louisburg,
Cape
in
;
Breton,
the above year’s record is a satisfactory
whom he trusted as his friends.
Bangor,
gilded cross. The walls are of burned the big four-masted schooner William B. one.
straggling along both
.somehow Tegucigalpa always looks
j
brick made in this country, the whole
n i connected by
bridges,
Palmer, Captain Frank Dyer. The schoon- I
auu 11 rMi. uespiie us z iu years ui ui.Bateman Turns About.
and
whitewashed outside and er had a
plastered
l’.rooklyu, or Washing- istance. Whether this
cargo of 2,S50 tons of coal. The
aspect of eternal in, the exterior facade adorned with saints
ii, the combined popufirst part of the voyage was.au
Maine
Populist Declares He Believes McKinley
experience i
youth is owing to the grass springing up in niches and much crude stucco work of
Will Be Elected.
•Mining ;u present; to
fogs and calms, and of the latter part
in the streets, or the new paint which perillustrating scriptural scenes. The spa- we quote as follows from the
smaller of the two reSpecial despatch to the Boston Herald.]
interesting
petually decorates the houses, or the gen- cious interior is ornamented with coarse account in
Lewiston, Me., Sept. 23, 1800. L. C.
turn, which only a >panthe Times:
eral stagnation of business, or the delightBateman, recently the Populist candidate
of
the
and
the
protraits
Holy Family
of Comayaguaita: and
FINDING A HOCK IN THK FOG.
for Governor of Maine, now publicly deful climate, I am unable to say; but am inApostles. A gallery extends around the
athei romantic situation
Friday found everybody on the alert for clares that he believes McKinley will be
clined to think it is due to the latter.
No inner
the
walls
in
one
American
of
a
which
coast.
.Since
if »u noon resort of the Tepart
wheezy
leaving Louis- elected.
a
August heat like that which harrasses organ peals forth a discordant
The Democrats say that this is as they
single observation had been
main connecting link
aecompa- burg only
and that was, at best, of
northern cities ever disturbs the even temsecured,
and that it only confirms their
expected,
only
ment
to
the
choral
service.
Since
its
inis a line old bridge ol
doubtful accuracy with the horizon partly belief that he lias, all through the camperature of this favored region. The air dependence from Spain the
population obscured by mist. Dead reckoning, that paign, been doing ail in his power to aid
with ten magnificent
is always fresh and pure, the winds, and
prosperity of Tegucigalpa has de- is, tiie distance run on the several courses, the Republicans.
cuts pointed on the upa
in
their
as
bringing
suggestion of the sea
1 lie reeling against Bateman among the
by the patent log, furnished
creased, owing to the emigration of the theindicated
ithe force of the torrents
best data by which tiie run could be Democrats is very bitter on account of
sweep over the mountains, being rather
whose wealth,
wealthy
Spanish
families,
here—for
at
this
marked
on
the chart.
rage
And, with this, it his course since lie believed he was slighttoo sharp and bracing in the early mornaccumulated in the neighboring silver seemed almost marvelous that we
untie, augmented by the
could, ed by not being promptly recognized by
ing.
in
the
midst
of
dense
fog, find the point Arthur Sewall and his friends. They say
mines, was suddenly transferred to Havtasaripe and the Chiquito,
tiie
vessel
the
was
in
at—Mt.
Honduras’
Desert
Naturally
stranger
aiming
rock, that at once after the Chicago convention
ana
or
But the people are
Madrid.
mountains into the Rio
a mere speck
upon the waste of water, fif- he assumed the role of the one man in all
Capital desires to call upon the President; adepts at disguising their “genuine pover- teen miles
out at sea from Mt. Desert Is- Maine to champion the cause of free silver
ge is generally aeeredit- and
nothing is easier if he has a letter of ty” and a casual look at their homes land.
and to dictate to Democrats, whom he has
-panianls, but the truth is introduction to
With a steamer, going straight as she been abusing, both with tongue and pen,
anybody in the Republic would never betray how poor and indoy built—an equally ponWith a in season and out for years.
may be steered, it is one thing.
—or even without that open sesame to
They furlent and hopeless of anything better they
artistic affair—was washsailing craft, the sport of tiie winds and ther say that, iu order to vent his spleen
in Spanish-America. The Casa
everything
are.
The
is
the
center
of
of
ocean
it
is
really
capital
currents,
e beginning of the present
quite different. against Arthur Sewall, he has shown himdel Gobierno, as the President’s house is what
fashionable life and gayety remains At 8 o'clock Friday morning the captain’s self ready to defeat Bryan and the cause
s was built as late as
1
ls30,
stands
on
the
showed
that
south
bank
of
the
the
vessel was to which he has claimed to have been so
called,
to Honduras.
Two-thirds of all the reckoning
-.men from Guatemala.
The
within fifteen miles of the rock, upon devoted.
river directly overlooking the pictureswhite
of
the
people
Republic reside here, which is a lighthouse and fog whistle.
"■•■able enough at this time
A sentinel stands at the and the rest come
que bridge.
Amid flic densest of fog and only a light
once or twice a year to
Maine’s Meaning.
its broad, llat boulders
door of the casa, who presents arms as
buy their clothes and enjoy a taste of breeze, the vessel crept onward, and
r> paradise for the lavenHad the plurality by which the substanthe visitor passes into an interior corridor
shortly after dinner the low, solemn note
“society;” but after all it is a dull and of
u>, who stand by scores
a
whistle at regular intervals was tial old State of Maine declared against
paved with large square flags, opening colorless place, in which the people go to heardfogfar
and repudiation fallen several thouanarchy
on
the starboard bow.
away
eddies, pounding the out of which are apartments appropriated
sand short of the gratifying figures to which
bed at uiue o’clock, leaving the silence Timing the blasts, identified it as the
clubs of dirty linen,
it is entitled it would still be the greatest
The wind
by the various civil aud military officers.
unbroken except by the half-hourly whis- whistle on Mt. Desert rock.
Republican victory ever recorded in the
s«'iin<is -move tne roar
In the courtyard ot the spacious house tles of the
bolding northeasterly, and it- being risky Slate. It was not a presidential vote, and it
j
policemen.
the banging of shutto run in on tiie coast in such heavy fog, is worthy of note that neither
Fremont, nor
a variety of trees and plants are growing, j
Fa.nnii Bkioiia.m M aud.
the vessel laid to on flic port tack and Lincoln, nor Grant, nor Harrison, nor even
somebody lias truly and from it several
of stone steps ;
Blaine ever received such a vote. Hayes’
united siowiy seaward.
flights
i-le wash-women furSound floney in Montana.
Four years
Clear skies and a breeze would have plurality in 1876 was 16,383.
lead up to rooms along the second j
v evidence of
landed us ashore Saturday. However, it later, with a victory for the Democrats in
energy
house
is
one
of
“dos
altos”
story—the
People in the East must not suppose was noon before the fog lifted, and when the State, Garfield won by 8,868, In 1884
;lords—always cxeeptthe Republicans won in the State election by
(two stories.) rather uncommon in Cen- that there are no honest money men in the course was changed to the westward
aiks which everywhere
and in the national contest by 20,069.
tlie
supposed heart of the silver section, to run the seventeen miles to the east en- 14,709,
The reception room is a ;
tral America.
In 1888 the presidential election was RepubA few trance of Penobscot
says the Ellsworth American.
the
lican
breeze
died
!
•’■ms
with
lace cur- weeks
Bay,
by 28,258. Four years later Harrison
apartment, lmng
dismal stretch of red spa
ago we mentioned the fact that our out to almost a calm.
The lofty heights was defeated, and the plurality of 12,522 in
tai;is and papered in imitation of marble, old silver friend, Dr. A. N. Condon of
the
Maiue gubernatorial election foreshad"f Mr. Desert Island lifted out of the fog,
! stones and thorny
owed the defeat.
In 1891 Maine gave the
the vails covered with crayon portraits of Utah, was fighting nobly for McKinley,
an 1 with bright skies we had beautiful
n the town and entertill then unprecedented plurality ot 89,978.
and now a friend in Montana sends us Isle au I hint abeam
Ii«uid .linn Presidents
<)ne is impressed
all day, so light This
nearly
was
a
revolt against the hard times unets, the traveler begins
copies of the Billings Daily Gazette, whose and fitful was the breeze/ It left us final- der 1
the youth of most of them, especially editor is
Democratic rule.
making a strong light for honest ly. without enough to risk the perils of
and to modify his lirst by
This year this great plurality has been
the
present powers that be, I money, and who prints a letter from a the east entrance to the bay and all night outdone, and it means much. As the deby that ol
Tegucigalpa. The long hum the President and the
members of mine owner to Congressman Hartman of long the vessel drifted slowly to the west- fection in tlie vote of '92 foretold tic* defeat
adobe bouses ail in fresh
that State. This mine-owner, a Mr. Knipward, keeping within sound of the low. of Harrison in the country, the great
his Cabinet and the .Supreme Court, down
white, pink, pah-green,
penberg, writes to the Gazette as follows: solemn sound of the fog whistle on Matini- plurality of last. Monday rings the deaf.li
to the lowest officials and the barefooted
knell of Bryan'* hopes,
(liven an energetic
T
lived
in
have,
Montana
sixteen
cus Island.
dei
The following morning the
years.
mil-pie- show evicampaign of instruction and no un< xpected
lads of the army, who look as if they My every interest is in silver mining. Dur- fog continued thick and for
the
safely
Mr.
.-pel dy than prevails
contingencies,and
Ifryan and. is f im\.
these sixteen sears 1 have furnished the
vessel came to anchor in twenty-two fath- repudiators
ought to be studying theirmi b e‘> rather ing
w il
be buri* 1
th
an
world 10,! 100,000 'ounces of silver.
I have
!*
are ga.- lamps and
oms.
avalanche of disapproval.
That is the
than handling muskets with ‘'intent to paid labor in Beaverhead county, NS,000,000.
tiie corners: t he teleof
the
Maine
i
elect
Boston
am.
meaning
.V LIIIKFZF AXI) « HAliMIXO SAIi..
President Bonilla and his Vice' Notwithstanding all this, 1 am unaderably
kill.”
Traveler.
xleud across the cotinopposed to the independent, free and ■.inj President, seuor Louis Bonilla, (a remote ; limited
.•Sunday noon, a rattling breeze came up
of silver at is to 1, simply
coinage
•> can.
s\\ inging fr<»m
from
the
southeast.
The
fog
swept
away,
because
tolls me that it is conCivilized mothers do
cousin.) botli appeal1 like well-mannered tra rv to my judgment
not throw their babies
history, experience and common as by the hand of the magician, revealing
og stretches of plain
while the “entire circle,” so sense. 1 am a liepublican.”
all around beautiful green islands, upon
to crocodiles, but
college
boys;
oiped overhead; a sound !
many a
prospective
This from a capitalist.
Now in the Ga- whose rocky shores the surf was breakto speak, are typical of their class in
in the air, soldiers in j
mother sacrifices her
The sturdy little engine soon had
! ing.
in zette of the following day is printed a let- the anchor off the
future
welfare
1 Central America—faultlessly dressed
baby’s
i
; in- go
ground and the saiis
by. and boys
ter from a railway conductor in Mexico—
by neglecting her own
frock-coats and white ties, elegant in the free silverites’ land of
to their places.
Keeling off eight
health during the crittiewspapei ! Hut Ids
promise. Here hoisted
knots easily, the big craft sprang away on
ical time when the litirrives at the alleged manner and eloquent of speech, but hard- I is the letter:
her course, entering Penobscot Bay by
tle one is expected.
22.
Kascox,
Mexico,
Aug.
to
the
and
serious
direct
old
dse of better things is \ ly
enough
!
the
westward
At
this period it is a
thence
the
Dear
1
have
received
Sir:
letter
channel,
up
bay.
“My
your
a
woman s
Bepublic—especially such a of the loth inst. to-day, and as I have a few by Rockland, Camden, Rockport and Bel- j
ciuty to
xtremely dirty, ver- affairs of
preserve, by every
and revolution- moments to spare I hasten to answer.
fast, passing innumerable pretty islands
_ii-priced place of pub- shaky, poverty-stricken
means,
“Iu the first place this money question is
possible
in this, one of the most picturesque sheets
But it may truely too
her strength and
The stranger is at once harassed one as this.
deep for me, and T cannot for an instant of water on the coast. Where the
big j
good condition.
be said of every one of them that he “lit, imagine what the outcome will he if the
g something which is a
Penobscot mingles its brown flood with ;
The best strengthUnited States comes out for the free and unand almost died” to obtain the office limited
builder for prosother cities, and pres- bled
coinage of silver. No country has the bright green of the sea, the vessel j
or
for
in
rounded
Fort
Point
the
pective,
midst
of
a
livea
Where
the
holds
for
season.
ever
he
people
prospered under it, but possibly Amerihim that there are no
nursing mothers,
ca is powerful enough to stand alone upon
ly shower at 8 p. in. and came to anchor. I
are so proud and miserably poor, and the
is
Doctor
Pierce’s
this question and experience no had results,
wheeled vehicles, beI lie trip had been a long one, ten days.
Pre: Favorite
thing in the country for the but 1 doubt it.
Three days before sailing from Louista sy
carts which creak only paying
It
"scription.
“As
have
heard
around
about
the
you
may
who work of any sort would
the tine large four-masted Marjorie
and
aristocracy,
burg,
l_
gives
vigor
ite suburbs.
clubs, 1 have always been a Democrat, but, had left that
tone to the entire
port also bound for Bangor.
disgrace forever in the eyes of their fel- my boy, if I was in the United States in No- It was
mple, that in this load- j
system and imsurprising news that now came to
lows, is the holding of office, the scramble vember McKinley would get my vote.
2*.parts
special en“Mexico, with its free silver, is lesson us that the Marjorie had not yet arrived;
••’■‘•pie have no more use tor
durance and elasplace is even greater than that winch i enough for me, ami I sincerely hope that I somewhere amid the fog and drift we had
u
for chimneys on the
to
the
delicate
organs particularly
will never live to see the American working- slipped past, and it was not until after we ticity
concerned.
It makes the mother strong
prevails in our Republic. The clerkships man
•>: so both are
vote himself down to the level of a
“conspichad been at anchor at Fort Point a dozen bright and cheerful ; renders confinement
ami other spoils of oliice naturally are
'-nee.
hours that she rounded the point and came short, and delivery easy ; entirely free from
Everybody goes
“I sent to Joe Witlmyer (editor and proto those who have aided the winto anchor nearby, a difference of three
danger and comparatively free from pain.
oeback, and all trails-' given
prietor of the Glendive Independent) last
and a half days to the Palmer’s credit, i It provides recuperative force for the mothners; while the unfortunates who were
week a table of wages of this country, and
'•cs liglit or
and abundant nourishment for the child.
er.
heavy is doneHow it happened is past explanation, but
It is the only medicine for women which
prominent on the losing side generally it alone should convince any thinking man
men and
mules.
that free silver is bad for them. It will re- as ip the case of the schooner Crosby on : lias been devised
Long : lind it convenient to visit
by a regularly graduated,
foreign parts for duce your wages as sure as the sun shines.
<> k animals are
the outward voyage, such are the chances ! experienced physician.
Dr. Pierce has
always comrun is between Rascon and Tampico,
a while.
“My
of
the
sea.
been for thirty years chief consulting phyni the seacoast over the
200 kilometers or 125 miles, the same disHotel and
sician
the
Invalids’
of
famous
The
was
ended
here
voyage
practically
Tegucigalpa is not rich in “points of tance as from Glendive to Forsyth, Mont.
•nd the class of Indians
His
at Buffalo, N. Y.
at Fort Point.
Beyond, it was the busi- Surgical Institute,
There is a pretty plaza where For the round trip I receive $10, and if I
interest.”
in
as
a
skilled
reputation
specialist women’s
run a jog-trot ten hours
make ten trips I receive $100.
If I am then ness of a tug to take the vessel thirty ailments is world-wide.
the band plays on pleasant evenings and
called to the States or any other country on miles up stream to her destination, at
mired pounds or more on
Every woman should read Dr. Pierce’s
the people promenade in two great re- earth, except South America, I exchange Bangor. A delightful trip it was, the splendid free thousand-page book, “The
making the journey with
next day; no fog, no calms, a noble stream
my money and get $53.
Common Sense Medical Adviser.”
after
the
fashion
of
People’s
Spanvolving circles,
of a mule.
“While a freight conductor running from
The loads
amid high banks, covered to the It contains several chapters about women’s
ish-Americans. The women come solemnly Glendive to Forsyth, same number of trips, winding
waters edge with trees and grass and
reproductive physiology and many valuable
their backs on a wicker
ailin pairs, in one direction, the men in the gets $73 80, and they consider in Mexico that
little villages nestling in receipts for home treatment of simple
flowers;
pleasant
'i.»ad band passing around
are
ou
this
division
conductors
ments ; with over three hundred illustrafreight
paid
other; so that they are continually meet- too much—best paid men on the system. sheltered nooks, the beautiful Stars and j tions. It is the most instructive and valuthings acquire new value
and smiling at one another, Passenger conductors get $100 a month, or Stripes tloating here and there, and every- j able medical library ever published in one
that all which did not ing, staring
$82 in your country; engineers $0 a day, thing bathed in the bright sunshine of i volume. Nearly 700.000 copies were sold at
There is a big
but seldom speakihg.
midsummer—“God’s country,” as the $1.50 each, but a strongly paper-bound copy
amounting to $3 in the States.
k'*re was carried in this
of
“A porterhouse steak, baked potatoes and
“model” penitentiary, a college, a Campo
captain, in a burst of patriotic fervor, i will be sent absolutely free on receipt
i .sc interminable niounwheat bread will cost you $2. Canadian termed it.
cents in one-cent stamps to pay
Now% Bangor comes in sight | twenty-one
Santo, half a dozen convents, now disus- club whiskey costs 10 cents a drink.
the cost of mailing only. Address, World’s
w-.iider is that the Teguciaround a bend of the river, with its great
“I have a pair of $4 American tan-colored
ed or devoted to secular purposes, and
Dispensary Medical Association, No. 663
" '.
If a handshoes that \ paid $11.50 for. Stetson, Dun- icehouses, its tall factory chimneys and
thing at all. Even the seven or
Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
enormous
churches,
mostly
eight
lap, Knox, or, in fact, any make of hats are white steeples and from the shore is borne some cloth bound, beautifully stamped
boxes on the street corcents
out
the
of
send
ten
in a sad state
extra,
upon
dilapidation. Among $10.
quiet of the river the boom binding is desired,
h.'itional interest. Years 1
“So, Gus, take my advice and vote for*Mc- and bustle of the city’s traffic and busi- i thirty-one cents in all.
the latter, that known as La Parroquia is
Kinley, and you owe it to yourself to do all ness.
<*y figured in a city of
hardly second in size and beauty to the in your power to influence your friends to
and having been dis- j
cathedral of Comagagua, which is do likewise.
great
Family Reunions.
1
“1 know their cry, ‘We ■mst have a change,
new device
in lettermany to bo the finest and if we do vote for Bryan it can’t be worse
"'•diced by an euterpris- \ pronounced by
Thorndike. The second reunion of the
ft is a than it is now,’ but they don’t know what Thorndike
America,
structure in Central
1
family was held at the home of
>n<duras. The gas lamps,
they are talking about. The man who works C. \V.
j venerable and imposing pile of the semi- for
Barnes, Camden, Sept, lltli, postponed
a living and casts his vote for free silver,
ms
the parks, the few i
from the 10th on account of storm. The
Moorish style of architecture, occupying thinking to better his condition, will live to
s
meeting was called to order by Geo. E.
and pianos and most, of
bitterly repent it. Yours in P. F.,
a whole square on the east side of the
Thorndike, Vice President, ami the followJ. R. Condit.”
in
short
dnniture,
ing officers chosen for the coming year:
nearly plaza. It was built about two centuries
1
Your Boy Wont Live a Month.
“se or ornament in
Pres., Capt. Geo. Harkness, ltockport; Vice
the j
ago .at the expense of a devout padre, one
So Mr. Gilman Brown, of 34 Mill St., South Pres., Geo. E. Thorndike; Sec., Myrtle E.
l!
across the ocean to one
of the numerous Zelaya family—a name Gardner, Mass., was told by the doctors. Carter; Treas., Wm. H. Thorndike, Rocki.
port. After election of officers there were
taken in pieces and
The first blow starts
Central His son had Lung trouble, following Typhoid recitations and singing.
as common iu every corner of
Captain George
the backs of mules or men
Malaria, and he spent three hundred and Harkness
gave a brief biographical sketch
America as Smiths or Browns iu the seventy-live dollars with doctors, who tinala nail but must be
of the family, which was enjoyed by all
and weary miles set
upon
ly gave him up, saying: “Your boy wont
There was good attendance and
followed]
by others
present.
He
tried
Dr.
New
live
a
month.”
King’s
the utmost endurance of
vote of thanks was
and a few bottles restored him to all report a good time. A
the head
on
Discovery
squarely
a
the saddle.
The great
health ami enabled him to go to work a per- extended to Mr. and Mrs. Barnes for their
kindness and hospitality.
to
his
He
he
owes
well
man.
^ of
fectly
says
presMorazan, the Liberaent good health to the use of Dr. King’s New
ul
Tegucigalpa, which was Is caused by torpid liver, which prevents diges- Discovery, and knows it to be the best in The Result in November Foreshadowed.
the world for Lung trouble. Trial Bottles i
«nd taken to Truxillo
by tion and permits food to ferment and putrify in
James Creelman, who has just finished a
Free at Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug Store, j
dv arrived here in
the stomach. Then follow dizziness, headache,
tiny bits,
tour of the country, making careful inquiry
[ uzzle, which required the
W. J. and B. Arkell, proprietors of into the existing political conditions, and
Frank Leslie’s Weekly, have made the finishing up in Maine, recognizes in the vote
>f all the wise men of the
following proposition to Clark Howell, an in the latter State the result of symptoms
‘t
together again. But they
advocate of free silver, and proprietor of w’hicli he has noticed in the country generalAn
advertisement
in spite of what
1 at
the Atlanta Constitution:
“We will ly. He is satisfied that,
last, and proudly it
must be followed by
Mr. Sewall says, this Maine election foren.uk more than one
Insomnia, nervousness, and,
Leslie’s Weekly against the Atlanwager
glorious if not relieved, bilious fever
shadow’s the result in November. The blow
others that are clear
ta Constitution that New Y'ork will give a
has fallen.
"niy real work of art in Hon- or blood
[Boston Herald.
poisoning. Hood’s
of more than 100,000 for McKinplurality
and to the point to
the boast of the
that
the
stimulate
Pills
stomach,
people
HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver Ills,
ley. We will make you the same bet that
the desired reheadache, dizziness, conget
Morazan, the “Liberator,” of rouse the liver,25cure
votes
in
the
Bryan does not receive 100
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
cents. Sold by all druggists.
etc.
America as Bolivar is honored in stipation,
electoral college.”
Howell declines.
sults.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.
Pills to take with Hood's Sarsaparilla.
The

ing revenue
70,927; tons

disease.

s

j

MO "3? *3? £3
3

The

only oafe,

ancj

sure

’PENNYROYAL PILLS, hS§

j

■

Ask for DB. MOTT’S FKNHTTEOTAr. Ai:,i3 and take no other
iger Send for circular.
B-'rice #1.00 per box, O Nurs lor #6.00.

K

MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO..

*

FOB SALE BY B. H.

Cleveland, OHio.
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Steamers

City

On and after June 22, I Slot, trams
connecting at
Burnham ami Waterville with
chnuifth trams fur
and from liancor. Waterville. 1’ortland and Bos-

of Bangor and Penob-
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scot in Commission.
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Bangor, touching at way-landings, .Mon- ! Clinton..
days, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at Burnham, depart.
11.00 A. M.
| Unity.
C. K. JOHNSON, Agent. Belfast.
CALVIN Al'STIN, Clen’l Sui t.. Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, (len’l Manager, Boston

40

|}g

::;\

RETURNING :
A M
A M
From Boston, Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays Waterville. 5 45
m.
i
Bangor
...;
and Fridays at 3.00 r. m.
A M
A M
From Rockland, via Camden, at from 3.00 to !

ji.j (
I,

Lj ijk K

TOILET ARTICLES
For Hot Weather!
A NEW IMPORTED

equal in quality
or

any 35 to 50

come

*

in.

only 25c„

Rlan.-iw,
powders.

and

*

w

■

,■

ne.-d.u and l‘i

|||rn
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cents

New* Odors
just

to

1
li r. m
davs.
Keturniu... '.-a-.. I',.
a!u>\ i' 1..1 ini-d lauding.*..
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stt*an
Irmn « a>’ imI’.,tr i 1..
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2.(mi i*. m.. -;<■! over at < ."11>.-•.
.1 'lies lie V im Oiling I'
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1
1:>
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-A < 11.NTS
H. A < veer. Bella"K.vder'" ( >\ e Will, l-ei diet.a 1
M. \ _.• 11.1 st rue; K. A Dodge.
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landing

POWDER,

“LA SEDUISANTE,”

s;

under*

■'Of
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K

r.;,

K\

I

W. SMALLIOGE. Manager

Atomizers

A nice atomizer loi

35c,

$ Watches,

POOR «£ SOW,

J

Clocks,

?

Sterling Silver,

; Silver Plated
| Flat Ware,

G LASSES ? Paul E. Wirt
FOR ALL.

5 Fountain Pen,
? Silver Gold Belts,
■

If you have trouble

^

with >our eyes
that

you
glasses call

so

; Shirt Waist Sets.

need
on

5

GEO. R. POOR.

a

f

AND U.Ock PL PAIRIN'i
W/ATOh
y>
PR(>~1PI I.Y DOM

H. J. Locke 6c Son,

^Belfast

National Bank

Building

i’.

1

,r

Optician.

Advertising Is

EASTERN MAINE
PAR ! Icl

Driving Nails. Veterinary Hospital.

Drive It Home,

8 52

Portland. 12 25

Bangor.
For Searsport, Bucksport, W interport, Hampden and Bangor, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays
and Wednesdays at about 8.00 a. ji., or upon ar-

|

Biliousness

0. 00
0 25

I* M

leave Belfast:
For Boston, via Camden and Rockland, Mon
days, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
about 2.30 r. m., or upon arrival of steamer'from

ers

j

Like

I>

A M

Waterville

Commencing Monday, Sept. 28, 1896, steam-

1

|
]

BELFAST.

yon
'7 <>5
17 If.
Brooks
7 27
7 40
inorndike..
74c
7 50
Burnham, arrive. 8 25
Clinton.
8 35
Benton. 8 45
Bangor. 11 30

>

j

follow’s:

WEEK,

|

■

run as

Belfast, depart.
City-point...

*>

j

will

FROM

FOUR

.<

j

XI >1E-XA BLE.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

■

j

Maine Central R. R.

Mi & B^ger 1S. Be

■

Frank E. Freeman, Y. S., Manager, |

I

\R A

I

U

N

I ION (i|\ I
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I

(>

Fitting Glasses, and Diseases of
the Eye and Ear.
Office

in

Belfast

National

Bank

Building.

No. 7 High Street, Belfast, Me.
Horses taken by the day or week for treatment
or chronic diseases, at reasonable rates.
All horses under the immediate personal care of

of actute

the manager at all
enced hostlers.

PILES!

times, and attended by experi4w37

PILES!

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Bleeding, Ulcerated ami Itching Piles- It

H. H.

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
P.

O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM,

tf7

MAINE.

Blind

allays the itching at once, act
poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent
by mail, $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS M’F’G C0‘, Prop’s, Cleveland, O.
1 >40
Sold at MOODY'S, Belfast.
absorbs the tumors,

as a

House for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view'of Belfast hay; ten rooms all finished,
fine cellar, city water in house; nieegarden,under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. C. DILWORTH.
44tf
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.

Republican journal

[

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1896.

BELFAST.

Tvernblican Journal Pub, Co.
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riMBURY.:
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RD PUBLICAN

NOMINATIONS.

PRESIDENT,

kFOR

Fred Williams lias

The Maine Legislature at its last sesapparently
goal of his ambition. He has sion created a new office, that of Public
secured the Popocratic nomination for Printer; but it is not a salaried position,
|
Governor of Massachusetts.
In accom- and as the prices to be paid for stock,
plishing this he insulted the Democratic etc., for the State printing are estabState committee, seized and held posses- j lislied by law, and cannot be changed
sion of Music Hall Friday night, causing except by further legislation, the change
much unseemly and uncalled for disturb- involves no additional expense.
For
|
ance, to say nothing of the death of a years the State printing has been done
delegate who came in contact with a live at the Kennebec Journal office, which
wire.
Williams was simply frightened at has been equipped with a large and
his own shadow. Republicans and sound- costly plant and a force of skilled
be
believe it to
money Democrats alike were anxious that workmen, and we
he should be nominated.
They want to for the best interests of the State that the
have him properly punished at the pells work should be done there in the future,
for his insolence; and if anything can as promptness and efficeiency are thus enmake an impress upon his egotism it will sured.
The Legislature will elect the

j
j

PI BLISHI D EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

i;hakles

George

FOR MCE PRESIDENT,

be t he vote of Massachusetts
The
F-»R

PRESIDENTIAL
For electors at

JOHN F. HILL of

ELECTORS.

large

Augusta.

District.EDWIN PAYSON.
Second District.
...A. R. NICKERSON,
Third District.FRED ATWOOD.
Fourth District.ALBERT H. SAWYER.
First

“Prosperity waxes

tors of the Kennebec

ton for

date for the

and

we

Blood

Clarence B.

venture

!

the

position
have

we

mously

no

Burleigh,

one

of the

Journal,

position.

is

a

Blood

nerves will be strong, and your
sleep
sound, sweet and refreshing.
Hood’s
Sarsaparilla makes pure blood. That is
why it cures 30 many diseases. That is
why so many thousands take it to cure
disease, retain good health and prevent
sickness and suffering. Remember

candi-

Hood’s

and

doubt that he will be unani-

High

The

School

Benefit a Success.

■

1

flOOd

is occasion for rejoicing.
The matter lias
been handled from the first in a prudent,

The supper and entertainment by the
High School last Thursday evening, to raise
bear money to buy a piano for the school, was a
The success financially and socially. The regu-

*

S

f'**!!

rlllS

cure

take,

Demm rats.

The sound money Democrats
tu .k no part in Divan's reception or eutertainment.

of their own money in a hotel which was
both an ornament to our city and a direct
source of revenue which benefited the

banquet lamps, bowers; and the waiters
were most attentive and willing. The young
misses in tlieir light dresses and the young

already supplied with thugs ami observed the (lag days on the calendar. The first
school to procure a new flag was at the
Board Landing. The men and hoys of the

their willing assistants made a very
pretty picture as they bustled about m
'•barge of one of the largest crowds ever

YOD

*

ithe

<

Made in

going

s'.

i>

h

r/A

>

'ih''\

jo

1

b;i !ilit.

oeei

it-1<

fa

w];,

'j

It makes

>e u>:

a

heap

of die

D "■ Cornt 1 a.- just decided in the
: da- Bangui ( uimin ielal's libel suit
;l b\ bui!de: "of a city bui‘ding that
l.*>
ha'e do- lijht tu criticise
: ovm a: cm
w ui km ls i 1 n iii ]-nblic buildings.
[Bath
'1 inn s.
!

i:e
■.

v

D

needed

i

!a.

:

wo;k

legal decision

a

;

taxation.

Public

It

wa.-* announce

I before

Yoimont the Biddeford

of

Maine did

’e Mart

even

example

mills would
better

full time Sept. 2Sth.
Certain
load been idle all summer. It

on

department-

is rumviod that the York mills at Saco,
1 ich have been closed several months,

w

wiii

within two weeks.

.stun

of

ance

sound money
about a

a

biinging

ber is

The assur-

victory in Novemgeneral revival of

business.
22.
Harry M'eistobacco manufacturer
of ti >
\. who has been an active and
innuemi;
Democrat all liis life and who
:v< •'•! tin- sound
was
money congres: iination this fall, lias addressed
-i- n,
l" the hb publican Slate central
a h ; ei
commits*-*, enclosing a check for shU ro
the Pep: b lie an campaign fund, and antuat be will support McKinley.
iv much
Mr. W i-seuger is the bead of tin big

Sept.

-vn.1.1;.

wealth}

a

>ci:2‘

tobaec<

which

handsomely

so

enter-

Maine member- of iL- (brand
Army wl.cn the National
in
was iiei 1
Lmiisville.
Ills patriotic

t

ino.i

inn

j

j

iv.•

this iuiutun v!H commend him
to tin* Maine veterans.

.-UoDglx

a

inseiting

lias attracted much at-

:

.1

:c'

1 n

mt

review of the campaign
Young, published iu

Russell

by

New York

City.

sure

of his readers.

Y

v* !■

rse

to

Mr.

Young

carry home dreary recollections
The lirst day tlie city was

generations of journalists have had differ-

bring

ent

in

forth

fog,

tlie second

no one

day

will venture to

it

predict.

the strangers within
gate- that it is not always thus; that
can

assure

our
we

only .-haringin the disagreeable weather. long continued, and
generally distributed throughout this section.
In sunshine
are

ci

iild show them

ami let

us

hope

a

different picture;
sun may shine

that the

to-day.
Oue.ot the free silver arguments is that
tile Government
silvei and

l»y

take 11 cents worth
placing' its stamp upon it
can

make it worth 100 cents.

Another argument is Oiat w.tli free silver people who
aie now in debt can meet tbeir obligations

training—first, in the direction of
crisp condensation; and now, in these
later and degenerate days of 40 or 00 padded pages daily, the irresistible tendency
is to flatulence.
But Mr. Young, despite
his many columns, is neither wordy nor
wearisome.
and

His utterances

vigorous,

and his

are

clean nit

literary style equal

to that of the best essayists.
He is a
graduate of the New York Tribune in the

days

of Horace

Greeley.

He

accompanied j

Gen. Grant on Lis tour around the world,
has been minister to China, and is an
active factor in

journalism and in politics.
few paragraphs from his let-

We quote

a

ter to the

Herald:

with
cent dollars.
In fact, neither
History seems to repeat itself. Maine
The government turned the tide in 1840 in favor of Harripreposition is true.
son.
She seems to have swollen the tide
stamj ah ne will not make 11 cents worth | in 189(1 toward
McKinley, lu 184-0 it was
-j
oi si
equal in value to a gold dollar; j the rising stream. In 1890 it is Niagara.
la
re
the
and
free silver theories c mid
Van Buren gave us a panic, and at the
be put into practical operation debtors same time bequeathed us a war, which,
m

would be forced to make settlements

gold

basis.

This would bear

the debtor class and contribute
tlie

general

on a

hardly on
largely to

distress that would follow in

the train of free silver.

Googins—is it necessary

to

add Geo E.,

Millbridge?—says of the Maine election that “The overwhelming Republican
plurality was but an expression of the
people’s ignorance on flic financial quesof

tion.”

Googins

about the State
the

was

one

of

the free sil-

peddled misinformation
during the campaign; and

orators who

ver

only

inference from his remark quot-

ed above is that be thinks he knows more
tiian tiie 8o,iS00 citizens of Maine who cast
tbeir ballots for honest money and for
flic maintenance of the national credit,
law and order.
that

j

1

be the

deluged with rain, and what to-day may

leu

s<-i-• an

of

j
(

i

the \\\

was

\

J-eila-t.

we

;
j

the!

Vv illiam Henry Hurlbert, Henry J. Raymond, Charles G. Halpine and George II.
Butler, nephew of Gen. Butler. Later

m

pat-.

MY

j

j

We doubt if

seems to

Mr.

Googins’ assumption

lot ot Democratic votes

purchased is a further aspersion upon Maine
people. Having assailed both tbeir intela

were

integrity Googins should
now retire from public sight.
Goo, goo,
goodbye, Googins.

ligence and

tbeir

under Polk, became the wanton invasion
of Mexico.
Buchanan developed a panic
and also gave us a war. *
Mr. Cleveland is too good a Democrat to
break the Democratic record. He gave us
the panic of 1898, and we owe to the forebearance of Great Britain that the incident of Venezuela did not evolve into a
war.

This tendency of Democratic government to blossom into panics and flower
into war makes the election of McKinley
tlie most solemn duty that has devolved
upon American citizens since the election
of Lincoln.
Then the issue was the life of the Union
—now it
is the honor of the Union.
Should we fail now it would be the victory of dishonor over the ballot, as iu 1801
it would have been the victory of treason
over the ballot.

Harper’s Weekly, which had thought
Bryan, before his campaign in
the east, now says that he is “the most
better of

reckless and tlie
that

ever ran

from
much.
not be

so

demagogue
Presidency.” This

sing

nit:

Jiiu.-n

mutei

P.

in

place

was

greet-

mg apputu.se.

one

conservative

was

Reading,

presented
“A

Flag on Every Schoolhouse."
Miss Maud McCarty.

Song,

Mrs. E. S. Pitcher
“Beautiful Banner.’’
Master Clifford White.
Loading, “Beautiful Fiag ol the Stripes and
Stars.”
Master John White.
“The Building of the Slop.”
Recitation,
h

citation,

Miss

Lucy Ryan.
stepped

to the
characteristic speech, giving a description of the Hag and a brief history of its growth from Id stars to its present number.
What the flag represents in
protection to our citizens on land and sea,
its use as an emblem, and its cost in life and
treasure,were dwelt upon, and some patriotic
advice given to the boys and young men.
Mr. Whitten spoke in high terms of the
roi.

,i.

t

Whitten then

front and made

a

teacher, Miss Nettie M. Brown, and closed
by making a forma! presentation of the Hag
to the school in behalf of the people of the

There was an interesting yacht race at
Thomastou Sept. 25d between the Thomaston yachts Ida and Comet ami the Santasma
of Warren. The wind was strong but flaky
at times. The Santasma won, Comet second.
Tin- sloop Dirigo of Swan’s Islam1, catboat
Castine and steam launch Marie of
lslesboro arrived at this port- Friday afternoon, the Marie bringing quite a large patry
from the island to attend the Nellie McHenry
Dawn of

show that evening.

A 50

CENT

The Castine Yacht Club has shown no
signs of life this 3eason, and it was reported
Yacht
some time ago that the Penobscot
Club at Rockland had gone under. There is
of capable men to handle
them, and no reason why there should not
be one or more successful yacht clubs in this
no

lack of

boats

or

Bottle of CUTICURA RESOL-

vicinity.

VENT, greatest of humor cures,

The Davidson Bros, of Calais, builders of
the Tacoma and other fast craft, launched a
yacht last week for C. B. Pear of Boston.
The Calais Times says: “The new boat is
built of Maine cedar, selected, and oak timber 114 inch moulded, 7-8 inch sided, placed
9 inches apart, and is copper riveted throughout. The cockpit is admirably finished. The

is often sufficient to

complete

permanent cure of the most
torturing and disfiguring of
skin, scalp, and blood humtrs.

a

Speedy Cure Treatment for all Skin and
Blood Humors.
Warm baths with Cuticura
Soap, gentle applications of Cuticura (ointments, the great skin cure, and mild doses of
Cuticura Resolvent, greatest of humor cures.
—

Sold throughout the world. Price, Cuticuba, 00c.;
Soap. 2.5c.; Resolvent. 5<ic. and 91. Pottkb Dbuo
ami (’hem. Coup., Sole Props., Boston.
••
•S’- Llow to Cure Every Humor," mailed free.

■

■
■

A Dulles’ Jacket
—picked uuonthe
V ■ ■ ■
street—which the
■ owner can have by
I ■
and paying charges. Apply at
■

■m
a

fell
wb

prov* 'g propel
this office.

dimensions of the boat are, length, over all,
25 feet; 1. w. 1., 10 feet, 4 inches, and beam
feet, 7 inches. The spars are of selected
spruce, and are exceptionally light and well
made. The Davidson licet in Boston, especially the Tacoma and Inita, has made so
great an impression that Mr. Henry A.
Davidson leaves for Boston soon, to make
contracts for the building of several racing

yachts.
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Of Extra Sizes in all lines
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The

families were assisted during tin- year
The Church Building Society re.-miv.-d, avu
One
hundred and
expended, klaO,' >.
twenty-nine churches were aided. Severnv-

Services will be resumed at the Cnitariau
church next Sunday, at the usual hours.

two

the American Missionary Association were
s
).
There
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The Thursday evening meeting at the
Methodist church will be omitted this we k
on are mint of the W. C. T l'. convention.
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Jonah's go"rd.

N'ext Wednesday evening
pointed for a public supper
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Christian dm o;mmt,-i<e»s

Kev. Okas. A. Moore of Koekland preaciird
4at the North church last- Sunday in r.-.'-h-inge
with the

1
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North church will be omitted this week
account of the W. G. T. C. Convention.
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it’s neglect of

throat and
bronchial
troubles

Baptist church next Sunday there
be preaching morning and evening by
Kev. 0. E. Owen of Moulton. The music
will be by the quartette in the morn eg and
by the chorus choir in the evening.
At the

will

There will be a service at the Brick sehoolhouse on the East Side next Sunday p. m.
at 2.o0 o’clock, under tile auspices of the
Christian Endeavor Societies of the Congregational and Baptist churches and the
Epwerth League of tlieM. E. Gliurelr. All
are invited.

known.j

Talk about rainy seasons! Do any of our
readers remember the summer of 1<SSS? It
rained every Saturday f..>r twenty weeks.
That was the year the \Vaidohoro shoe factory and the five-masted schooner Governor
Ames were huilt. In tie shipyard the carpenters wallowed around in the mud wearing rubber boots. It was the same on the
shoe factory plant. It rained and rained.
[Waldoboro News.
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TAR

No wonder Hale’s Honey of Hnrehound and
Tar is praised by its users. I: s curative effects
Sold by druggists.
are like magic.

OF FI
Pike's Toothache
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cure
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modest and most charming manner. She
received a bouquet from the B. JI. S. class of district.
Miss Brown, in behalf of the school, re'97 and a basket of beautiful flowers. Miss
Lizzie K. Robbins, Belfa-t’s young violinist, j sponded very happily and stated that she
To-morrow, Friday, evening the young
also received a bouquet from tin- class of 97. would use her best endeavors not only to people of the Universallst church will
give
Miss Robbins is to make a special study of j preserve the Hag unsullied, but from it to a musical and
literary entertainment in the
teach
her
lessons
of
and
pupils
patriotism
the violin and has made an excellent begin- I
vestry of their church. Misses Susan Dinslove of country.
aing. She rendered the selection “Martha’’ \
more,Sadie Russ and Kate Bickford and Mrs.
Brief
remarks
on the Hag as a symbol and
in a very pleasing manner and responded to
j its use in connection with school work were E. P. Frost will render solos. Miss Elizain encore.
The net proceeds of the affair
j made by John S. Fernald, representative of beth Kelley is to read, and there will i.e
The piano is to cost s-j.'.D and
were .*212. .91.
The Journal, and by Superintendent Brick, singing by the male quartette. Admission,
the school will so.-n dev:se sonic means to
lf> cents. There will he a candy table.
after which “America'’ was sung by all ami
raise the additional sum needed.
Tin* services at the Methodist Episcopal ;
th»i audience went outside where Capt. Collins M< Carry and Mr. Edwin Jackson had church Sunday morning, Oct. 4th, will be as
NORTHPORT NEWS.
follow- Sermon by the pastor at 10.45 ; Sunprepared ilie Hag for hoisting.
day school at 12 in.; Junior League meeting
Whi-u a;l was ready Prof. Whitten gave
Mr. and Mrs. James \Y. Clark of Ruck*
at 4 p.m.: Epworth League meeting at b.l.”,
port, who spent the season at Temple the word and three cheers were given with a
j will.
loader, Miss Millie Sanborn: subject. “Tin
After cheers for the teacher, for Mrs.
Heights, returned home last Thursday.
Pitcher, Mr. Brick and Prof. Whitten, the Friends of Christ—the Outer Church:” song ;
Mrs. L. C. Ross closed the Waquoit last
and prayer service at T.lu. Prayer meeting
week and left Thursday for her home in company dispersed.
Tuesday at. 7.1”); class meeting Thursday
Cambridge, Mass. She has had a very suc$100 Reward $100.
evening at 71.”).
et ssful season.
The readers of this paper will be pleased
Services at the Universalist Church next
The new street on the Camp Ground be- to learn that there is at least one dreaded !
will he as follows. Morning worSunday
disease
that
science has been able to cure in
tween Bay to George streets, south of Maple
ail its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s ship with sermon at lt>:4J. Subject, “Tie
street is opened, and has been named Oak
j Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure known Shortness of Life.” The Sunday School will j
street. The private way heretofore
to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh being a hold a
“Rally” at the usual hour of session
constitutional disease, requires a constituas Oak street will be closed up to make
tional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is and all members, past, present or possible, i
square work of the streets and avenues. Ex- taken
The V. P. 0.
internally, acting directly upon the are urged to be in attendance
tensive improvements are being made on blood and mucous surfaces of the
system,
Union meets at r>:lJ; Topic, “Thou God*
the Rockland and South Orringtou society thereby destroying the foundation of the disSeest Me.” There will he a celebration of
ease, and giving the patient strength by
cottages.
building up the constitution and assisting Holy Communion directly after the morning
nature in doiug its work. The proprietors
service, and the monthly offering will be
Wedding Bells.
have so much faith in its curative powers,
taken.
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any
Hanson-Okoway. At (J a. m. Sept. 21st case that it fails to cure. Send for testimoThe twenty-eighth annual convention of
Miss Fannie S. Ordway and Fred A. Han- nials..
son were united in marriage at the CongreAddress, F. J. CHEXEV & CO., Toledo, O. the Maine State Sunday School Association,
L.
D.
Evans.
gational parsonage by Rev.
8^“ Sold by Druggists, Toe.
inter-denominational, will be held at Saco,
The bride was becomingly gowned, in a neat
October loth, 14th, and loth, commencing
traveling dress in readiness for the early
train upon which they left for a short bridal
Yachts and Boats.
Tuesday afternoon and closing Thursday
trip to Boston and western Massachusetts.
noon.
The engagement of that strong and
Upon their return they will live in the
groom’s recently rebuilt house on the TurnCaj>t. Thos. D. Barr has placed his sloop sterling worker, Rev. Smith Baker, D. lb,
as conductor of the convention is of itself a
pike road. Both Mr. and Mrs. Hanson are Ethel in winter quarters.
highly respected and well known Camden
sufficient guaranty of the success of the
Holt
is
his
in
boats
and
ami
lift:
enter upon their wedded
taking
landing
people
The invitation sent out by
with a bright future before them.
That stage. It has been a very unprofitable boat- meeting.
health, prosperity and friends may bring
Saco and Biddeford, with proffer of free hosseason.
them happiness, is the wish of many. Tin* ing
Each
pitalities, is of the heartiest tone.
bride is one of the smart young business
C. F. Brown of Pulpit Harbor is at work
school is entitled to representation by paswomen of this place, and is a member of the
on a 25-foot boat for Edwin Sellers of Yiualfirm of F. S. & C. E. Ordway. Congratulator, superintendent and two other deleliaven to be completed by the middle of Octions from the Herald.
[Camden Herald.
gates. Reduced fares by all railway and
tober. He has also a contract for a 87-foot
steamboat lines.
The Rainy Season of 1888.
yacht for \Y. S. Hall of Boston.

wickedest

for the

questioned.

to

Wli’te and her appearance

Kate

C. Whitten on the violin aud Mrs. E. S.
1'iteher 011 the organ. The following pro-

X
♦

j

York Sumhu

and be

Miss

a

lias spent the past year in the study of music
in New York and this was her first public appearance. Miss Bickford has a wonderfully
sweet and musical voice and rendered her
selection and responded to an encore in a

Herald, suggests the!
inquiry whether there is to-da} in this
country another journalist who can till a
page in a newspaper with a single article
New

is

v u:i

cu

sole reminder of the brilliant writers of
women here assembled in con- I the past who could and did
perform this
mi We feu; that the visiting dele- feat.
Among them were George Wilkes,

:

<

clause in his

Mr. Sewall, in resigning as president of
the American Merchant Marine Association. has unnecessarily put himself in a
false position.
He has been one of the
strongest opponents of the Democrat free
ship policy, and time and again has been
sent to Washington to light against ii and
to advocate subsidies.
Now he explains
to a reporter and has had it telegraphed
over the country that he
“has always
claimed that the Republican policy, which
in twenty years has brought our merchant
marine to the low condition wlieie it has
been for several years, was wrong.“ Either
the reporter falsified in making that statement, <*r Mr. Sewall did. The Popocratic
candidate for Vice President has been to
Washington repeatedly to uphold the Republican policy on this question, and to
advocate Republican shipping measures
and to oppose Democratic free ship bills,
Mr. Sewall.should have a little self-respect,
left, even if he has been repudiated b\ an
unprecedented majority lo, ids own neighbors.

there is one.
'.her has been ad\a

gold

a

—-

encampment!

tin-

of Mr.

A

t.e

course

ver, while

and

tenuon, as also ins connection with the
American Merchant Marine Association.
Df the latter the Philadelphia Press says:

than
up.
Vermont, and Sept. 22nd orders were issued foi the Peppered and Laconia mills

start

general favorite.
Bickford kindly consented

freight contracts,

State elec-

our

that if Maine followed the

in liis attempt to array elites against
class.
Naturally his advocacy of free sileven

and

ub His are legitimate subjects i'oi
] nbib
ciitidsm ami when this right is denied we
si., !! n
longei l«e living in a republic.

; -ij

of tile

j

io sus-

writers

| J.

received, ami i<>
most inter-

11

■

ieht of newspapers to criticise
which the people at large ]»ay

11;

Parker, as usual, were v>
spouded to encores. One

“The Red, White and Blue, by the school
and audience with aecompaninci t
Prof.

esting features of the concert was he chorus
Mi Arthur Sewall of Bath is cutting a by the school under the direction of their
v.
.-orry figure before the country, and j musit teacher, Mrs. IB S. Pitcher, with Mbs
we are .vm;,
for it.
Miss DunHis Democracy has Helen Dunton as accompanist
been questioned in forraei years, but on fun won the admiration of many during the
grounds rather to his credit than other- evening by her ability as p; mint. They ming
clarinetist, Master Pei. i> /in t: water, pica |
wise, and the only wonder is that he
ed everyone and must have v.aai the com-I
should have remained in a party to most
meudatinii of the director—bulging from the
of whose principles he was opposed.
His
encouraging smile on Bis lace as he watched !
final landing in the Populist camp is most
On account I
very closely ins young pupil.
surprising'. In his speech «*n Boston < oni- of illness, Emery White’s solo win omitted. :
mon last week he
fairly eclipsed Watson Mr. White has a most excellent tenor voice

gored.

1-

done anything without the Band." Mrs. K.
S. Pitcher, Miss Sara Buss and Mr. John

past two years, and once more on the road
to prosperity'will hold up liei head among
her sister cities.

M;-»ii.e j.■ in ualism, witli eelob!
ii*■ 11ii.11_ atic con:«'!:i]-oi'ai ies.
11 uw ]>i'oi ’aiming that Bateman
m] man— ;,
longer genial, no

i.:;
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If
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community generally. Without the aid
Kev. S. L. Hanscom of Thomaston occuBryan was nomi- of these men we should not have this
neighborhood procured, finished, and put up
o
Hanson
pied the pulpit of the M. E. church, Camden,
D*residency May
a pole mi the schoolhouse, and tin*
>-f
people
promised addition to our local industries,
last Sunday.
w.n‘:
gathered at a general supper at the Opera the district contributed Toward the
ng. at itiatiuns and jnnniised him
buying
and they have been handicapped to some
House.
Much to the delight of the school, of a
M ':
;
)
The regular covenant meeting of the BapWe
:;o,i
which
was
by
j-I,iialiiy.
(lag,
presented to the school
extent no doubt by the windy schemes and to the
satisfaction of all present, the Bel- ami raised over the
tist church will be held next Saturday, inJ
Dial if tin- Mayor met Bryan in Bath
afterbuilding
Friday
previously put forth to serve personal fast Band volunteered its servicer, and fur- noon with
: i eD-u.er was not uukind
Nain.
appropriate ceremonies. The day stead of this c\ lining.
enough ends and delude voters. But
happily the nished most delightful music. One uf the was pleasant and there was a good attendtu ;
There will he services it Poor’s Mi'C,
Mayor oi this despatch.
day has gone by when bunco games can committee remarked to the writer: “Don't ance, not only of the p pie of tin- district, Sunday, Oct. 4th, at 2k‘>0 m., with sermon
|
succeed in this community; and Belfast you think the Band ‘boys’ were just lovely but of interested
parties from other parts of by Kev. G. G. Winslow.
v a.'.
; is no longer “the
genial pro will
to
for
us.
You
know
we
couldn’t
have
1
ptay
the city. The exercises opened \v:'h
surely regain the ground lost in the
singing
iv
The Thursday evening prayer mei-ting.it
i." an ! the man who was
to
D i> >aui that when

uaitG.
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Something
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men as

ARE

CUSTOM

91; six for $5.

ITvr Ills; easy to
easy to operate. 25c.

Attorney
The Flag on the Schoolhouse.
ship is now in progress, and it looks as business-like way that promises to
Among the many lines of work in which
though Jion. AY. T. Haines of AA'aterville substantial fruit in the near future.
is tlie Cuming man.
principal movers and those who furnish lar committee and all the sub-committees had Superintendent Brick is engaged in our
the greater part of. the needed capital are the work at heart and performed it in a schools, the placing of the flag on every
George Prod Williams took advantage tiie men it was proposed to banish to a manner which would have done credit to schoolhouse and teaching history and pathe more experienced. The supper tables triotism
of the Bryan meeting in Boston Friday to desert
by the observance of tiag days bear
island, and who have been abused presented a very attractive appearance—
a prominent part.
The schoolhouses in the
^ail Mayor fjuiney and other prominent and
persecuted because they sauk $40,000 there was an abundance of food, handsome central district, and some of the rural schools
General-

In

Sarsaparilla

elected.

Is the One True Blood Purifier.

The assurance that we are soon to have
shoe factory in operation in Belfast

new

^

With pure,

proprie-

question,

no

sound health.

Your

Of his fitness for

there can be

means

rich, healthy blood, the stomach and digestive organs will be vigorous, and there
will be no dyspepsia. Rheumatism and
Neuralgia will be unknown. Scrofula and
Salt Rheum will disappear. With pure

State Printer at the joint session when
other State officials are elected, and Mr.

Nov. 3d.

chusetts have put a full State ticket in
the field, headed by F. O. Prince of Bos-

a

says the Boston Herald.
The contest for tlie

on

standard Democrats of Massa-

ed.

Bryanism wanes,”

as

gold

the preGovernor,
diction that Williams will be found at the
foot of the poll when the votes are count-

JOEL WILBUR of Avon.
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hnstiar
People, s
I'nions of Augusta, lb-ifast. Fairfield, Hallowed, Oakland, Pittsfield, Skowhegan and
Waterville was lield at the Cmversalist

i>ung

church in Waters ill;.- Sep!. “4th. There were
addresses by Itev. C. II Wells of' Belfast,
on “the object of the association,’’ followed
by a discussion. The following officers were
elected: C. II. Wells of Belfast, president,
e
G. E. Leighton of Skowhegan, v
pivsid< nt : Mrs. Marini Leslie of Water's i!h sir-

Headache!

rctary ; Mrs. Linn Holt of Fairfield, treasurer; visiting committee, Mrs. W. H. Hunnewe.ll of Pittsfield, Mrs. E. V. Stevens of
Oakland and Mr. B. 1L Meade of Augusta,
The object of this association is to get together and form in central Maine a large
number of Y. P. C. C’s., also to promote
the efficiency and fellowship among the
unions within the boundaries of this association. The duties of the visiting committee will be to visit the different unions in

HARMLESS and CERTAIN.
PRICE 15c.

A collection at the meeting to aid
dents.
the building of a church at Ashland netted
The
hundred ana fifty dollars.
seven
Maine branch of the Woman’s Board of
Foreign Missions reported receipts of S4,800. The Maine Congregational Charitable
Society showed receipts of $2,479. Seven-

»O >141111

St

fl
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POOR&SON,

central Maine and to work with State unions
in advancing the work of these unions.
At the second day’s session of the Maine
Congregational conference in Fort Fairfield
the reports of the Maine Missionary society
showed six new churches were organized.
There were 345 conversions and eight ministers were added. Receipts were Si9,400.
There are employed 130 pastors and stu-
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Pure Jersey Milk.
11 you wish for nice milk

(j. O.

drop

One cow's Riik for-Babies

September 30,
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The members id the Iliph Set
\ll tin use who in any way eont.ri'
ness of their reeent supper ami ei
Belfast,

Sept. B<>. 1KIH>.
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BELFAST.

The October term of the S. J. Court will
open Oct. 20th, Judge Walton presiding.

the City Council

The Waldo W. C. T. lT. will meet with
Mrs. A. J. Simmons Oct. 13th. If not pleasant, the next fair day.

lay evening.

}

members of the

t!•»■
!

A

requested

Friday,

a

\

is

nance

1

annual meet-

the

r

P. M.

at .‘5

County Commissioners will hold an
adjourned meeting at the Court House
Tuesday, Oct. 13th.
The

C. L. S. Circle will meet with Geo. R.
Carter, Commercial street, each Monday
afternoon through October,at 2 o’clock p. m.
The
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Pensions have been granted
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follows:
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Penney,

Centre

M"iitville.
annual meeting of the Clough Veteran Charitable Association will be held at
Association hall, Unity, Oct. (>, at 10 a. m.
A notice was sent us for publication iast
week giving Oct. 13th as the date of the
meeting. The later notice is from J. P.
The

Libby, Sec’y pro

tern.

It has been suggested that a paper for the
of all who favor the exemption
from taxation of a first-class hotel to he
built on the Crosby Inn lot he circulated at
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election day. The former stockholders say that if proper encouragement is
given they will rebuild the Inn next season.
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Among the buildings that have
been giver, outside* repairs recently are the
Methodist church, Mathews Bros.’mill, the
Belfast Livery Co.'s stable, A. E. Hutchins’,
Chat.

F. II.

Black's and J. C. Whitten's residences
H. Cunningham lms shipped the

das.

last two nf the milch rows which In* recently sold to Boston parties.... A. few dish; s
belonging to those who contributed food for
the B. 11. S. supper are at Mr. i., L. Bobbin's, when the owm rs can o t!i for them...
B'uled eiams were again served at the MefillI)
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room

last
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.-wrung.

Turkey will

be in order after the election.
The grass in fields end lawns is still
groan—as green as those who believe that
tree silver means plenty of money without
working for it-S. A. Parke; ha* bought
hi 1.is partner's interest; in the
laundry of
Parker X: Stevens, and continues the business at the old stand.... Ginn X Field have
at their store

squash raised by
of their clerks. It
weighs (50 pound* and is branded McKinley,
lS'.Mb.
E. S. Carter lias bought the Mayo
shop in. Carter’s yard of Sewall Patterson,
who has been living there.
a

mail)mouth
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one

AdvEnrisEMKXTs. We omitted to
lust week to the announcement of A. A. Howes X Co. that they have
received, direct from China, two tons more
of that bo cent tea. Their customers say it
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The Nellie
McHenry company had a
audience at the Opera House
last week,
merited oue much
larger. The nlav
in
Night
New York,” and the
luglilj p.aised by those present.
List of unclaimed letters
remaining in
Be'fast. post office for the week

fair
hut
“A

complny, art
the

ending Sept.
2ti, 1S9G: Ladies—Miss Elnora
Maxey, Miss
Blanche Moody, Mrs. Grace
Young. Gentlemen—Mr. Leslie E. Cornish, Mr.
Charles
Moody, Adoniram Moody.
State Constable Meats
made^t search and
seizure at Bickuell & Cottrell’s
saloon on
Church street Tuesday. When
he arrived
he found the doors
closed against him, but
forced an entrance and seized 1
keg full of
beer, 1 keg partly full of beer, :« bottles of
lager, a bottle of rum aud a bottle of
whisky. Tile proprietors were arraigned in
tile Police Court iu the
afternoon. They
waived examination aud gave bail for
apat
the October term of S. J.
pearance
Court.
The liquors were libeled, and the
hearing is
to be held Oct. 9th.
Belfast

A
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us
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where

he used.. New
novelties in dress goods and trimmings at
A. P. Mansfield’s, Masonic Temple.
Prices
satisfactory on these and other new goods.
Poor X Son have a new headache cure,
the discovery of a Scotch physician. LL is
harmless ai d certain and costs only 15
cents... .Hatch Bros.’, Head of Tide, Belfast, have new .”»() gallon spruce barrels for
cider, and also new pork barrels. Barrels
are in demand this year.... For flower pots
go to Carle X Jones, 21 Ma n street.
They
have the largest assortment and sell at the
on
lowest prices... We can
ly call attention
this week to the advt. of ]>r. Lansing.
.The
Belfast High School pubhsh a card of thanks,
...G.O. Hatch, Belfast, w:l! supply pure
Jersey milk. Oim cow's mi k for babies a
winter

a

stove cannot

..

specialty.

Twenty five hogsheads of hides were received here last week for the Liberty tan& Co. are shipping axes to
Bangor
lumbermen. The Kelley axes are
favorites with the wood choppers.

ed
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forms.

Nati

not only winning
public favor, but <re

are

w nen

Company,

|!

and will

operate them. The quarand has been well
opened up. It has .ce.n in operation about
four years. Mr. Thomas J. Lyons, president,
of 1 lie Ft x Island Company, under whose direction the work has been done, will remain
ry

is

a

very

line

one,

Julia Estes of Troy, and three children, who
survive him, live in Lynn, Mass.
He leaves
one brother and two sisters. The funeral was
in charge.
liehl Sept. 22\1, Rev. C. H. Weils officiating.
The workshop of John A. Briggs, corner Tiie Moral offerings included the following:
of Cedar and Elm streets, is well worth a A bouquet of China asters from his daughvisit from those interested in wood-working ters, Mrs. Hattie A. Welch and Mrs. Mabel
L Furbush; a bouquet of pinks from Miss
or the manufacture of musical instruments.
Minnie Shaw; a bouquet of dahlias from T.
He manufactures clothes driers for both inH, Sidelinger; a wreath and cross from Mrs.
side and outside use. violins, does general
jobbing, and has a number of sp» ;al ma- James F. McKeen; a bouquet from Mrs.
chines of his own designing for the various i Knight; a bouquet from Mrs. George Lewis;
from Miss Lulu Cammett, Miss
processes of his w ork. He has made nearly bouquets
fifty violins, of which Ik* now has less than a Lulu Small, Mrs. Sam Heath and Mrs. Tibdozen on hand. He. also lias a few in various 1 betts ; a bouquet from Mrs. Frost and Mrs.
His instruments Alma Ryder; bouquet of dahlias from Miss
stages of construction.
have all proved of good one and some have Jennie Otis.
sold at high prices.
He has one on hand for
Capt. Theodore M. Bunker died Sept. 23d
which he has been offered £110.
at his home on Orange street, Rockland.
Capt. Bunker had been confined to the
The New Shoe Factory,
house f<.r a few mouths only. A short time
ego he wt nt to a hospital in Boston, where
Mr. Eegro, of the firm of Eegro A Spaldthe sad fact was learned that his was a hopeing, was in Belfast last Thursday and gave less ease and that his hitherto happy fumii;.
insti notions as to the changes necessary towould have him only a few short weeks at
put The Dana Sarsaparif a budding in con- best. In that time he received the tenderest
dition for use as a shot factory. Monday
of care and passed away surrounded
by the
morning James T. Pottle began work with a sorrowing relatives. Capt. Bunker had been
a sea-faring man pretty much all his life. He
crew of carpenters. One partition is to be
was a skilled pilot and master mariner. Not
taken down on the second floor, and one put
long ago he was in command of the steamer
in on the third. The tl ini story is to be
Lucy I\ Miller of the New Y uk and Eastport
route, b:.t his last aeti\c work was as
stud-plastered. Frank E. Wiley is over- commander
of R. II. White’s steam ya -ht.
hauling; the engine, boilers and shafting. He bore the universal respect of all with
Mr. West of the* Dana Sarsaparilla Co will
whom he came in contact ami his death will
be here in a few days to look after the bot- cause genuine regret all alr*w ti...
Capt. Bunker is survived l y a wife, two
tles, boxes, cartons, etc.., belong.ng to that
daughters and one son. [Rockland Tribune.
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A company has been organized to manage
Papers and Periodicals.
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yesterday, weatli-

Remmiek and arrived here last Thursday.. .While bound up to Revere recently,
the three-masted sell. George Gurney struck
the side of the drawbridge, damaging her
bow planking on the port side. She was

taken to McKie’s shipyards Boston, Sept.
24th, where the planks were removed and
new ones inserted... .The sell. D. If. Rivers,
Capt. C. A. Coleord, is loading lumber at
Portland for South America... The fivemasted sell. Gov. Ames passed down the
bay Friday, from Bangor for Newport. News.
_The bark Thus. J. Stewart sailed from
New York Sept. 15th with a cargo of coal
Boston and has not since been beard
from.
She may have, been blown off the
coast, but it is feared that she was caught in
She was commanded
the storm and lest.
by Capt. L. C. Blake of Brewer and bad a
The Stewart was built at
crew of ten men.
Brewer, Me., in 1KU0. She registers 844 tons
net and is owned by E. & J. K Stetson
and others of Bangor... The bark Sarah,
built at Stockton in 1870, recently foundered
The story is told in
on the Grand Banks.
for

these bonds.

The present plan is to have
property managed by the above company, and for every $10 paid in a share of

the

stock will be issued.
The committee of
tin board of trade which solicited contributions to the rental will now ask the subhers to

In

the former

lr
save
promoting the general
prosperity by building up a new business
here; now they will eventually own the
building. Mr. Spalding of the firm of Legro
Sr. Spalding was in the city yesterday in

Sell. Leona arrived from Portland Sunday
morning with corn for L. A. Kuowltou.
Bark Nellie Smith, Capt. J. O. Hayes of
Belfast, is at Ship Island loading for St
John, P. R.Sell. Charlotte T. Sibley,
Thos. G. Bartlett, arrived here about

Capt.
4

r.

m.

Sunday, having made the passage

from New York in 48 hours, sailing
She

passed Monhegan

at 8

a. m.

time.

Sunday, and

Owl’s Head at noon and had a strong southShe
erly from that point up the hay.
as
brought no cargo and comes for repairs,
arreported last week... .Sell. Miantonomah
for
rived Sunday from Portland with corn
She made the passage in
L. T. Shales & Co.
Mon11 hours_Sell. Scotia was launched
towed to
day from the Marine railway and
York.
New
for
ice
load
Bangor Tuesday to
m con_Sell. Fannie & E litli is being put
dition for her winter business by slight general

repairs.

perienced newspaper man and his exteusive
acquaintance in the section which he. will
cover, will enable him U> give the Herald a

consultation with the company, and other
meetings are to be held tu-da," and Friday.
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O INCORPORATED 1894.

Warden, Lucy Wrheeler; Con., Lena Aldus;
<L, Frank Eastman; I.G., Abbie Busbby;
R. S. N. CL, Sarah Pascal; L. S. N. G., Nellie Mason; Chain, Clara Spear; 1L S. V. CL,
N’-ttie Gould; L. S. V. CL, Hattie Allen.
The Miriam degree staff of tins city exemplified the work. At the conclusion of
the work all adjourned to G. A. R. hall
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Farmers of Waldo Co:

The time in near at hand when the new
rap of hay will be ready for market, and it
is esse.nti illy necessary that the same should
he pressed in such manner as to command
the highest market price. This an host be
accomplished by isiug a Dedrick Columbian Press, three
which are now ready to
start in the vicinity of Belfast. Hay put up
by these presses is sought for and acknowledged by all dealers to bring higher prices
than the same quality of hay put up by other
From twelve to thirteen tons of
presses.
Dedrick pressed hay can be loaded in a
common box car at a saving in freight of ef>
per cent, to the shippers and 20 per cent,
more bay can be pressed in a
given time
than with the old style presses.
These presses are being introduced and
placed within the reach of the farmers at
considerable expense by the owners and we
ask the farmers of Belfast and vicinity to
co-operate with us in this matter and make
the staudard of Waldo county hay equal in
preparation to that of any section of the
country from which hay is shipped.
The Dedrick presses will he managed by
Freeman Ellis & Sons, South Brooks; Herbert Hamlin, South Brooks, and Charles
Barnes of Waldo. Communications to any
of the above parties will receive prompt attention.
F. G. WHITE,
L. T. SHALES & CO.

Lowed Prices.
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Thursday night, with 0-1 charter
members. The name of the lodge is Megunthe officers are as follows: N.
G., Carrie Aldus : V. G., Frances Stahl; Sec.,
Laura Wadsworth: Treas., Frances Fish;
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Wednesday evening, Sept. 2t>d, furnished

tv-e
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where

oyster supper according to the agreement.
Twenty-three members were accepted durI irg the term.

off

with-

or

and M. E. Know!ton, to secure new members, the side bringing in the smallest number before July 1st to furnish a supper for
tlie lodge.
M. R. Knowlton’s side lost and

Makes %
it do:.- mince 1

c

and gat the

I

k

the time of the installation of officers
Silver Cross Lodge, Knights of Pythias,

tween two “sides'*

preparation of the materials of ij
which it is made. The cleaning of the currants (for one
thing) |
is more thoroughly done by means of perfected
appliances,
than it would be possible, to do it by hand.
£
Us cleanliness, purity, wholesomeness and deliciousness 0
good reasons for using NONE SUCH Mince Meat.
we are

or

At

!

No kitchen is kept cleaner than the premises devoted to the
manufacture of NONE SUCH Mtaee Msat. No housewife can he more fastidious in the matter of
food

marine

of

|

return

column....N. S. Lord is making
sails for sells. Geo. B. Ferguson, Austin 1).
Knight and Mary A. Hall, and I). H. Libby
is making some for the Winslow Morse...
our

change to subscriptions to stock.
case subscribers received no

sen

Spring
Pleating,

The Sovereign grand lodge, I. O. O. B\, at
the Texas session adopted a revised Eebekah ritual, and also revised the Patriarch
Militant ritual. A universal sign of recognition between Odd Fellows and Daughters
of Eebekah was adopted.

mmuac

■

D.

Maine.

ou the run, tliiukhave beeu seriously
MRu-n he arrived at the house, lie,
found the daughter, a miss of about is, in
tears.
Th doctor glanced around the room,
bur w'v a ithing out of the common and was
at-a ioss to know what the trouble was. The
! mother sat with a very sober face, looking
j as though something terrible had happened,
j At last- the.mother spoke to the young lady,
saying: “Now, speak right up and tell him
The Boston Herald's semi-centennial edi- what you want.” The daughter, with a few
urn-IIWHU—■ V> ttion issued last Sunday was a big success.
But this is invariably true of their regular wan:—to—know how--much chloroform it
Sunday edition. If anything it is too much will take to—kill—a—rat." Tile doctor reof a good thing, but iu quality it ranks plied “about the same that it will take to
kill a-fool.” As the doctor left the house
above many of its competitors.
he was heard to mutter to himself, “about
It is interesting to note that Senator
as bad as the Maine election.”
Stewart of Nevada, the silver mine millionaire, who is so anxious for the welfare of
It is said that the sultan declares that
the laboring man, publishes the free silver
not a single Christian in Turkey shall he
organ at Alexandria, just across the river
permitted to live if any hostile warships
from Washington, because there is no labor
to force their way through the
union there, and printers have to work for attempt,
Dardanelles.
The ruler who is willing to
one-half the union price.
| carry on war by wholesale massacre is a
Mr. Henry A. Wing, who lias been
acting
for sometime as the Boston Herald corre- I monstrous anomaly in this 19th century.
spondent from Lewiston and Auburn, lias The very fact that the sultan is capable
been assigned to tlie Grand Trunk line, and of making such a threat as this is an unCentral Maine as far east as Augusta for answerable reason why he should be dethat paper. Mr. Wing is a Capable and ex- ! throned.
[Boston Globe.

Shipplnu Items. Sob. Bavinia M. Snow:—.50, 25, 1.5
be paid pro rata.
arrived Sept. •Jill; with coal from Baltimore
If for Swan X Sibley Co. She lost some of her
glit exacted.
:mr day. National
sails on the passage and called at Tenant’s
Harbor and bent new foresail, spanker, flyi.s.
A -Meeting of the ing jib ami mizzen topsail. The Snow i»
name ot the Belfast
property,
one <>(' the best built and equipped vessels of
■'' tellers
>f Belfast was
Industrial and Ileal Estate Co. President,
her class ever at this port ami is a handp-Miiept's office last SatA. C. Sibley; Clerk, C. W. Wescott; Direcsome craft as well.
She was built at Rockv C.
a fill!
attendance,
tors. A. C. Sibley, Geo \V. Burkett, II. F.
land in IS!);; by T. L. Snow & Co., and is
k Mtlined a plan which
Dun ton, Jesse E. Wilson. F. G. White, J. H.
tons net....The cargo of corn shipped at
fu s of holding serniHowes. The company is capitalized at $10,in
soli.
and
damPortland
Charity
recently,
f'r promotion.
By it
00; shares, $10 each. As first proposed the
the
was
for
vessel
aleak,
by
springing
e
three local banks were to bu.v the Dana
readily than others, aged
Co.
The
corn
was
thrown
Belfast
the
Livery
k ness, accident or other
building jointly and issue bonds for the
on the underwriters’ hands.
Another cargo
:,e absent for a cousid- |
amount, and our citizens were asked to subof 2,500 bushels was shipped by the sell. L. scribe
bliged to wait a year
enough yearly to meet the interest on
iws

i.

^

*

Timothy Chase
M., will be held this,

(Laud Secretary Joshua Davis of Portland
lias issued circulars announcing that the aneu.
Rev.
\V
J. Wilson oniciated.
lne | mini session of the Grand Dodge of Maine
*1“ vM tributes were numerous and hand- ! will he held in Portland on Tuesday, the
some, and were sent not only by his rela- JOth day of October. The Grand Encampment wili also hold its annual session on the
th es and friends, but by men who had
known him in business.
evening of the same day. Miss Grace E.
VYalt-on of Belfast, secretary of the Rebekah
Samuel F. Shaw died at the home of his State Assembly of Maine, will notify Rebrotl.'w, Peltiah Sha w, Sept, l'.'tli, at the age bekah lodges that the next annua! meeting
"i ,;r
He was a son of ol the assembly will be held at Portland on
avs »•'*! :• iuotiths.
Job and J>oroih> Shaw, and was a native1 of Monday evening, Oct. l!'th. The usual onethis city, where lie lived until about 30 years fart; rates over all railroads have beeu obtained for these annual gatherings;
ago, when he moved to Troy. He married
The funeral was held at his late
home Sunday and was very largely attend-

Graniti C
I New
York, which has works at L-adbetter’s
Island and Green Island, has leased file
quarries and plant of the Fox Island Granite
le

of

years.

displayed on the
shelves of the stores.
Dr. Small 1 *• ft Monday for Cumberland county in the interests
of the company.
1

man

just the thing for"

of

Mrs. A. A. Knight and Mrs. Henry Stawent to Hallowed yesterday to attend
the meeting of the Pythian Sisterhood (f

Josephine,

exemplary habits, upright
ami honorable in all his dealings, and was
held mi the highest esteem by all who knew
bun He was town clerk of Northport fifteen
was a

Are

Less labor
Greater comfort
New York,

ples

Mrs. MMvusie of Owl’s Head. After
her death be married Miss Atlanta McCoLb
of Lincoln vide, who survives him, with one
son, Wilbur M. Rhodes of Belfast.
Deceas-

The Iniiton Sar.-uparilla (*•<. is putting its
Imperial Almond Cream and Coraiine on the

;nto

and

The Puritan Oil Heaters

:

Societies.

Lodge, F. and A.
Thursday, evening.

Rhodes died at his home in

Worcester, Mass.,

MANSFIELD’S,

Sts.,

regular meeting

The

now

Webster has the engine and boiler
set up in his bi.nt-shop and is
driving a jigs'-a with if.
Hewn .eld other
machinery.

rapidly

of

A. P.

con-

~

at

Fall

Rockland. When
years of age he married
Miss Atlanta Newhall of Northport. She
bore him two children, Judson B. L. Rhodes
mov

U. K

their way

Lever Bros., Ltd.,
Hudson & Harrison

Prices to Match,

'^Masonic Temple,

The Twin Benefits

Northport Sept. 24th, after an illness of
three years, of Bright’s disease. Mr. Rhodes
was born in
Northport, Oct. LI, 1819, and in
early manhood worked in the lime kilns in

Kelley

attnicm.-

A.

twin bar for

Use will reveal

tery.

j

a

just opened

venience sake.
This shows
The Twin Bar

The funeral took place at 2 p. m. Sept, 25,
from the residence of Dr. Lewis W. Pendleton, 192 State street, Portland. There was a
very large attendance of the young friends
of the deceased, while the floral offerings
were many and beautiful.
Rev. Charles M.
Sills, dean of St. Luke’s cathedral, officiated
ami the interment was at Evergreen ceme-

for the

more

.simply a clear, pure, honest
soap for laundry and household
use, made by the most approved
processes, and being the best, it
has the largest sale in the world.
It is made in

Very Satisfactory

-

Will be found among the NEW GOODS

it is

Secret

Edward

Latest Novelties in

mystery about

no

Also Latest and

tion.

nery.

market, in new and
Tin se preparations

There is

PENDLETON.

DANA

The only son of his parents. The very
light of their eyes. The joy of their home.
The centre of tlieir every hope. The dear
hoy whose death occurred yesterday was
known and beloved by a very large circle of
friends in this city.
Always true, courteous and pure-minded,
be readily endeared himself to young and
old, and by his use of his rare intellectual
gifts and diligence in his studies he commended himself to his teachers and gained
their affection and regard. Among his fellow scholars he was a general favorite.
Graduating with high rank at the high
school iast June and gaining one of the
Brown medals, he had successfully passed
the examination of Bowdoin college, and
was just about to enter upon bis
collegiate
course when he was attacked with the illness which terminated fatally.
In the wise providence of Almighty God
he has been called to a higher service in a
heavenly school, free from all the trials and
temptations of this earthly life, to be henceforth under the blessed guidance of his
heavenly Father, and to be admitted to that
divine wisdom and peace which no soul on
earth can know’ or understand.
The writer was one by whom this dear boy
was known and beloved from bis early childhood and desires to join with the many
friends of Dr. and Mrs. Pendleton in expressing heartfelt sympathy with them in
their irreparable loss. [0. Morton Sills in
the Portland Press.
The many Belfast friends would also extend condolence to the stricken parents, with
a lull realization of the weight of their afflic-

was

that they pay 50 cents for elsewhere
Howes X Co. can suit you to a T in
anything in the grocery line_M. L. Mitch-

ml last week

v’T9°U.

Whist.
Emery
Serious
Shooting
Affair.
Sunday Boardman, Esq., of this
city has written,
morning Percy Robbins, aged 15, son of and Charles Scribner’s Sou’s
of New York
Samuel L. Robbins, was shot in the head by
have published, a book entitled
“Winning
his cousin Arthur Robbins, a boy of about
Whist. A harmonious system of
long-suit
the same age. The two were in a room toand short-suit play of the game of
whist.”
gether in S. L. Robbins’ house in East Bel- The
publishers have produced a very dainty
fast, and were looking at a revolver. Arthur little
volume, and their acceptance of the
was handling the weapon, when by some
j bo *k with so much whist literature oil the
means it was discharged, the bullet entering
market is sufficient testimony as to the merit
Percy's head at the left ear. Physicians of the present work. Belfast has
so many
made ;i brief examination, and finding that j
whist players that “Winning Whist" should
the bullet had gone through the skull ceased !
have a good sale here. M. P. Woodcock
&
probing for fear of injuring the brain. Son have it.
Arthur says that he did not know the weapon was loaded, and also that he did not intend to snap the hammer, or know that it
Concerning Local Industries.

iv-H.ey
ri'i-

on

°* Auhur“ h«« notified
Slmriff Norton
Sheriff
that l,e has recovered
his
carnage which was stolen last
spring The
"'aS reC°Vered
8hort,y “tar it was

Lowest Prices!
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Just received, direct froir, China.
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Flair station.
Limited t iekets Bn Boston are now s. 7 I at 35.00
from Belfast and all stations on Braneh.
Through tirkets to ..II points West and Ndu.hwtsi via all routes. tot sale In F. 17 Cmn’-i n',
PAYSON H'fKKR.
A-enr, Belfast.
Yice Pies, am (len'l .Maiinner.
ni BY den'1 Pass, and Ticket Auei
F. B Bi
Portland. Sept. 28, 18"0.
1

E. H. DURGIN, M. D.
of Glasses and Diseases o*
the Eye ard Ear a Specialty.

Pitting

Office hours until 1) a.
From 12.30 to 3 p. m.

m.

Restaurant for Sale.
On account
restaurant
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THOUGHT.

()j sermons by Kniinent
of Ali lienoinlnadons.

these, ami, in addition, personal communion with God. [Rev. W. D.
Williams,
Congregationalism San Francisco.

(leryjmen

Punishment.

We must be willing to
suffer all the penalties God sends upon us
when we do wrong because we deserve
them.
Forgiveness is not the remission
of deserved punishment.
Why should it
be'.’
If tlie punishment he strictly just—
and it must be, because it is from God—
why should it not he inflicted? [Rev. H.
L. Veazey, Universalist, Atlanta.

As preachers we want-to
nieit about the
way to win souls.
more manology and less tlievrpi.i'1 want
-rgy.
[Rev. Sam Jones, Evangelist, As0,.{- [ iry Park, New Jersey,
1

M

^

The Six met of Happiness.
Invest
your life in other people, take society to
your heart, throw away sellishness and
you will be better and happier for the
trouble.
[Rev. 13. E. Mills, Evangelist,

Pekseyekance.

Perseverance is asNo one can get to heaven by a
few frantic efforts and then no more endeavors.
Sticking to it holding on—
makes one certain.
[Rev. W. Ii. Moore,
Presbyterian, Doylestown, Pa.
surance.

—

Fjm itfll Lives.
A fruitless life iu
Hod’s vineyard is a worthless existence.
Hod’s expectation of us all is fruit.
11c
comes seeking it.
Shali he lincl nothing
but leaves'/ [Rev. T. U. Easton, Presbyterian. Washington.

Wood, Methodist, Alleghany.

L*»ve.
No man acting the part of a
iivetli to himself. Thou shalt love is
the very law of our being. Man was made
to love and to be loved.
[Rev. John Peaman

Manhood.
The noblest work of God
is manhood, and Christ’s life and death
were to teacli us that sin was a disease to
be cured that men might once more become in accord with nature and her God
—that is, the ideal church must teacli
that a man has God for a father, and that
that father loves him, be lie saint or sinner.
[Rev. C. li. Fenn, Congregationalism Kansas City.

cock, Presbyterian, Philadelphia.

Livin'*, am* Hying.
1 don’t believe
that the Lord made us with the intention
that we should go about croaking about
dying. We want to live, but we don’t
want to die.
,_Rev. J. A. Miller, Methodist. Pittsburg.

Bolhnfss.
An element in character
that gives a man confidence wins success.
Boldness, we claim, is that element—not
a
self-arrogant, political style, but a coulidtmce born of a knowledge of fitness.
[Rev. W. B. Leach, Episcopalian, Chicago.

Obscchity.

It is a great thing to live,
and suffer with ordinary
is a wiser man who can learn
a lesson from the
daisy at his feet than he
who wanders from it to the stars above his
head.
God takes notice of the obscure.
He is not nearsighted and can see the
shining luster in the minute detail ul life.
[Rev. J. Q. A. Henry, Baptist, Chicago.
Eaknkstxess.

1Jksj-.
As Christians we are
live, aim yet are anxious to die,
merely because we desire t be eased
from ur burdens, but especially because
wi
long for the rime to come when the
soul, like the dove, may i. v av
ay and be
.«t rest.
iiev. F. K.
iiton, Baptist, Philto

_

Christianity pronounces the
ami tiiu t eud>g v on mail.
It
r-•
k t.ds him not f>
his riel es, nor for his
in for 1
aut\.
C’hristy jnames man b* muse he is divine
n» his oiigin and desun —because he is
’he
o «• 1
M-i.
[Iiev. s. \V. Sample, init j'ta
eiit, Jamestown, N. Y.
1

J.oo

1

h

the

and

dnt. Di:. il'- \\ .;.
The devil delights
tiazing us with a Hashing but raise
opportunity, a fascinating but fictitious
dame, and unless a man is possessed of
a spirit of discernment and self-control he
taii» into a snare that none but a fool will
evei get into a second time.
[Iiev. N. C.
Fetter. Baptist, Doylestowu, Pa.

itsjdisiussions,

Hutson, Baptist. Allegheny.

■"

dream that the Ten Commandments and
the golden rule will be recognized some
time in the politics of the country.
If a
man cannot take his politics into
religion,
the politics are had. If a man cannot take
his ballot into his prayers, he had better
let the ballot go.
[liev. K. S. MacArthur,
Baptist, New York.

Love.

The weapon of the GosL ali-( ommeriug love.
The love of
pe
Christ constrains us to love others.
Let
us endeavor to
keep in the pathway of
lev* and peace, evincing the spirit ot the
master until the way of life shall
merge
into the great eternity of God’s love.
Kev.
N.
K.
|
McConnell, Methodist, Norwood, Pa.
"”i>

The Thee Life. The type of religious
life we m ist illustrate is not that represented by tiie plants of the greenhouse,
oi no benefit,
specially to the world, but
that represented by the flowers that beautify the highways of life, and by their
perfumes gladden the sorrowful and sad.
Rev. G. tv. L. Brown, Methodist, Sioux
City. Iowa.
Tm, Ballot. Id our nation
every voter
is a ruler, ami every voter should seek to
know what is right and then dare to do it.
T he ballot is not only a privilege it is a
solemn trust, and the man who does not
use it, or who use it
carelessly, is guilty
of treason to his nation.
[Lev. J. II.
Prugh, Reformed Church, Pittsburg.
Rfi’L tation.
It is the duty of man to
live in the good opinion of his fellow men,
but no one is to be a sycophant.
Reputation is not to be sacrificed to opinion.
*
is
a
and
ipiniun
breath,
reputation is
life.
Public opinion is as tickle as the
wind anti transient as a tender flower.
I Rev. J. P. Newman, Methodist, Brook-

lyn.

Christian’
Soldiers.
Unsanctified
church members are among the greatest
hindrances of the church oi Jesus Christ.
No nation could fight its battles with raw
recruits.
We must have volunteers, but
we must have them
disciplined and trained.
Old veterans are the best soldiers.
[Rev. W. G. Partridge, Baptist, Scranton,

Pennsylvania.

The Kingdom of Love.
God’s kingdom on earth is a kingdom of love, and
he only is prepared to be a happy, free
and faithful subject thereof who conceives
this to be its nature and is drawn into it
by this fact. Love makes the otherwise
difficult duties of the Christian life easy
and delightful.
[Rev. T. C. Warner,
Methodist, Knoxville.
Prayer.
Prayer is a coming to God.
In lower stages of religious life it is the
outpouring of feeling. In the next higher
stages it takes on the meditative quality.
Still higher it has the element of devotional culture.
To the Christian it is all

Dishonesty. The spirit of the age is a
spirit of misrepresentation. On all of us

|

there is a tremendous pressure to appear
what we are not and to get, even by dishonest methods, the things we want but
do not have.
The whole sweep and swing
of the age is to press our young men from
the paths
of
absolute
honesty, and
the temptation to be dishonest manifests
itself in different ways.
[liev. C. B.
Mitchell, Methodist, Kansas City.

Immortality. There is within us a
spark of the divinity which can not be annihilated at death, for it forms no part of
the earthly life.
Neither did it germinate

in this life.
Scientists say there is in
God a kind of infinite material.
If this is
true, then an infinite material can not be
annihilated, and so far represented in
man that part must live as
long as the
author lives.
[liev. G. W. Lawrence,
Congregationalist, Haverhill, Mass.
The Modern

Devil.

The devil no
lion seek-

longer goes about as a roaring
ing whom he may devour. He

may bray,
but he doesn’t roar and rend as he used
to.
Nor does he come with horns and
hoofs and a forked tail and smelling of
brimstone, but he gets himself up as a
gentleman and a scholar and dresses in
broadcloth and carries encyclopedias under his arms and peddles poison which he
calls philosophy.
[Rev. P. S. Henson,

Baptist, Brooklyn.

The True Church.
The Church is
a club—it is uot an
organization merely—it is the body of Christ endowed with
the seven spirits of God.
A church that
has the present of the Spirit will grow,
will save men, will exhibit Christ in all
the glory of the Father.
The Church is
Christian no more than it is the organ of
Christ.
A self-indulgent church disfigures Christ, a worldly church betrays
him.
[Rev. Dr. Dickinson, Congregationalist, St. Paul.
not

Worldliness.

It is not Christ’s plan
for us to take us out of the world, not to
shut us up in convents or monasteries to
keep out trouble, but to retire from the
world betimes and find that peace and
strength which can send us back into the
world to meet its cares heroically, patiently and cheerfully. We need to live in the

j
j

ever

the

writer's

au-

this
is a bond of
faith which
Mrs. Pink ham
has never

5th, ’95.

Aug 21 for Bio Janeiro.
Edward May, sailed lrom Boston July 5
for Honolulu.
Evie Reed, A T "Whittier, sailed from Boston Aug 4 for Montevideo.
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Astoria
Sept 7 for Santa Kosiha.
Herbert Black, W II Blanchard, sailed
from New \ ork March 4 for San Jose, Gnat;
spoken April BS, lat '_0 S, Ion oh W.
Henry A Litchfield, sailed from Brunswick, bn, Sept IP lor Perth Amboy.
Henry Norwel!, Cushman, sailed from
New York June 2" for Brunswick, Ga.
loiani, McClure, sailed from Honolulu
Aug 20 for New York.
Lucy A Nickeis. C M Nichols', sailed In n.i

tevideo

17) ng June 2 lor New York.

Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, sailed lrom
Boston Sept 4 tor Montevideo.
Matanzas, cleared from New York Sept 11
for Havana.
Penob><-ot, E G Barker, at Newcastle Sept

Hong Kong.
Rebecca Cru\Nell,
Bio Janeiro July 21

P ior

•

|

M G Dow, arrived at
lrom Hamburg.
Rose Inn is, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
Carteret. N J, Sept 21 from Port Tampa.
Serrano, 1 G Waterhouse, sailed from
Sourabaya June P for Garontoio.
St Lurie, Suited, cleared iiom New Y'ork
Sept 21 for Port Natal.
4 hi-iiias A Goddard, W S Griffin, c leared
from Parrsboro, N S, July 2 for Buenos

Ayres.

Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord. sailed
from Buenos A vies Sept 1 tor Algoa Bay,
CG1I
SCHOONERS.

Georgia liUKey,

\\

n

uiiKey,

at

rme.nos

1<» for New York or Boston.
McG Buck, H F Sprowl, cleared
from Bangor Sept 12 for New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, cleared from
Baltimore Sept 2 for Galveston.
Horace G Morse, Harriman, arrived at
Port’aud Sept 22 from Philadelphia.
John C Smith, Kneelaud, cleared from
New York Sept 11 for Havana.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived, at New
York Sept 24 from Bangor.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived a: New
York Sept 12 from Bridgeport.
Mary A Hall,M Yeazie, cleared from Boston Sept 18 for Jacksonville.
14 F Pettigrew*, Morse, sailed from Norfolk
Aug 27 for Bluelields.
14 W Hopkins, Hichborn, sailed from Ne v
York Sept 10 for Brunswick.
Sallie I’On, W H West, sailed from Searsport Sept 8 for Annapolis, N S.
Tofa, A S Wilson, cleared from New York
Sept 24 for Demerara.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
Boston Aug o0 from Port Johnson,

Ayres Aug
Hattie

good."

skin is
clear
would not be in
my former condition for two thousand
dollars. Instead of drying uptliepoison
in my system, like the potash and
arsenic, S.S.S. drove the disease out
through the skin, and I was permanently rid of it.’’
1

Last year The Republican Journal Publishing Company had a six months’ contract
with the publishers of the New York Weekly Tribune by w hich the tw o papers were
furnished to new subscribers at 82, and to
old subscribers paying in advance for 82.25.

Another contract has been made on even
liberal terms, as set forth in our advertising columns. New and old subscribers
are now placed on an equal footiug and all j
who ay for The Journal one year in ad- j
New7 York Weekly
vance
can have The
j
Tribune without extra charge, lu remit- j
is
Tribune
!
the
be
stated
that
it
should
ting
wanted, as it will not be sent unless the reThe New York Weekly
quest is made.
Tribune is aeknow ledged to stand without a
rival as the leading Republican paper of the

Specific

__

^Ek

Co.,

It is

a

news

twenty-page journal and gives
of the world, while its different

departments, political

news,

editorial, etc.,

make a most valuable paper to all. The
Tribune is very cheap at 8100 per year,
w hich is its price.
The Republican Journal

may be run down and

crushed out
by
—

some

terrible suffering if you

neglect nature’s warning
Vv a-L'-ii y nui

cS

new

Pil.s50c.

at

lviuntiyrs.

Buker’s Kidney
Pills
^1

druggists, or mailed post-paid
price.
Buker Pill Co., Bangor, Me.
your

In the matter of

for

the estate of JOSEPH FAR-

WELL, late of Unity, in the County of Waldo,
now

pending in the Probate Court for said

County.
That notice be given to all parties
interested in the succession to the property
of said deceased, that on Wednesday, the 14rh
day of October next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at the Probate Court Room in Belfast, in
said County,a hearing will be had for the purpose
of
all questions relating i«> the several
amounts of collateral inheritance tax to be paid
by the estate of said deceased, by publishing an
attested copy of this order three successive weeks
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper printed
in Belfast, in said County, that they may then
and there appear and be heard thereon.
-Witness my hand and the seal of said
l.s. >
Court this 19th day of September, A. 1>.
(
)
GEO. E. JOHNSON,
1896.
Judge of said Court.
A true copy. Attest:
3w39
Cuas. 1*. Hazkltine, Register.

ORDERED,

determihg

]

__

SPY’S SS GOLLEG
SHORTHAND & TYPEWRITING SCHOOL
OFFICE PRACTICE FROM THE START.

Dry Theory Discarded.

Send for Free Catalogue.
L. A. GRAY & SON. Portland. Me.
3m36

Brazilians, will be allowed to engage in the
coasting trade.

FOR

crew

A

SALE.

25 horse power engine au<l boiler,

in good condition.

3.

H. A. MILLS,
3m32

Uncolnville, Me.

Reape of Old DrSAMI EL PITCHER
Pumpkin Seed
HIx.Senna
Hri.dk Softs
druse Seed

Hi Carbonate Soda
flora? Seed

Clarified Sugar

h'uiA/y/ fcn

A

I

n

uugm.

uui

omy

to

ue

reau

uy every

voter; it ought to be read and studied by

the young people in every public school.
The feature of the Atlantic for October
which will attract the widest attention is
an
A new department is
innovation.
opened, having the attractive title “Men
and Letters,” to which T B. Aldrich,
James Lane Allen, Arlo Bates, F. IIopkiuson Smith, Sarah Orne Jewett, Agnes
Kepplier, Henry B. Fuller, and many
other writers who have won distinction in
the world of letters, have been invited to
contribute short signed articles on literary
subjects, reminisences, criticisms, and
the like.
The department is opened this
month by W. I). Howells, with a charming paper reminiscent of his days as editor of the Atlantic.
He is followed by
John Burroughs on “The Poet and the
Modern,” and W. P. Trent, on reading
the 50th volume of Balzac.

General Horace Porter, whose articles
on
“Campaigning with Grant” will be
published in The Century the coming
year, owed his position on Grant’s staff
to the hitter’s steadfastness of purpose.
General Porter, then a captain in the artillery branch of the service, was introduced to Grant at Chattanooga in lso:j.
The commanding officer saw in the young
artillerist one who could be of service to
him, so be asked General Halleck to assign Porter to bis staff'. Captain Porter,
who was the son of the Governor of Pennsylvania, had been graduated third in his
class at West Point, and his brilliant service in the field had brought him an ap
pointment in the Ordnance Bureau at
Washington. General Halleck refused to
make the transfer, and even appeals to
.Secretary Stanton by both Grant and Purler were of no avail against department
red tape.
It was not until General Grant
was placed in supreme command iff the
army that he succeeded in carrying out
his purpose, and Porter was made one of
His aides.
From that time until the close
of his first term as President, no man was
closer to Grant than General Porter.
Free Pills.

.Send your address toH. E. Bucklen .Sc Co.
Chicago, and get a free sample box of Dr.
King’s New Life Pills. A trial will convince
These pills are easy in
you of their merits.
action and are particularly effective in tlie
cure of Constipation and Sick Headache.
For Malaria and Liver troubles they have
been proved invaluable. They are guaranteed to be perfectly free from every
deleterious substance and to be purely vegetable. They do not weaken by their action,
but by giving tone to stomach and bowels
greatly invigorate the system. Regular size
25c. per box.
Sold by Kilgore & Wilson,

Druggists.

The
Cramps will receive a speed
premium of $350,000 on the cruiser Brooklyn. The corrected speed of the ship is

stated at 21.0117 knots.
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NEW YORK.

EXACT

long established and sterling magazine, The Living Age, presents in its
weekly numbers the best fiction, the

Washington’s Farewell Address was
dated September IT, 1T1H5, and published
two days later. It is, therefore, just a century since that immortal paper was given
to the American people.
As its centennial comes, every sober and patriotic
citizen ought to read its solemn words
anew, and ask how well the republic is
obeying its admonitions and heeding its
warnings. It is fortunate that it is included in the invaluable series of Old Snutli
Leaflets, so that for live cents every person may prossess himself of a good copy.

perfect Re Aicdy

Tac Simile

That

An important paper on “Electricity,”
R. R Bowker, appears in the October
number of Harper’s Magazine, with up! wards of twenty illustrations, including
I portraits of the men who have done most
in applying electricty to the practical uses
of modren civilization, in whose development it has been so great a factor.
The paper rapidly sketches the history of
electrical invention, describes some of its
most recent applications to every-day
affairs, and furnishes an interesting lorecast of inventions already in sight.

Flavor:

\

I

tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Fcverisln
ness and Loss OF SLEEP.

who heard them and were intimate with
the disputants.
The article will be fully
illustrated.

No reader of the “Bonnie Brier Bush”
stories can fail to be interested in the
opening article in the October McClure’s.
It is au account of Ian Maclaren, the author of those most genial tales, by an intimate personal friend, the Rev. I). M.
Ross, describing him as a minister and
pulpit orator, in which characters he had
become eminent long before he took up
authorship, as well as in his literary
methods and career. A series of portraits,
pictures of lan Maclaren’s several residences, and some original Drumtochty
views illustrate the paper.
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Ottawa, Freeport, Jonesboro, Charleston,
Galesburg, Quincy, and Alton, Illinois,
the scenes of the debates, from persons

ablest essays, Lite most interesting bits of
biography, adventure and travel, in a
word, the most readable and profitable
contributions to foreign periodical literature.
Information
“New
regarding
Features” about to be introduced, with
special otters to new subscribers, may be
obtained by application to the publishers.
The Living Age Co., Boston.
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An account of the historic Lincoln and
appear in the (ietober
McClure’s, based on material and reminiscences gathered by Miss Tarbell at

TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING

that date only vessels owned by Brazilians, having
a Brazilian captain, and at least two-tliirds of the

OASTORIA.

to

liave made some
miraculous cures and will relieve overworked kidneys and restore them to health.
Dr. linker will gladly answer questions and
give advice free. Write us before too late.

Subscriptions may begin at any time.

Brazilian law excluding foreigners
from the coasting trade of Brazil is decreed to
come into force on December 5th next. After
The

kJA

Your Life

will he maintained at its present standard,
with special attention to local and State
news.

^Ck

Atlanta, Ga.

more

all the

Remedy.

S.S.S. never fails to cure Scrofula,
Eczema, Rheumatism Contagious Blood
Poison, or any disorder of the blood.
Do not rely upon a simple tonic to cure
a deep-seated blood disease, but take a
real blood remedy.

'■cd.yy

Promotes Digestion.Checrfu
and Rest,Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral.
Not Narcotic.

Douglas debates will

by

my

Our books
free upon application. Swift

_,

A feature of the November number
of Harper’s Magazine is the first of a series
of papers on “White Man’s Africa,” by
Poultney Bigelow, who recently made a
ourn ey to South Africa to collect the majerial for these articles. The first iuttajment gives a new version of the story
of Jameson’s raid, and all will be illus-

ing

A Real Blood

ting the Stomachs andBowels of

The October Forum will contain fou r
articles on the silver question, including
one from ex-President Harrison.
General
Harrison’s paper is an extremely valuable
contribution to the discussion, it is prob\ ably the plainest, clearest, most power! ful and most convincing argument against
the free coinage of silver at the ratio of
lij to 1 that has yet appeared.

j

SIGN'

ness

Is a deep-seated blood disease which
all the mineral mixtures in the world
cannot cure.
S.S.S. {guaranteedpurely
vegetable ) is a real blood remedy for
blood diseases and has no equal.
Mrs. Y. T. Buck, of Delaney, Ark., had
Scrofula for twenty-five years and most
of the time was under the care of the
doctors who could not relieve her. A
specialist s a i u he
could cure her, but
he filled her
with
During the fall and winter of ls'iP-PT The
arsenic and
potash Atlantic
Monthly will make a careful study
which almost ruined
of contemporaneous writers of America.
her constitution. She j
1 In the
issues of the magazine
then
took
nearly will forthcoming
appear appreciative and thoughtful
every so-called blood
studies of the best contemporaneous writmedicine and drank
ers.
These papers will be both critical
them by the wholesale,
and biographical, the aim being sympabut they did not reach
thetically to interpret the present teuher
trouble.
Some
deucies in our literary production. Among
one advised her to try
the
writers that will be taken up in the
S.S.S. and she verv
early numbers are Mr. Henry B. Fuller
soon
lound that she hail
real mood
Mr.
Harold
Frederic, Mr. Woodrow
remedy at last. She says: “After takWilson, and Mr. James Lane Allen.
one dozen bottles of S.S.S.
I am

perfectly well,
and healthy and

AVege table Preparation for As
similating the Food and Reg ula~

strated.

serolula

-ig

The Journal and 'I he Tribune.

day.

|

broken.

did her so much
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ber.

^0 thority;

My dear Mrs.
L Pinkham:—
4 A friend of
y mine, Mrs.
r -, want*
me to write
you, because
she says: "you

THAT THl

The Penny Magazine, published by the
Penny Magazine Co., Philadelphia, gives

|7 Chicago, Jan.

Ayres Aug tj from Bridgewater, N S.
L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at
Charleston, S C, Sept 20 lrom New York.
C P Dixon, N t Giikey, sailed from Mon-

Hong

seiT

each month half a dozen or more
bright
and readable stories.
The October numis
ber, just received,
particularly interesting. Fifty cents a year, live cents a num-

published

without

Vessels.

Carrie

in

Thoi Shalt not Kill.
Taking away
life is an irreparable wrong.
Fortune
lost may be won again, friends alienated
be
but
life
once
may
restored,
gone is
Even a few more years of
gone fo-reve •.
life may be worth a million fortunes to a
man, because this is a place of discipline
and probation, which end with life.
For
( "-ophi:a.tion.
\Ye are in partnership this reason God lias reserved to himself
with (rod to save souls. \Ye co-operate to the
right to take away life. [Rev. K. S.
bring sinners to him. The church exists I Todd, Methodist, Baltimore, Md.
as a means to an end.
If we wish to lead
Christian lives, wt must co-operate with
[ Politics asd Heligiox. This pulpit,
Hod and bring him into our life.
There so
long as 1 am in it, will give politics a
j
mu-'t be no sibrnt partnership.
[Iiev. J. place in
and it is not, a mere

ts

Buenos

Natiki; and Dkath.
Nature is indifferent to man.
Napoleon died on the
bleak shores of St. Helena.
A nation
reeled in agony when the bullet of an
assassin struck our martyred President.
But the sun shone, the birds sang and the
world moved on as before.
But when
Christ was crucified on ( alvary the heavens darkened and thunder and
lightning
rent the skies.
[Rev. C. 1). Foss, Methodist. Ocean Grove. New Jersey.

The questions
p "t; up mstiox.
iirieucy and the tariff are secondare
ary.
chictiy used by politicians to
Tile qiteskeep in vi to gel into idee.
tb’h that underlies tin
economic, social
and ti ue p’- liti'-ai interests ot this nation
is tin
liquor question. L Iiev. Dr. Goodwin. Methodist, ban Francisco.
*1

i;i< 11 an

Jersey City.

■-

for reasons
obvious as in
the
following,
and no name is

names

BARKS.

Soldi inis.
Every man
he is called is expected to light
against every wrong. Fight for temperance, political and social purity, for sabbate observance, for all the weak.
Armenia cries for your help.
Oppressed
womanhood am.
childhood cry.
The
drunkard cries, the gambler cries, the
whole creation groans, expecting your
assistance.
Toward these, ye soldier, of
gallant heart and strong arm, champion
the cause of the weak and oppressed.
[Rev. Thomas Heisig, Keformecl Church,
Cn

public, but do not
give permission to
publish their

Adam \V Spies, C N Meyers, at Sourabaya
Sept 22 from New York via Aujer: to sail
about Oct 8 for Singapore.
Alice Reed, Alansou Ford, arrived at

when

adelphia.
h

in ear-

of what we call America.
It is only the
best things we have done that constitute
our part.
[Rev. Thomas Chalmers, Congregsationalisi, Port Huron, Mich.

'.•• ai.

ft nr

are

nest, they make history* Our fathers were
not heroes for the dramatic effect
upon
future generations. They were not acting
a
the
best
and
spectacular play. Only
the truest, the heroic deeds, become a part

Chicago.
Hi-'

When men

Water

romance

The Metric System will be vigorously
defended against the recent attack of Herbert Spencer in the opening article of
Appletons’ Popular Science Monthly for
October, by Prof. T. C. Mendenhall, former Superintendent of the United States
Coast Survey.

^

I am desperate. Am nineteen years of age, tall, and
Francisco.
weighed 138 pounds a year ago. I am now
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, cleared from
From your little book 1
a mere skeleton.
New York June. 27 for Zanzibar.
El Capitau, A L Carver, at Shanghae Aug think my trouble is profuse menstruation.
*
*
*
*
are
etc.
12 for Nagasaki, Hong Kong and Baltimore.
My symptoms
Our doctor (my uncle) tells father that I am
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
In consumption, and wants to take mo to
from New York June 20 for Shanghae.
Gov Robie, Nichols, sailed from Hong Florida Please help me! Tell me what ro do,
and
tell me quickly. I am engaged to be marJune
21
for
New
York.
Kong
Great Admiral, Rowell, at Hobart Town, ried in September. Shall I live to see tht
» • • *
•
LUCY E. W.
VDL, Aug P for Marseilles.
day
Henry B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, sailChicago, June 16th, ’95.
ed from New York June 27 for San Francisco, j
dea,* Mrs. Pinkham:-—
Josephus, P R Gilkey,sailed from Shanghae MyThis
is a happy day. I am well and gaining
July 24 for New York via Hong Kong.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed weight daily, but shall continue the treatment
and
Vegetable Compound during the summer,
from New York Sept 17 for Sydney, N S W.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from New aa you suggest. Uncle knows nothing about
what you have done for me, because it would
York July 21 for Sail Francisco.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, arrived at Hiogo make things very unpleasant in the family. I
would
like to give you a testimonial to publish,
7
from
Aug
Philadelphia.
*
*
*
•
I
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from New York but father would not allow it.
July 2 for Anjer; spoken July 23, lat23N, shall be married in September, and as we go
to Boston, will call upon you.
How can I
Ion 37 W.
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from New
prove my gratitude? * • * *
York June 22 for Hong Kong.
LUCY E. W.
Sachem, H T Lancaster, at Hong Kong
Just such cases as the above leak out
Aug 5 from Samarang.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from Shangin women’s circles, and that is why the
hae previous to Sept 4 for Singapore.
confidence of the women of America if
St Nicholas, C F Carver, cleared from
bestowed upon Mrs. Pinkham.
Philadelphia July 30 for San Francisco.
State of Maine, II G Curtis, sailed from
Why are not physicians more candid
New York Sept 4 for Shanghae.
with women when suffering from such
Tillie E Star buck. Ebeu Curtis, sailed
ailments ?
from Honolulu July 21 for New York.
Women want the truth, and if they
Win H Macy, Amsbury, at New York for
San Francisco.
cannot get it from, their doctor, will
Wm 11 Conner, Frank I Pendleton, at
seek it elsewhere.
Shanghae Aug 14 for New York.
iM-ed t-iJ_
W J Rotch, Sewali C Lancaster, at Yokohama Aug. 20. for New York.

love, hope
people. He

In the kingdom of God
there are three great words—independence, liberty and liberality.
They are the
highly important nouessentials that will
the
meat essentials—righteousproduce
ness. peace and
joy in the Holy Ghost,
,j.
A.
.iiev.
lioudtbaler, Presbyterian,

the tens of thousands of
Women who apply to Mrs. Pinkhamfor
advice and are cured, are many who
wish the facts in
their cases made

Kong Sept from Singapore.
Centennial, B F Colcord, sailed from Montevideo May 2P, from New York for Sail

Honesty.
Men of to-day are so bent
the acquisition of gain that
they are
blind to what is known as business honor.
The country has suffered
tremendously,
and we are beginning to see the fruits of
it.
What we want is honest head work,
honest hand work, honest machine
work,
honest labor and honest capital.
[Rev, R.
W.
Sharp, Presbyterian, Thomaston.
Conn.

Human Phoghess.
The decalogue lies
at tlie basis of the permanent
prosperity
i'l
all nations.
The nations that have
learned the truth from Moses and his
legislation that there is but one God have
risen to the control of human
destiny.
LRev. W. M. Harris, Uuiversalist, Reading. Pa,

Deep

spirited

The eventful history of the Comstock
Lode and the Sutro Tunnel will be told in
fully illustrated article on Nevada Silver
which Charles Howard Shinn is to contribute to Appletons’ Popular Science
Monthly for October.

Amoi^g*

Abner Coburn, J P Butmuu, arrived at
Yokahauia July 14 from Nt w York,
A G Ropes. David
Rivers, arrived at San
Francisco July 21 from New York.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, arrived at Halifax, N S, Sept 4 from Iloilo.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, arrived at Hong

on

The Home.
One of the safeguards of
young men is a love for the home. When
a
young man comes to form a dislike for
the home, to make it a place of retreat
simply long enough to eat and sleep, he
is standing on dangerous ground.
[Rev.
J. R.
lew ell, Presbyterian, Saginaw.
Mich.

of

Hope’s

a

SHIPS.

A Goti or Teaks.
Jesus Christ on
earth shed tears. No other religions, with
aii their boasted pomp or philosophical
distinctions, have dared to present to the
world a God that weeps. What a comfort,
when troubles come thick and fast, to
know that we have not alone a God of
might and power, but a God of tears!
[Rev. J. K. Mason, Episcopalian, Louisville.

Faith.
Faith is man's first instinct.
He is born blind and gropes his way, and
the philosopher, with haidly larger vision
than the child, walks by iaith and not by
sight. [Rev, Dr. Gunnison, Uuiversalist,
Worcester, Mass.

con
not

Register

Antliony

News and Notes.

“Phroso” will be concluded in the October McClure’s.
Several excellent short
stories are promised for the same number.

Two Open Letters From a Chicago Girl
—How Happiness Came to Her.

Rest.

The cry of the world is for rest.
Go down deep in the heart of every one,
and you will find that there is a longing
for rest.
This is why theatres and places
of amusement are crowded nightly.
The
desire for rest is the secret of the dance
halls, the driving on Sunday and all
forms of pleasure. It is for this rest that
men multiply their wealth.
Millions do
not bring rest or satisfaction.
Many a
millionaire would gladly give $1,000,000
if he could buy rest as he does his stocks
and shares.
[Rev. D. L. Moody, Evangelist, Nortlifield, Mass.

Literary

A Charming Story of Medicine
and Marriage.

The Wobking Chubch. Every church
that exists ought to have a reason for its
being, a purpose in its work, a distinctive
something which it can do for men better
than any other organization.
It ought
not to ignore its individual life, but to develop, cultivate, make the most of it, not
in rivalry with other churches, but to the
end that it may supplement and help out
the work of other churches and do its
part in bringing in the kingdom of Christ.
[Rev. E. M. Chapman, Cougregationalist,
Worcester, Mass.

Chukcii Pkoghess.
The progress of
Christianity is helped or hindered accordto
t
lie
nature
of
the
ing
government under
which it exists. It was a long time before
we made much
religious progress in Mexico. chiefly because of the lack of protection by the government.
It has made but
little progress in Turkey, Bulgaria and
Armenia tortile same reason. Christianity does not ask the direct and active cooperation of civil government, but it does
ask tiiav the laws of the nation under
which it exists shall be such as not to
binder its most efficient exercise, and
when the peace and prosperity of the nation are secured the prosperity of the
church is also assured.
[Rev. E. M.

Lancaster, Ohio.

HER HAPPY DAY.

We need just
world.
We need its trials.
wliat we are getting.
[Rev. Dr. Darling,
Congregationalist, Sioux City, lo.
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A true copy.
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PROBATE NOTICES.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo on the second Tuesday of
September, A.I). 189(5.
T W. CARVER, Guardian of EDGAR W. CARVER of Lincolnville, in said Countv of Waldo, having presented a petition for license to sell
certain real estate of said ward, which is fully described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published t hree weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held
at Belfast within and for said Countv. on the
second Tuesday of October next .at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any thev have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should'nol be

granted.
A true

<

j

(IKO. K. JOHNSON,
copy. Attest:
Chas. p. Ha/.kltink. Acting Register.
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Dr. Greene's Nervura

remedy is no

common

pat-

ent medicine, but the prescription of one
of our best known physicians, the discovery

lief what-

of Dr. Greene of :’>4

Greene's

study and do my woik with satisfaction.
In fact, I feel like a new man in health

strength.

“Because, wheu you
you think so, dear
read the author’s description of that midas
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scene,
sieepv as I could j
night
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be—just as if it really was midnight.’’ [Har-
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do it all."

Wash-

Hours.

Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases
relieved in six hours by the “New Great
Sooth American Kidney Cure." This new
poise. For a minute his coughing was awful. remedy is a great surprise on account oi its
He took a sip from a bottle and coughed no
promptness in relieving pain in
The label said Adamson’s [ exceeding
more that trip.
the bladder, kidneys, back and every part of
Botanic Cough Balsam.
the urinary passages in male or female.
It
relieves retention of water and pain in passBargain Day. “Dearest." He stopped; ing it almost immediately. If you want
reading his paper long enough t ask what quick relief ami cure this is your remedy.
his bestest wife might want. “Wheu they
j Sold by A A. Huweo
Co., Druggists, Belmark dollars down to 53 cents will it he j
fast, Me.
Iy27
on
i
cars

blowing

like

a

por-

GREAT

of

BATTLE
OF NOVEMBER

3 ARE ALREADY WELL UNDER WAY.
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Is

1 his

Oiler?

On receipt of ten cents, cash or stamps, a
generous sample will t*e mailed of the most
*
popular Catarrh and Hay Fever Cure (h.y
Cream Balm) sufficient to demonstrate its
50c.
Full
size
merit.
great
ELY BROTHERS,
Warren St., New York City.
A friend advised me to try Ely's Cream
Balm and after using it six weeks 1 believe
myself cured of catarrh. It is a most valuable remedy .—Joseph Stewart, (>'J4 Grand
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
“Smart woman, Jones's wife.” “Why .”'
“Found she. talked in her sleep; studied
awhile, and now she lectures him all night
without disturbing her own slumbers!”

“So,” said the railroad president, reflectively ; “I don't think corporations are vindictive.

I

could

name

twenty

men

who,

a

few years ago, were denouncing monopolies
in general and our road in particular, hut
“You
we never injured any of them for it."
!
didn’t'.’” inquired his friend. “No; on the
!
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nil have free passes.”
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For Infants and Children.
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of
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«

e7er7
tapper.

“Did you notice what a lot- of applause I
got'.1" asked the young orator proudly. “1
did,” answered the old stager. “And did
came in
you notice that the applause only
when you quoted Lincoln or Jefferson, or
some of the rest of them .’"
[Indianapolis

Journal.

You make no mistake when you buy DalFor Over Fifty lears.
ton's SARSAPARILLA AND NKRVK TONIC aild
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
j
pills.
dalton’s family
Everybody says so, Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
and “what everybody says must be true.”
for
over fifty vears by millions of mothers
How very easily a child may get out of a their children while teething, with perfect
softens the
child,
the
soothes
It
success.
of
little
the
scrape is shown by the case
cures wind colic, ami
nephew who had gone to be the guest of his gums, allays all pain,
Is pleasfor Diarrluca.
aunt, and who, on being asked at tea if he is the best'remedy
in every
had not been helping himself secretly to ing to the taste. Sold by Druggists
a botcents
world. Twenty-five
jam, said quietly : “Please, auntie, pa never part of the
and
sure
Be
is
incalculable.
tle. Its value
’lows me to talk at meals.” [Tid-Bits.
and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup,
all
Iyr4<*
take no other kind.
English Spavin Liniment removes
Blemand
or
Soft
Calloused
Lumps
Hard,
ishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
lure For Sick Headache.
Ring-Bone, Stifles,
Splints, Sweeney,
Thousands of ladies suffer from sick headSprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
Save S50 by use of one bottle. Warranted ache caused undoubtedly by disordered liver
the most wonderful Blemish Cure ever
The best remedy that can be
known.
Sold by A. A*. Howes & Co., Drug- or stomach.
is
obtained for this distressing complaint
H'27
gists, Belfast, Me.
found in Hood’s Pill’s. These pills are so
mild and gentle in action, yd so thorough,
CASTORIA.
1 hey
that they give perfect satisfaction.
sour stomach
cure sick"headache, jaundice,
colds
and
break
ills.
up
They
and all liver
■lgaatsre
wrapper.
fevers and prevent the grip.
or

a dear one crossed the river,
to meet the shining slmre.

always, be found in the thickest of the light, battling vigorfor SOUND BUSINESS PRINUIPLEs. which will
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Its campaign news and discussions will interest
every Auiericitizen.
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of the
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Reports. Short St ales complete in each
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news
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Market

IDEAL FAMILY PAPER.
We

furnish “The

Tribune”

refreshing

Republican Journal"
(both papers).
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to the family ul the deceased, a copy sent to
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cm- charter be
draped in mourning for
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1 a'i Isa 1).
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Shorky, ) Com.

on
Burns,
Tilla Harding,
) Res.
Ritchie Grange, Waldo, Sept. 21, 1H‘)G.
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Oak & Ash Chamber Sets, Extension Tables,
FOLDING BEDS very low, also MATTRESSES and CHAIRS.
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LET.

Hare special cuts in prices to close out their stock.
Hare still It ft a fine assort went of
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J. C. THOMPSON & SON

|
1*1 overworked, both in mind and 1*1
^1 body, restoring the nervous func- S
*|« lions, building up the system, ®

CALL EARLY WHILE THERE IS A

J. C

V

LINE ASSORTMENT.

&

Thompson

Son,

39 Main St.
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COLUMBIA""
HARTFORD
BICYCLES
I am ai^ent lor these well known wheels,
and have all colors in enamel.
iii-ycle
sundries and bra/ini*; Iranic and vuleaiii/.in
.ill
t
heir
I keep
done
liranehes.
tires
ing
a supply of (< AUDI N
The 1 SiMi Hartford ISicycle has heeii reduced to the follow in" prices :

Patterns Nos.

Open
full

1

and 2, from $80 to $05.

Patterns Nos. 3 and 4, from $60 to $50.
Patterns Nos. 5 and o, from $50 to $45.

Highest grade of Instruction.
Lowest rates of tuition.
Best equipped rooms,Bank.etc.
from Sept.to July. Por catalogue and

T
1

vJCU.

partlculars--Addresa
H.A.Howard,Rockland.Maine,

Through the
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GROCERIES.

~FOR

Water-Rad !

BENT.

The o$<?es in Hay ford Block. Belfast, occupied
Posby Dr. H. 1!- Johnson, are oilerer tor rent.
session Lriven immediately. This location is very

quality of

I

Li03.1S>

central and tin* ortices in every wav tlestrable. Api:\1li.Y K. PF.1UCF..
ply to
Or
NY. FKFDF.BB K. A'ty.
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SWAN & SIBLEY CO.,

Blacksmith

44 Main street’
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M \M)>. Collector.
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BUY YOUR WINTER’S COAL

Withdraws.

Augusta, Mk., Sept.

23.
The Secretary of State has received notification today of the withdrawal of the name of
Don. Charles F. Johnson of
Waterville, as
Presidential elector on the Democratic
ticket.
Mr. Johnson was the gubernatorial nominee of the Democratic
party
in 1892 and '94 and the chairman of the
State convention at Portland last
June,
when the gold platform was adopted. He
is a gold man and felt that he could not
consistently accept the nomination.

o_F. C. WHITE.
Haddock’s &

Stove

Prices at

;un>

liotnnt.

We Guarantee it

Wharf,..

CUMBERLAND COAL.

IS OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE-

i

Vein

Plymouth

Delivered and put in, (in barrels).fl.~t.7~>
5.(10
“
in Dump Carts.

Penobscot,

until a few years ago a Democratic stronghold, four years ago gave a
Republican plurality of four, and this
A correyear increased it to sixty-nine.
spondent from that place writes that the
Democrats seemed as pleased with the result of the election as the Republicans.
,rEllsworth A umrican.

ami “New York

sleep. Cures Impotence and restores
ONE
full vital power.
ONLY
Cures all wasting
CASH IN \MY.W 1.
diseases and restores
devt-! pmem to an parts oi tee i*ouv.
Address ;dl orders to
NERVE-LIFE is the only' purely
scientific treatment and affords relief from
the first day’s use. It removes the cause
and assists nature to effect <» cure. Cures*
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases.
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed ; Write yojr mm; an! udiress 01 a pastil mri. s-mud it to Yea.
V. Best,
f ee in plain scaled wrapper for two 2 cent ;
Tribune Building, 'Jew York City, and a simple copy of f H
y t W YORK WEEKLY
stamps. Mention tins paper.
TRIBUNE will be'imai'ed io you
.Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.
KERYE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,
KALAMAZOO, MICH.'

Anthracite and

these resolutions
Grange record, a copy sent
a

bring

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE is not
only the leading
Republican paper of the country, but is PRK-EMINENTLY -Y
NATIONAL NEWSPAPER.

Restores perfect
health, vigor and
y"4 manhood and removes all obstacles to marriage,
Restores the
/g* entire
nervous
system and stops all
vital losses.
Removes effects of the
sins of youth and excesses of later years.
Removes all effects
of dissipation and repairs all waste places.
Cures Insomnia and

Dealers in the finest

r,

ELECTED, AND THE

PROSPERITY TO THE NATION.

Great RESTORER

Till |>01’t«*l#2S of

join tin* loved forever,
(ione to languish never more.
Gone
iearn the happy music,
Of the Spirit’s glad ret rain.
Tel! me, <> ye bending Guardians,
1*
you know her angel name.”

RE

as

ously

NERVE-LIFE

In flemoriam.

Gone t"

NEW

NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE

•.
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Liereas, J.n accordance witu the laws of i
nature, our loved friend and sister, Mrs. j
Abbie S. Ellis, one of our charter members, I
has passed on to the higher life,
Resolved, That we deeply mourn the loss
of one who has been an active member in
our Grange, a devoted sister and earnest
worker.
We shall sadly miss her genial
face and loving smiles, but we do not mourn
as those without
hope, for we know that we
shall meet her again where no farewells are
spoken and no parting tears are shed.
Resolved, That we tender our heartfelt
sympathies to the husband and children in
this their great bereavement, and while the
vacant chair and lonely home speak of the
loved one gone, may her examples ami
precepts be a beacon light to guide them through
the journey of life. Sister Freda, we tenderly mourn with you in this your great affliction : but mother is not, dead, she lives and
loves you still, and will guide and
guard
on too shall cross the
you until
shining
r.ver to again clasp hands on the
spirit side
of life.

A

President of the United States

The population of the prefecture is
1.505,As a center of foreign trade, Kobe
ranks next to Yokohama.
The amount
of the exports and imports for 1804 was
880,348,010. The American Board’s mission lias .maintained there its
principal
girls’ school, the Kobe College, with 100
students; the school for Bible w omen with
18 students; the Glory
Kindergarten with
02 pupils, and a school for
training kindergarten teachers, w ith 7 students. There
are four churches there.

!

for Diseases” Mailed Free.

meut

THE

panacea

restores

-~———

PREPARATION'S FOR

Containing among its ingredients the purest
of medicinal French brandy and the best of
imported ginger, it is vastly superior to the
cheap, worthless, and often dangerous gingers
Ask for SANFORD’S
urged as substitutes.
HINDER and look for owl trade mark on the
t’ ittei; Drug and
wrapper. Sold everywhRostou.
Chem. Coni’., Sole Prt

earthquake.

'ho, Japan, which lias been nearly
wiped out by a conflagration, and by
floods, storms and earthquakes, is the fifth
city of Japan, ll is situated on the northern shore of lzmni
Bay at the foot of a
range of high and rugged hills.
The foreign settlement is regularly laid out with
well
wide,
lighted streets. It was first
opened for foreign trade in January, 1801).

a

it with entire satisfaction, and handed down to their children a
worth' as a Universal House’Vs
old
Remedy, from iufanev to good old nge.

endorsed! AtallDrS!^

No other ginger is so pure,
speedy, and safe. For the
stomach, bowels, and nerves, for
rheumatism, it is
without an equal.

disease.

not a medicine in use todav which has
the confidence i*f the
public to so great an extent as this wonderful
Anodvne. It has stood
upon its own intrinsic merit.'while generation
ter generation have used

internal as moch as HiXierliai Use 0„r Pont
Originated in 1S10 by an old Family Physician Doctor’s <j-t
Be not afraid to trust what time h£s

it.

colds, chills,

conquer the

Could

so

touches

you

a remedy have existed for over
eighty
except for the fact that it does possess
extraordinary merit for very many Family Ills?
lucre is

1

ror

so

and

and

years

All who use it are amazed at its wonderful
power aud are loud in its praise ever after.

rich in health
preserving properties in the
midst of summer dangers that it
is almost criminal to be without

<§■
§
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per's Bazar.

[Larks.

LINIMENT*

GINGER, tried

will

jrffSsf

ANODYNE

to

their death by the flood,
in other
provinces the loss of life reached 2,500.
The great flood was preceded
by a severe

inflammation

Sso.

We must economize,' he said peremptoPurify your blood with Hood’s Saraaparily. “rm st- glaiii" Ins wife exclaimed.
rilla, which will give you an appetite, tone “You
take the anm•uneement more goodyour stomach and streughteii your nerves.
“Yes. It’s pleasnaturedly than usual.
!
ant
tu
hear
be
think
that
must
a
The little critic:
“I
you use tin- plural number. Orwhen
there
is
do
Aunt
Jennie."
dinarily
any economizing
book,
“Why
splendid

How

Out.

Temple Place, Bos
ton. Mass., the most successful specialist j
in curing nervous and chronic diseases,
lienee the medicine is of necessity perfectIts population is
The number of
ly adapted to cure. Dr. Greene also can foreign residents 153,2s0.
is 1,077, distrbuted as
be consulted free, personally or by letter, follows: Chinese 013: British
421; German 141:
in regard to any case.
Americans, 101; Frond 30: etc.

and whole system is now clean from ca1 can now
tarrh, neuralgia and fevci

He got. into the

Wiped

Iowa: Kev. ('. 1). K. Meaeh-

use.

Xervura, which worked like a charm and
the longed-for lesuhs My head

I

:

Chaplain

nervous
prostration of
positive and speedy that
heartily testify to its undoubted

health and

produced

and

in

Advices from Japan state that Kobe
pastor Baptist Church, Townsend, was nearly
wiped out by a conflagration
N’t.; Kev. G. L. Wells of Hardwick, Vt. ; ! on Aug. 130, and floods, storms anil earthKev. Henry Langford of Weston, W. Va., quakes caused the loss of hundreds of
lives and the destruction of millions of
and many other well-known ministers <•{
dollars worth of property u northern
the Gospel in ail parts of the country, all
Japan. In Gifu prefecture 4,300 houses
were
of whom have been cured by this great
blown down, and along the Haji
Gawa 400 persons lost their lives.
At
remedy, enthusiastically urge the people
Kobe, after the lire, 40 people were swept
to use Dr. Greene's Nervura by all means,

doctors and taken

induced to

which

Nervura,

much for mo."

Sugars
Cures
Colds
Croup
Cough

common

in every family as long as life has
woes.
Dropped on sugar suffering children love it!
Do not forget the very important and useful
fact, th.tt Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment cures
every form of inflammation. Internal or Kxter1;?‘- \\ 's.a fact, proven bv the investigations
of medical science, that the real
danger from
o:sea-e i- caused by inflammation
cure the

JOHNSON'S

ain,

ever.

“1

Fiul:

and great
excellent

and

was

Presiding
Fort Dodge,

The whole top of
that at times 1 was

no r<

so

this

merits.*’

lie says:

their medicine.-. I received

the result in the
The State of Maine

Aroostook county

weaknesses

my head felt numb, so
robbed of my thinking powers, and could
not do any work with ease.
Having consulted

GroenGs

IF

F

my wife,

“1 returned to America broken in health,
a bad catarrh, neuralgia and stom-

ach and liver trouble.

Dr.

has done

duty

says
"The remedial effect of Dr. Greene’s
N'»'vma blood and nerve remedy on the

vacation, in search of health, has

Dr. Greene's Nervura.

to

Hampshire,

to-day.

Fridays'.’" [Indiandeclining to every day, or only
repeated calls, Mr. apolis Journal.
When the scalp is atrophied, or shiny0
Citizens:
You do
bald, no preparation will restore the hair:
an address to-night.
in
all other cases, Hall’s Hair llenewer will
a
have had a remarkstart a growth.
1 think, settled for
American heiress, to tier coming husband,
quest ion whether
s» dealing, a sound
a count, while on a visit t<> the latter's old
and protection.
How magnificent !
And castle:
“How grand!
-a this
question you What an attractive old pile this is!” fount:
1 believe that what “It’s very commonplace to me compared to
os State will have a
[Harlem Life.
your father’s pile.”
While

*.

of

feel it my
recommend

-more

ertaiu 1 \

Kev.

with

It is our
defeat and the

ii to Ills Fellow Citizens.

foliowship

and Chrisnot uniformity
creed, but charity iu thought
and helpfulness in ( iiristian activities.
Enthusiasm is a primary characteristic of
Enuea\-'>rers. and enthusiasm can almost
j
make the impossible possible.
Enthusi- I
asm means
abounding file. It is better to
be a fan uie than to he p dogmatic.
As nu C, “ars a
Christian Endeavor
mav some
bay Ui.-., ear; as a principle it
miisi forever endure.
In tlie millenium
the.church, 1 believe, wi'l absorb all orami
direct ah useful efforts:
ganization.'
br.t until the millenial
morning dawns the
<>t Christian Endeavor will lend its
s;a;i
light to our world and help men to believe
that. “T a- earth is circling onward out
( of shadow into light.”
tian

INDI A.

TO

II., who is Grand Arm;,

convinced that it is the most

found both health and

|

sure.

can

<■

Tremont Temple Society as missionary to India, was broken down with, overwork, liver trouble and malaria, and is

not be satis-

allies

are

tlie

remedy.

ton

uiany thousands
aul during the
Among ihat vast
one
voice, and
\
national
and
ai the name of
was ‘.Vo use for
'-hoed hv the
uiber, ‘No use

crushing
hope for

**I

Rev. E. -T. Miller of Albion, X. Y., the
eminent divine, who represents the Bos-

■

so

they

for

valuable medicine in the world

et

-mis

iN’AliY

piea.^uiH

urge them to use this wonderful cure. Dr. Greene's Nervura blood
and nerve remedy, in order to get well,

the principles
u.ive suffered and
: >i which so many
■heir lives are pre-

■:>

1 to

have become interested and for tlie

men

u

:>

».»•

people's good

your bayonets
heresy by our

ust

s«-

by th.-usands from all classes
of people- leave been published, showing
its marvelous etfects in making the sick
well, the weak strong, and n nv nur clergy-

It is iniie
gravity of this
•'•vs all
others,
nidation of soThis new
il.
:•*
old secession

i

MI: >I(

Testimonials

i'v

Minds for all that
uphold. lie lias
-hate of the party
tonal
dishonor.
*r than give our
!>) manifested
his
\
shouldering his
•r near!\ two \ ears
Ills promotions
his courage and his
of the duties of an
ks.
II is comrades

miller.

take to make you well and strong as Dr.
<>roene*s Nervura b'lo<>d and nerve remedy.

paralyzed,

\

intert 1 em>minat.ional

>T-

in

ns

i:

1

for

occur

DRgf

even-

her interest showed itself in a manner that
would permit no mere talking against
time. The style of the discourse was clear
and incisive, its rhetoric being particularly neat and forceful. The brevity of an
abstract like the following naturally dissipates most of the original symmetry and
beauty. Miss Sibley’s address, in substance, was as follows:
God. the divine artist, is painting a picture of righteousness
to-day on the world
His canvas. Christian Endeavor is contributing something to that fair picture.
Endeavorers often make mistakes; we
so.m.e^mes receive and sometimes deserve
criticism from wise and good men, yet on
the whole the Endeavor movement is a
step onward and upward iu the world’s
history. It is developing latent powers of
usefulness in the young.
Its growth has been
unique. Twenty
members fifteen years
ago, and more than
two and a half millions
to-day! But numbers are not always
potent. We must inquire into the actual work accomplished
Endeavorers
by
ere we call this new movement truly great.
Christian Endeavorers are interested in
missions. During the last year more than
seven thousand societies have
given for
hon e and foreign missions,
through their
own denominational
boards, and for other
benevolences, 8300,172.85). Four thousand
seven hundred dollars has been contributed by Ma ne Endeavorers alone
during
this one year.
Missions and good citizenship are perhaps the two most important
planks in our Christian Endeavor platform.
Our leaders are
constantly emphasizing
tiu.' tact that it is the
duty of the young
men iu their ranks to
go into politics because of their
country’s need—never to
lose a vote or miss a caucus.
Most Endeavorers really beMevc that “prayer
without patriotism i.- like faith without
works.
-More than one million new members
have been brought
uto our churches
through the medium of Christian Endeavor,
during i! is last year in Maine
( hristian Endeavor
is training its
a<! he rents
> speak in: > e
readily and more
helpfully Hr Christ’s cause and is en-

the farmers would
ise they must sell
Miey worth only a
;ts present value,
lard.
Every progmau would thus
>uhl be deranged,
difficult to rind,
very slowly, if at
the

in Fort Fairfield last Thursday

Mother j«
Every
the many
ailments which

DLEASANt TOTAKr

Belfast ad-

ing, and was generously applauded both
on
mounting and leaving the platform. A
report in the Bangor Commercial says:
She is well known in Fort Fairfield,
having lectured here several times. Being an ardent Endeavorer herself, “Christian Endeavor
To-day and To-morrow,"
naturally appealed to her feelings, and

Distinguished Clergymen Recommend
People to Use Gr.GraeRS's Nervura.

his supporters
south and west
This is seeltd lion was t lie
"
these guides
a
"ill you not
i■ 'll
in ‘frowning
r

'■

(

ence

Sibley of

Congregational confer-

dressed the Maine

These

ivs:

|

Miss Charlotte T.

of all ranks

s

kmley.
l

Miss Sibley at Fort Fairfield.

PRAISE FROM PULPITS.

He

¥

I-.

.mu 'irate.

fi.~t.50
5.55
a.
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WOOD OF ALL KINDS.

All Coal guaranteed satisfactory in weiglit, quality and delivery.
limits.
gjf-Speeial attention given to delivery outside city

lYleptionr
connection.

.EARSPORT

licpr,;, S.

LOCALS.

bEARSMONT. We are pleased to learn that
Dr. P. A. Crooker of Searsmout has improved very much from his late illness; that he
is able to attend to liis office practice and
answer his calls from
neighboring towns,
when the weather is not too rough.

—

Camden.

Fire

was

discovered in the Me*

Waldo. E. C. Chase of Bangor is in town
for a short stay-Mrs. M. A. Hewes, Mr.
and Mrs. N. S. Chase, Mr. and Mrs. George
Arrington, Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Norton and
children of Salem, Mass., are visiting in
town. They came to attend the Gay family
reunion_Mrs. C. J. Richardson and daughter are visiting Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Gurney.
-Potatoes are rotting badly. Many pieces

gunticook woolen mill, Wednesday evening,
A. Stevens is visiting friends in
Sept. 23d, about 10:30 o’clock. The tire department was promptly ou hand, and extini<ELFASsVt)deu.
guished it. The damage was slight.C. E
is. J. C. Nickels left by train
Tuesday |
Shaw’s grocery store at Millville took lire,
pcnT>MvKew Vork
Monroe Centre. Mrs. Elizabeth Bailey Wednesday night, and stock and buildings
J
Miss
is
McClure
a
short
visit
I
Mary
making
n\
(\
has returned to North Bucksport after were damaged si,000. The cause of the tire
iv her parents.
.spending a week here visiting relatives and s unknown; insured.
L. G. Paine 01 Portland has been in town j
* H
Sandypoint. Mrs.
calling on friends-Mrs. Dickey of Belfast
Alfred
Black and
} the past week.
has been visiting her sister, Mrs. G. S. children have goue to Boston for the winter.
Daniel Sullivan left for Boston Monday on Staples-Mr. and Mrs. A. Ford of Swau- -Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Richards are
visitiug
a business trip.
ville were recently guests of Mr. and Mrs. friends in Milo and other towns in the northern part of Maine-Mrs. Dr. Nevens and
Many of our people are preparing to take ; O. C. Hamm.
their fall outings.
Okland. The fair Sept. 23d was attended j Mrs. Alvin Carley of Bucksport visited
It was without Mrs. Wealthy Watts Jast week....Mr. and
Cajt. George McClure is in Boston for! b.v about 1,500 people.
doubt one of the best, if not the best, fairs Mrs. Levi Staples visited in Winterport last
medical treatment.
ever held iu this town.
There were no pull- week-Miss Ethel Maxfield spent several
Mrs. Charlotte B. Ford and daughter re- !
ing matches between oxen as usual. The ! days in Castiue recently.Mr. Henry
turned to Boston Monday.
exhibit of cattle was exceptionally hue. In Black of Boston lately visited relatives here.
Ethel Wentworth was the guest of Blanche
DolU t! at Belfast this week.

Mrs. John F. Carver and son ui Boston
the guests of Mrs. C. O. Sawyer.

the hall there was the usual exhibition of ....Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grindle of Bucksfruit and vegetables.
In the baby show, port were at Mr. Z. B. Grant’s several days
which was held in the afternoon, Mrs. Fan- i last week-George Crocker has moved his
ny Wood’s baby, Helen, took the prize as family from the Narrows to Capt.. Is. F.
the prettiest baby. In the evening there Rice’s house, lately vacated by A. F. Ellis..
Mrs. True Heagan of Belfast and Mrs. Fred
was a dance in the town hall which was
largely attended. There is talk of making a Segar of Somerville, Mass., called on relahalf mile race track before next year's fair1 tives and friends in this vicinity last Friday,
Mrs. L. K. Perkins and children are
Morrill.
Mr. William Woodbury of
Chicago, lib, is visiting relatives in town, visiting her mother in Penobscot_Mrs.
after an absence of nineteen years_J. II. Lue:nda Harriman is repairing ai u painting
her house-Rev. B. B. Merrill I Brewer
Meais and Mrs. Philbrick
attended the
fum-ral of their sister, Mrs. Marr, at Somer- preached here last Sunday.Many in this
ville, Me., last Sunday... Mr. and Mrs. vicinity have very bad colds.... Miss Violet
Frank llowe of Providence, K. I., have re- Berry, who is attending the Normal School
turned home from a visit to his relatives in at Castine, has been at home for a short visit.
this town.... Miss Bertha Hatch is much ....What shall we do with our apples? is
better than when reported last week, ami the (paesticu asked by every one who has an
wo hope to see her out soon
.Itev. H. I. orchard.

are

Jan i-s Orr of the Boston police is making
s annual visit to hi* native town.

1

and Mrs. O. A Clark of Boston are
bug Mrs. Clark'* father, Mr. Geo. Field.

Mr.
vs.

by

Mis* Aliee Park left

Monday for

Poston to

v

sister, Mrs.

Ford Pi. 1‘endleton.
Mrs. W. (1. Niehols and Mrs. A. II. Nichhave returned to Boston, where they will
ren am during the winter.

ois

Fe

E. Carleton of Rcckport has been endecorate the new Masonic and Odd
ws building, and will commence work

next

week.

W

gagi d to

Holt gave

a

situation in

good sermon last Sunday. In
good one every time from him.

us a

get

a

Liberty.

is a
ose student and
hard at work
his conference studies. Last Sunday
before his sermon lie took three into the M
L. church, agreeably to their ritual_Rev.
II. \\ Abbott of Liberty preaches here next

on

at

we

Mrs George Aennism, who has speut the
.suniiner in town, left by train Monday for
Foxcroit to make a short visit to friends bef, r(- •*> turning ft h.er come in Lowell, Mass.

Sunday

The church at Monroe Centre
very handsome appearance last

Singing, Shun the Broad Road,
Kec., Tommy’s Prayer,
Reading,

|

j

Georges

to

A

in town for

....

The watei

the house tank is
the great beams of

Jerry Emerson Sept.
Nearly forty
were present.
The following program was
itta
as
beautifully carried out Music, by the choir;
•:
Should an analysis
j urpos.-s
reading, Airs, Emma Luke; tlute so'o, Mr.
\\
to ceil oil the pivpcrpr
E. Buiand; music, Miss Lenora
Emerson;
e
water, a** irs rysta! clear- re eling. Evclvu
Avery : instrumental music,
Mr. ».ii i.’.iei i v. .'eld have in
Venn;- Harriman; duct. Lenora Emerson
1 tier than a mim*ot silver,
ci v»
and Mr. E. Bo!ami; recitation,
AllieFrye;
itl: ir**o
nu

A. J. Billings
Mr. G. Bellows. He is 80 years old, is
very smart, and travels alone_Miss Sarah
Per ley returned Monday from a trip to Fort
Fairfield-Dr. A. J. Billings was in Augusta last Tuesday-Miss Maria T. Mitchell
returned Saturday from a visit of a few
weeks in Rockland... .The Woman's Club
was entertained by Mrs. C. B. Keen Tuesday afternoon.... A High school at the Academy is taught by Mr. Eugene Staples of
Harmony-Mrs. Ella B. Sprowl and Masand

grow-S. W. White of St. Louis is

ter

trip

,.

w

m

<

<-mage.

v

s-uig, Mrs.

s-IARSl'-'IlT

i

W

S

!

If

unman

aid

up

with

lame leg.

a

}h-iwas in town last

f

Fe

>

is

Sum.ay.
A

c

ii

r>

...

iS

returned

Ginn and Auii’e

Harriman; recitation, Mrs.
Barnes; music, Lenora Emerson; reading,
Mr. Eugene Barnes; music, by the choir.
They were royally entertained by M-. and
Mrs. Emerson and their daughter Lenora,
who is a natural musician. This Circle wiil
give a concert in the near future at the Feriw sclmoliumse and deserve a full house....
j
Horace Gould and Wendell Marden, who
have been very sick, are able to be out again,
but aie poorly... .Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Emerson spent last Sunday in Frankfort with Mr.

Massa

t.

ehus.-Ti s
(.

A. Maiiiie'vs of

Belfast

was

in town

Fernald visited relalast week.

i Mrs. C. O.

Mr.

In

i:

*-s

munt

s

Hannah Carter of
f Mr.

1

M

A.

Cape Jellison

is

the

and Mrs. B. S. Small.

Mae Seavey has been in Belfast
Mrs. A. A. Coleord.

.-ently visiting

I.

Lillian

Mss

ill ha* tbe

vei;

E.

Annie Emerson and Mr. E. Bol-

and; conundrums, Hattie Harriman; original mutation, Martha Harriman;
music,
Lenora Emerson; charades,
Nancy Iieagan;
origlna song, Martha Harriman. duet, Inez

ITEMS.

Scribner, who has been

E.’s

past three w>-eks, is improv-

brother,

Will

Sunday with

Emerson,

and will

spend

Mrs. O. S. ErsSouth Branch Grange will repair
.Savor,
and daughter. Miss their stables this week.. .Miss Emmie
MarM;oy". Lavo w ,rnec from a very pleasant den arrived home Sept. iHud from Bar Harj
v1 -.i" ;■ !at;Vos at Owl's Head.
! b -i, where she spent the summer.

rapidly.

ing

M

?

kine....

Bei'.

Paige, Hairy Gliddeii

and

avi..

Old Orchard are in
the guests of M i** Mae Fernald.

Florence, Margaret. Tbeodat-e
Mi

and Archie

I’oiut last Sunday to
-sit- their hr: her, Benjamin Merithew.
iav w<

•’

:■ I.:

The Unity farmers are busy harvesting. The potato crop is a failure in
On wet land they are rotting
many places.
badly.... The lake h as ovcrtluwctl tin; cranberry bog and there will not be many gathered this year-Sir. Peter Whitney has
bought the McManus stand_Miss P. M.
Matson of Boston is visiting her mother,
Mrs. Mary Wutsou. .Dr. George A. Stevens
of Stockton Springs ami Dr.
Eugene I,. Stev-

!••* .Maylore and Frank Murray, who
ecu .a town for the
past month, have
l'le<l ttneir homes in Somerville, Mas*.

Emma Nichols, Kate Scribner,
Dickerson and Florence Merithew
attending the High school in Searsport

;•

village.
A
pi

e

large delegation from Granite Grange
a
fraternal \i*r to Morning Light

Grange, Monroe, last Saturday night and
had a very pleasant time.
COLNTY

CORRESPONDENCE.

Lorina Blake of Dockland aud Mrs.
Lhira Blake of Camden were in town last
week visiting Mr. ami Mrs. W. S. Foss_
Mr. and Mrs. \\ A. Merrill and a number
of others attended the fair at Monroe last
week.Miss Ida Smalley has gone to
Mrs.

j

Natick, Mass., to work for Mrs. Frank McCorrisou-Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Howard
visited in Augusta last week_Miss Annie
Morrill, who has been at home on a vacation,
has returned to
Augusta where she has employment.... Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Johnson,
Evangelists, will hold a meeting at the
Hall’s Corner school-house Thursday evening, Oct. 1st, and at the school-house at Belmont Corner, Sunday afternoon and even-

kt.

>n

studies at the Boston Dental College.
..Mrs. Charles Bark has returned home

111s

visit to her sou, Dr. Isaac Park, and
family, in Reading, Mass.Mrs. Hattie
Burpee of Rockland is in town, the guest of
Misses Liilie and Flora Moulton.Mrs.
Lewi* M. Partridge has returned from Castine, where she made a short visit to Mr,
and Mrs. Win. Wescott-Mr. Maitland Eafolley returned Monday from Bar Harbor,
where lie has been on business.Capt.
John Randell and Mr. Wilbert West of sell.
Celia F. were at home over Sunday_Mrs.
Carrie Gardner of Newton, Mass., is spending a few days with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Aihion Goodhue, at Pleasant Point_
George Moulton of Boston is passing his vacation with his sisters at their old home on
Main street-Capt. Melvin Colcord is in
New York on business-Miss Laura Marden went to Kingman Saturday for a week’s
visit to her uncle, Mr, Wilber Grant, and
family-It is with regret that we record
the death, at her home on Church street
Monday evening, of Mrs. Rufus B. Ellingwood. She leaves a husband and one sister,
Mrs. Thomas Clifford. She was a lady of
"Ui a

many sterling qualities, always a kind and
helpful neighbor and friend,-a willing and
ready worker in the church, and a devoted
wife and mother. She will be greatly missed by a large circle of friends.

Oct. 4th.

Mr. and Mrs. Johnson are
in this vicinity and we all
wish them success wherever
they go_
The “Lend a Hand Circle'’ of the King’s
Sons aud Daughters meet at the pleasant
home of Mr. aud Mrs. John M. Simmons of
Belfast last Sunday and had a very interesting meeting. The subject, “Life,” was discussed by nearly all the members in a very
thorough and pleasing manner. Then every
member gave a Bible verse containing the
ing,

Si’Kixos. Mr. and Mrs. Willard
Berry, who have been visiting friends in
I’uity and Aihion, returned home Sunday..
Miss Nellie Hichborn is spending a few days
with friends in
Rockland.Herbert
Devcreaux left on Friday’s boat to resume
Sto-

doing good work

word “Faith.”

We all think the order is

growing, as new faces appear at every meeting. The next meeting will be. Sunday, Oct.
11th,at the home of the president, Mrs. J.E.
Elms. They will have a business meeting
at the home of Mr. and
Mrs.
Churchill Wednesday evening, Oct.

Could
know

every
how

Thomas
7tli.

housewife

much

was

Belfast were in the village last week.
Mr. Daniel Starkey fr om Lowell is visiting friends in town-The fair held here
Sept. I'.'Jd and ‘J4tli was well attended. Desens

pite the unfavorable weather Thursday

j

crowd

of Lev. iston

was

to

witness

the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Myriek last week.. .The corn factory
has canned 5,000 cans more than in any
former season-Helen C. Thomas went to
Waterville Sent. *J4th to attend the Classical
Institute... .Rev. 1\ Hatch of Troy will supply the pulpit next Sunday. .Mrs. Emma
Robinson and son of Orouo visited at Warren Jones’ last week... .The season at Windermere closed Sept. iMth.
It has been
quite successful.... Rev. I. Leach and wife
were the guests of Mr. aud Mrs. Clias.
Taylor Sept. 24th... .Gustave Blanchard of this
town is very ill-Rev. E. Burrill and wife
started Monday on a carriage drive to Houlwere

A. R.

be absent three weeks... .Ida
Whitehouse has returned to Portland, where
she has employment-Mr. G.
Clough is

ton.

They

will

failing.
Mrs. Catherine Grant, wife
the late Capt. Charles Grant, died at her
home Friday afternoon after an illness of
several weeks.
She had been feeble for
some years.
Mrs. Grant was a most excellent woman and will be greatly missed by
her many friends. She leaves one daughter,
Miss Etta, for whom great sympathy is **x\\ interport.

Albert A. Keene and wife of
here last week, guests of
H. C. Pease and family_S. «J. Gushee,
William Martin and Frank Caskin went to
Bath Saturday to hear Mr. Bryan’s speech,
and arrived home at three o’clock Sunday

«>f

were

morning-After the smoke of the battle
had cleared away, and it was known that
Maine had given Powers 50,0-'>u plurality,
Fred Hart, leader of the Populist party here,
was asked what had become of the
Populist
tidal wave which he had predicted was to I
overwhelm us iu Appleton. “Oh, you Republicans bought them to vote your ticket,”
said Fred.
“Well, you did have a cheap set
of fellow's,” was the remark made by one of
our wicked Republicans-Dr. Palmei, surgeon dentist of Waldoboro, will be a the
Valley House Oct. 5th, to remain one week.
....Miss Rose Currier, who has been the
guest for a few weeks of O. W. Carrier, returned Monday to her home in Springv-ile.
.Mr. and Mrs. Tolman Young of Liberty
are visiting their daughter, Mrs. F. L. Davidson-Rev. C. E. Harden preached at Union
church Sunday, lie will be here next Sunday and hold services at the same place_:
Mis. Georgie P. Ripley and daughter, Emma
...

pressed. The funeral services were held at
her late home Monday afternoon, conducted
by Rev. J. P. Simouton_Mrs. Parker

George received news Friday night of the
sudden death of her mother, Mrs. Lamb, in
Camden. She left on Saturday’s boat to
the funeral. It was a sad blow to
Mrs. George, and she has the sympathy of
many friends... .Mrs. Freeman Thompson
received news Wednesday of the death of
her daughter, Mrs. Laura Evaus at Reading,
Mass. She died of typhoid fever, and she
leaves two little children, one of whom is ill
with the same disease... .Mrs. Chadwick of
Holden is visiting her sister, Mrs. Thompson.
attend

-Roy Fernald ;s sick at the Maine GenerHospital, Portland-A little sou was
born to Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Hopkins Sept.
24th....Miss Mary Hutchins of Rockland is
al

the guest of Miss Rose Eaton.... Mrs. Geo.
Merle, who have been speudiug the summer Havener is visiting friends in Searsport_
months at G. H. Page’s, returned Wednes- Mrs. Royal Atwood of Bangor visited friends
day to their home in Bath....Miss Emma I in town last week. .Timothy Fellows returnSprague has returned to her home in Penob- ed last week from his visit to Bristol, N. H.
....Miss Mary Jackson of Belfast was the
scot after a visit of several weeks among
relatives here.. .Tobias Wadsworth is buildguest of Miss lv. II. Croxford last Thursday
a
house
iu
Lincolnville
for
John
Porter.
ing
-Miss Adna Pitman has gone to Lowell and Friday_Mrs. Maude Jose of Portland,
with her two little children, is visiting her
with her sister Helena, who has been visiting relatives here-William Newbert is mother, Mrs. Henry Snow.. .Frank ami
slowly recovering from a long and serious Catherine Simouton have gone to Middleillness.*.Miss Linda Annis is visiting friends
in Boston and vicinity.
town, Ct., where they are attending college.
-Miss Josephine Crosby of Brewer visited Miss Simouton last week. ..Mrs. Manly
1

McAuliffe is very ill-Mrs. Margaret Kelley returned from Rhode Island last week
and was quite ill, but is improving-Miss
Lizzie Littlefield is at home for a short time.
_Mrs. Wilda Dorsey of Hampden visited
her father, Capt. Wm. Marshall, last week.
_Mr. and Mrs. John Lougee left for their

time,

trouble and labor is saved
and how easy cooking is

home in Haverhill, Mass., on Monday's
boat_A number of the friends of Mr. and
Mrs. C. C. Moody gave them a surprise
party on the occasion of tlie seventh anniversary of their marriage, Sept. 28tli-The
Methodist society will have a reopening of
their church this week. There will he services all day Friday and Saturday, and quar-
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A
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RANGE,
New

England

use no other.
Made by the WEIR STOVE
Mass.

She would

For Bale In all prominent cities and towns

throughout

a

the
present
races... .The Reading Club met with Mrs.
ISelli'* Tabor Sept. -b.h. There was a very
good attendance. .Mr. and Mrs. S. II. Bagb-y
Dirge

Appleton.

Philadelphia

of

...

bruises.

Vassalboro, !

nt to Fm:

"*» *

B

Belmont. Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Howard of
Belfast were in towu Sunday,
visiting
Mr. am! Mrs. J. Willis Fenwick_Mr J.
F. Lawrv and daughter Edith of

Edit}; V\ aorriii of

s*

(

Dr. and

>

P*
M

next

time

CO., Taunton,

_absolutely
South Montville. Mr. ami Mrs. Charles
Milliken of Augusta were visiting in this
vicinity the past week-Rev. and Mrs. S.
C. Whitcomb of Bangor have been with us
during the past week, and lie supplied the
desk Sunday-Miss Loantha Murray of
Pittsfield is visiting Mrs. Betsey Gilman_
Miss May Mason of Lebanon, N. H., is visit-

A

pure
Very Thin Nomination.

George Fred Williams lias captured the
Popoeratio nomination for Governor of Massachusetts, hut his operations have been of

a character to rend the Democratic
party of
the State in twain. The Republicans could
not ask for a better nomination.
There is
absolutely nothing to Williams beyond an
abnormal desire for notoriety. He is a fitting side show to the Bryan caravan and
will be buried with it in the
comingelection.

ing atjlier uncle’s, David Gilman’s.
Halldale. Rev. J. Washburn preached
the Yose seboolhouse last Sunday forenoon and closed his labors there for the
present. Rev. S. C. Whitcomb, the State F. W,

[Bangor Whig.

on

Sunday. Friday evening

Miss Charlotte T. Sibley of Belfast will give
her noted lecture on Palestine. No one who
can possibly come should miss this treat.

The Pawtucket
Backward,

Post’s

Poet.

turn

B. missionary, preached at the church Sunday evening... .Mrs. H. N. Crockett left last
Thursday for Rockland, where she will stop
a few days with friends before
returning to
her home in Grelton, Ohio....Mrs. Clara
Ingraham entertained the Ladies’ Circle last
Tuesday.Potatoes are rotting badly.
Some, are hardly worth digging-Mr. and
Mrs. ilurry Stevenson of
Lowell, Mass., are
visiting at E. F. Banton’s_Fred A. Fos-

Backward,oh Time if you
will.
Give us McKinley and give us his
hill. Kindle the fire in the furnace again,
furnish work for our laboring men. We are
all weary of Cleveland and Hoko.
Weary ;
of
smoke stacks emmitting no smoke. 1
Weary < f spindles that nobody spins What
are our sins,
brother, what are our sins
[Pawtucket Post.

Miss Blanche Smith have returned
to Lowell.Zubie Gowen
and Alice
Koweli have gone to Waterville to work_
Fred A. My rick has gone to Belfast to work.
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New

York, Sept. 22. Cut. sen. Mabel Hooper.
Hooper. Martini.pie; 23d, ar. schs. Isaiah K Stetson, Bangor; lzeua, do.; 24, ar, schs. Fawn and
Charles L. Raymond, Yinalhaven Mary L. Crosby, Bangor; eld, sell. Win 11. Sumner, FIizadeth-

Thurston, Bangor.
Baltimore, Sept. 25. Ar, m-Ii. Yale. Boston.
Portland, Sept. 23. Ar, *eh. Mianioimiiiah.
Ryan. Belfast; 25, ar, seh. Tim*. W. Hvie.Caia very interesting talk on the character of j ver, Washington.
i. mi:-.
r.inv;ini >u a.-i
i
David, King of Isreal... .Miss Mabel Eiling- Kent. Philadelphia ; Abraham Uiehardson. Wade,
port Johnson; cld, sell Annie P. ( ha- -. Ellis.
wood, who for some time has been a resi- New \ork. 24. ar. sell. (It". B.
Keru.iiMdi, !b>nddent of this village, goes this week to Liver- I out: eld, sells. Flora fondon, Sellers. New York:
h. Hattie 11.
Nightingale. New Haven; 2d. ar,
i/iu|injyiiirui.
Barbour, liiskine. Saa.u"-: cbi. bnu Katahdin.
Walter Mathews, assistant station agent,
hers, New York; sells. Norombeu;a, Arm
strong. Bridgeport: Abraham Bi'diardM.n. W'.nn-.
has moved his family to town, having ob- Now \ ork:
2S,
sob.-. Win. Fiiu;. Sma!1, N
Nor!;; .Menawa. Pendleton, d
tained rent in the Merithew house... Mrs.
l.-aae * Hierro,
Trim, Philadelphia; 21'. ar. sen. Sarah i>. 1 Ik-.uAmanda Peabody is visiting her parents, son, French,
-; eld, sells. .F.tua, Chipman,
Dr. and Mrs. Joel T. Collier, at South
Bridgeport: Puritan, Sai U'-ir,, New York.
.Jacksonville Sept
Cld, soli. II..I
Brooks-Walter
has sold

FOR SALE BY

New

Penney
parties.

a

nice

1 laskeiI, Boston ;2>. ir. s- b. Marv A Had. i: <i..r
Mobile. Ala., Sept. 24. Ar. 's-di. .Me: iiebesee.
Snow, Kc\ West.
IVn Hin la. Sept. 21. Ar, -m. A.
siv •man.
Pi I'-1 »u! y, < lal\ estoii.
W ashinut...:, 1*.
Sept. 2d. Cld. sell.
liubt. Nici;e;-on, le-.-i,.n.
Brunswick. Ca., Sep». 2d.
lis. Ab be
Ar,
V
stub!.-, liaskl !'. New N ork Id
wood, J'liiiadi. ipi ia.
Calves
.24, Ar, sell. Hi
•Jr., Bad imo'e
Per: h Amboy, Sept. 2s.
\ :.
la w
ska.:,
New York

York

1

KORKU. N

DRESS GOODS
Direct from the Man
Tlie

assignees of tm
Company will sell

lot <if dres- pat.

a

plain and fancy

Mr. and Mrs. ILtckett had a
family reunion at their spacious residence
on Main street, Sept. 17th.
About 7."» mcmbeis of the families and a few invited guests
were present.
The lawns were decorated
with lawn swings, tents, &e
while croquet
and other games were provided for the
Dinner was served in the
young people.
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f the foundering on rile Hrand Banks a *.-w u
s
dike! boh: t
of tli** old We.-tern l>l;um packet bark s.u
which for years pla-d between lU-t. n a u t;
M. ( buries 1 •emits • l;:i;•
Azores, carry log pa s.-en go rs an.i .:*•:„•! •.
l.i-.
lianti.ei ..f Ha crin il
Host.
f 11
vess
!
I T: •.-ltv \ AN H- N
St. Pierre (Miquelon' parties, wlicn-u -1
vv
font Tlmmas Cro-m.
taken ami placed under tlie French Mag
si,*- v.,iMiss
•
!iai
lb;
:a
iotte
Oil a passage from St. Fieri,
to Fran*-*- u •**
lias ter overtook her.
The ful details a r<- m ■; y*■: to
Mans nn >ui>\v
hand, but F is understood that she cm-.,uni.-red
Haii'.iii in.I Fannie s.
terrific weather on tlie Banks, sprung ab-ak, ud
•Inns K VMilN
1* i!
soon idled and sank.
Four m her crew are said
:•
tus I n Hahn of M
’•» have been drowned. while the i< a,a.taler wer-*
U.m klaml.
rescued by a passing vessel. The iii-t a
1. M mi i:k Li:a- n. In 1.
is
Sarah
interesting. She was l.nilj at Stockton.
'a
Me
1ST", for F A Adams d this ir\ ami
of < >i la'inl.
has probabl'. brought m*>rc I’oimiji,c-c
Hi issi a>n I-;.
[:i
grants to this
l.. H I'-.-.ri au.l M i-- 1
afloat. She outlived her usefulne-- l;i
na a
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("ha-.
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Ellis.
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above stated. The vessel register..*.' 527 -m., net.
I.m N- William- am: l-'.r
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135 feet long, 51 feet beam, ami 17 t*« t
Yol ntj Bui; "N
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inches depth
t hold.
Daniel V cuiu' and Miss
« hummus.
Sell
Methebesav. Mobil.* to I
7.5( and
8
guay ra, 1 mil) r,
Lizzie B. W iiiey, New York to 1 -cmemi... gem* a
cargo, $2,15". Sell. Ca iie E Lo »k J
DIEi
to two i.orts Martinique, lumber, -7 25.
>
Win. 11 Sumner. Brunswick to Perth Amboy■,;
14 cents. Sell Florence Lelauo .larksonvi1
Bt >keh. In Kmklami
New York. lumber. $4.75. Sell. W.-;-sier Ban
Banker, a natn
t
and IN day-.
Llizabethport to Bangor, coal. 5*' cents. Sell
K. Stetson. F**rt l.ibeiry to Bang-u
ai. 5( ol.l.A Mi IKK.
In i:. is
Sell. Electa Bailey, Philadelphia to Bangor. *-.
soi.
Leonard 1 ..!
i
85 cents.
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for forward loading. Owners and consignees with
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when negotiations are proposed, the statistical
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position ami strong tone t• the market sugge-liug the belief that possibly better terms can '.*«• .Joseph .V’ptmie.
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for b irrel petroleum n* Lurop*n
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I'KNl'l.r -‘N. In I’..: ..a
-pears
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le\er, Dana, only mu : i1
their necessities promptly, owing t- the .in.ited
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\earnumber of suitable vessels ar prcs.-m *. ait.ib,*
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-ugh
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Bu-.. lr-c
\S
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upon the part of ves-*-:
the (5ill 1 to Bueno? Ayres ha
of Mr. mid Mrs. < liar
$12. and this rat*-, it i- nn lersl. t. w*>it!.! !•*• a<cepted for additional tonnage. Theft- ha- b*-cn
some in* miry for lumber tonnage fro.n th.- <. u IF to
Belfast IHi.
Rio de Janeiro, \\i:li a ••njdc <>l igtau-.s rcporic:
at $13.25 net.
'I’o Brazil and otlu-r 8"Uth \m.-rii'.OKEKOIEI) AVI LKLV
can countries very few orders for general cargo
Morkid.
tonnage are ollered upon the market. Some few I‘rod
small vessels are sought for tilt* West India and
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Apples, p Pii,
11
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Windward trades, and though ship} ers arc pro- j
dried, p tb.
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1 4"»»
a
pared to meet somewhat higher rates for tonnage Beans, pea.
of say 1,500a2,00o barrels, they meet, with diflimedium. 1 :>ti./ I »■
n el w eves I 25 a 1
n
eulty in executing their orders, captains and own- !
ers being reluctant to undertake the voyage at
11In 2'
Butter. | * If.,
4 // • 1 2 I
this hazardous season. There is no improvement
Beef, p It..
to report in coastwise lumber freights; orders are
Bariev. | hu.
4i ■./ 4."> b
S a
Cliee-e. p lb,
scarce ami current rates unsatisfactory.
F**i coal
('h’.ekeiN p II.,
12// 1 4 I
tonnage to the Last an improved demand is ex
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To 1
perienced, and under the influence better rate- Call Sam-,
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Carratunk.Samuel Smith, teamster for
Allen Hackett, was thrown from a wagon
near the railroad station Sept. 25d hy the
sudden starting of his horses, which were
frightened by the moving of some cars. He
sustained a fracture of both bones of the
right leg just below' the knee. Dr. Taylor
reduced the fracture... .John 0. Thompson
has returned from California after an ab-

■

...

■

of nearly two years.... Misses Susie
Grace Davis have gone to Portland to
visit their aunt. Mrs Fred Dyer, for a few
days, after which they will return to New
York to resume their office work... .Dr. and
Mrs. G. A. Stevens of Stockton Springs, Dr.

sence

and

...

E. L. Stevens of Belfast and Miss Millie
Stevens of Troy visited friends in town re-

.-

Fred Bryant returned to Boston a
resume Lis studies at the Harvard Medical School. Mr. Bryant is a very
brilliant scholar and is entitled to considerable honor as being one of seventeen out of a
cently.

■

■«

1

week ago to

,■

o

o

>

class of 200 who received the highest rank at
the last session of the school... .Mrs. \Y R.
linnuewell, Mrs. A. H. Burse, Mrs. T. G.
Lancey, Mrs. N. L. Perkins and Misses
Helen Haskell and
Ethel Vickery attended the Y. P. C. U. convention at Waterviile last week. They went as delegates

>

’•

*

.-

from the Union of the Universalist church
in this town.... Mrs. May Pushor of Bangor
is visiting ;n town.. .\V. L. Pushor, cashier
of the Pittslield National Bank, was confined to the house by sickness last week....
Mr. and Mrs. J, S. Davis left home Friday
to visit friends in Thorndike, Brooks and
Knox, and are now in Belfast visiting Mrs.

.*

1

<

<

••

c

o

■

Davis' sister, Mrs. Mary A. Patterson, and
her nitre, Mrs. John Carr. Mrs. 1). will
also attend the W. 0. T. U. convention.
Mrs Benj. Thompson, Mrs. E. C. Bryant,
Mrs. Levi Tavler and others from Pittslield
are expected to be present....R. L. Hathorn
and wife were at the Lancey House several
days last week-Misses Frances McCausland ami Mae Gould are at home from Biddeford for a few weeks’ vacation.. .Justin
Jackson lias returned from a two weeks’ vacation to friends in Montville.

•*

Governor Powers* Council.
The members of Gov. Powers’ executive
council have practically been decided upon,
as follows: Mr. Marshall of York and Mr.
Freeman of Yarmouth, representing the 1st
and 2d districts, will he returned. In the
third, Hon. A. M. Peuley of Auburn will
probably be the next councillor. Hon. Fritz
H. Twitched of Bath is seated in the 4th,
and ju the 5th, Hon. E. P. Spofford of Deer
Isle. Hon. Henry W. Mayo of Hampden is
to represent the (>th.
Washington county
politicians say that Voranus L. Coffin of
is
assured
of
a nomination in
Harrington
the 7th. Three of these gentlemen are lawyers, the others business men.
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Shanghai. Son: 22. slop k .. P .:
New York, has irmundi
ar a
W o-Sunu
She will be iiirhtered and iloab-d.
docked before slit* can u'o in sea auain.

a'so
mguiy appreciated.
well pleased with this most delightful da\ that a third reunion was decided upon, which will be heid next year at

AM

and

in dre-s lengths rt_*g;t
Tin* high standard
by this celebrated
guarantee <>t the <|u.d
m.
Samples w id
<loot is forwarded <

1

daintily trimmed tables, after
which a pleasant social season was enjoyed,
intersperst d with singing, music, A'e. The
songs by Mrs. Jennie C. Porter, and by Miss
Lena Witham were exceedingly sweet, and
well appreciated. The music by Smith and
ole

i-
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There are
plenty more nice ones to be obtained here.
.The wife of Bert Lam: has added
another of the name to the list in Brooks_
Mrs. Anna Ilealey, who learned her trade in
Brooks, but who for some time has worked
in Boston, is now prepared to do dressmaking at the II. H. Pi .ley house. She is an
excellent workman, is a widow with a
daughter to support, and it is to he hoped
that she may succeed in business.
to

\
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Remember there

Sept. 2V>. Sch. Scotia, Philhrook, Bangor Leona
Lane, Rockport.

porr; 25, ar, schs. James A. Pat son* and Kmma S.
Briggs, Kennebec; R. F. Hart, Hattie MeC. Buck,
Kit ( arson and Kagle, Bangor; eld, sell. Ldward
H. Blake, Tampico; 2d. ar. sob. A. Havford. Roekland; 27, ar. in Hart Island Roads, sch. Abraham
Richardson, Bangor for New York, ar, sells. Ahbie K. Willard and Rahhrmi, Swan's Island; Jonathan Cone, Bangor; Lizzie B. Willev. Boston.
Boston, Sept. 22. Ar, hark Meguuticook, Wallaee. \\ eehawkeu; 23, eld, sells. Flora Rogers,
Bunker, Fernandina; Mary L Palmer. Hasaell.
Loiiislmrg, < B.; 2d, ar, sGi. Viola Reppard,
Cmmnings, Bnuisw iek, (la.; old, sell. (ieorge Cur
nev. Carr. Clark's Island; 27. ar, sell. pT<»renee
Leland, New York; 28, cd, sell. Levi Hart. Pendleton, Bail vor and New York.
Philadelphia. Sept. 24. Ar. soli. Alma L. A.
Holmes, Camden; 25. eld, sell F. C. Pendleton.
Burgess, Boston; 2d, old, sell. Fleet,. Bailee,

■

••

im-

Sept. 28. Sells. A. 1 >. Remick, Dullv. Bangor;
.lames Holmes. Ryan, Boston; A. \V. Kl'lis, Rvder,
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with Siu■- u
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I for a few mom
appeared. II,
TllN S in
; ever benefit,-.

P

SAILED.

Sept. 24.

Roberts & Son have been doing
quite a job repairing their dam, which
became undermined by the freshet of last
spring. The structure is fourteen feet high
and had to be entirely rebuilt; and the
question was how to raise the rock and also
how to haul the new material across the
dam, some sixty feet. They erected a derrick and hitching a rope to the nigger wheel
in the mill had a power that worked admirably for the purpose. You will never catch
a Roberts of the old breed to do
anything
by band that, a machine can be made to do.
-Andrew Miles and wife of Burnham
attended the Monroe fair and visited Mr.
Miles sister, Mrs. Martha Lane-Mr. and
and Mrs. C. F. Lord and Mrs. James A. Gilbert (Kate Miles) of Providence, R. I., have
spent a few days here with the family of
Otis Lane. It will be remembered that
they lived here some years_Mrs. Arthur
Anderson (May Curtis) of Boston is visiting
friends in town-At the C. E. S. meeting
last Sunday evening Rev. F. S. Doll iff gave

1

Capt. F. II
bay Haiu„

1

M-pt. 27. Sells. ('harlot le T. S 1.1
Barhtr.
New \ ork ; Leona. Lane, Boston; .M iantom •tuali
Ryan, Portland.

Brooks.

'1
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ARRIVED.

C. Sleeper of Owl’s Head
visited relatives here last week_Miss
May Ward of Freedom is teaching the
school here.

.’lit

•*

It is COUCedrd t
known.
If y,
take a full
and purify you

Sept. 24. Schs. I.avinia M. Soow.
Hinckley*
Baltimore; l’. M Bonnie, Burge***, Yiualliaveh;
L. 1Reimnirk, Dully. Portland.
Sept. 25. Sell. (iazelle. Pavson, Rockland.
Sept. 2d. Sell, (iazelle, Pavson. R<« kland.

-Mr. and Mrs.

nvi >

Unity.

nigh t and an unenjoyed by all. The
next Circle meets With Mrs. Kate Ilarriman,
Get. Md.... Sell.
Elizabeth Foster, Capt.
Evauder Ilarriman, arrived in the river
Sept. 2.1th, with a load of corn for Bangor
parties. Kis wife accompanied him....The
many friends of Mrs. Manley (jinn and family will lie sorry to hear that they have sold
heir home ami will move to Bangor this
week. Mrs. Ginn has always lived in this
place and she and her daughters will be
Tsadly missed. Mr. George Grindle of Brouksvillfc has bought the, place and will soon
take possession-Mrs. Mary Smith is visiting relatives in Belfast-Mrs. Harriet Perkins, a lady ol To years, walked to Mt. Tuck
and hack last, week, a distance of <i miles..
Miss Celia Ginn has gone to Charleston,
where she has employment.... What came
very near being a serious accident happened at E. L. Warren's quarry last
Thursday.
Fred Holey, one of the teamsters, backed his
horses up to the dump bank and in backing
them went too near the edge and horses, cart
and all went over the dump, a distance of
2.1 feet.
Mr. Haley jumped and saved himself. Tim harnesses and cart were badly
broken, but the horses escaped with several
usually good

Harry arrived home Monday from their
to California. They spent some weeks

in Minnesota and Massachusetts.

Emerson last Saturday

1

Mr. J. Flint Damon of Cran-

Freedom.

...

when

!;lvg

:1

daugh-

ford, N. J., is visiting Mrs.

■

ts

and

Florence have gone on their vacation_
Mr. Trask of Newburg was selling some line
cabbage iu town Tuesday... .The Sunday
school 11 the southern part of the town,
Miss Clara Knowlton, superintendent, had
its annual picnic last Saturday.
The Sunday school at the Head of the Pond had an
excursion and clam bake at the bar Friday.
.Some of our grangers attended the
grange at Monroe last Saturday evening and
enjoyed it very much.

••

*■.

Winterport_Dr. J. S. Cole

ter

~

i.dc

Rev. Mr. Allen of Appleton
preached at the First and Second Baptist
churches Sunday .Rodney Nelson’s paring
bee Friday night was a success. About 05
were present and thirty bushels of apples
were pared, cored and strung.
All had a
good time_John Black was detained from
going to Boston Monday by the illness of his
eldest son... .The Ladies’ Union met at Herbert Batchelder’s Tuesday afternoon. Quite
a number were present at the supper. Baked
beans and other goodies too numerous to
mention were served. The ladies of Palermo
know how to get up a good supper and the
gentlemen know how to appreciate it, as
their appetites show
Swanyille.
Mr. and Mrs. Casey are
visiting their daughter, Mrs. Sewall Hurd.
Miss Luella Parsons has returned from
Seal Harbor. Miss Edith Parsons has gone

are

Report

at

->

■

a

Palermo.

visitiug at J. J. Walker's.... How e, the phoRye
tographer, has returned to his home iu PittsSinging,
held.
Work has been begun on the rish
Rec.. Billy’s Christmas Rose,
Singing, Golden Heads so Lowly Bending,
hatchery.. ..Many of our people will attend
Bernice Peavey
the town fair at Washington this week....
Music,
Sidney and Braddie Webber
Rec.. The Preacher's Vacation,
Mamie Webber State Constable Meats was in town Sunday.
Singing, Scatter Sun>hine,
Birdie Lincoln
Rec.. AY hat have you Gleaned to-day,
Prospect Ferry. Capt. F. E. Harding
'] lit'* Chi. ago aeri iOtor, which W. E. Grinarrived home from Boston last Friday. He
!
1 'in positi >n Hr the purpose of ringing. How the Oates Came A jar. Lizzie Webber
is j■ i:t■
will stop with his family several
days, then
<tvi:-util)_r water throughout the hotel ami A few closing remarks were made by Mr.
go to Philadelphia* and take charge of the
II.
II.
Dawson
and
Rev.
David
Brackett.
-ss and adds more than
g
barge Ocean Belle-Mr. and Mrs. George
h< aiw.nd dto the promises. The
Prospect Village. The S. B. I. Society Lothrop and son of Stockton visited Mrs. E.
s
warri :s ;ic. j
in’.»
tank
in
a
large
j•
will meet with Mrs. Sewall Trivett this,
K. Batchelder last Sunday.... Mrs. Jane
1. from whence it is piped
I'ht i-a
the
Thursday, afternoon and evening... .The Gliddeu is visiting relatives in Belfast_
.til Through the
use.
An automatic cut off
Ladies' Social Circle met with Mr. and Mrs.
The Ladies’ Ciivle met with Mrs. Annie
1

and

Palmer and wife of
a few weeks.
••••Mrs. Rich of Bangor aud Mrs. Prescott
Shibles of Knox visited at A. J. Skidmore’s
last week....Do not forget tin races at the

ed to

Annie York
Lizzie l’attee
George Nado
Birdie Lincoln
Gussie Neallev
Bessie Mason

Mrs. Lowe

U. S. Gov’t

in

Robbins has been
few days-Judge Kelley, wife
and daughter, have returned to their home
in Rockland, Mass., after a pleasant summer at their island home.

good force of good men will be oil the
presented a
ground to preserve order and if the weather
It
was
decoSunday evening.
handsomely
is good a good time is anticipated. All good
W. E. Grinned lett by steamer Monday on
rated with dowers, it being the Harvest
take notice thereof and govern youresn ess trip
a short
Harwich, Mass. A Concert of tin: Sunday school at that place. people
selves accordingly.... We are deluged with
hanhew
to
the
whin
attached
vstircus
The program was a good one, and the superapples. The price paid at the evaporator is
.17 ei
;s trunk attracted the attention of
intendent, Mr. Wilder Parker, must feel
from 8 to 13 cents per bushel ...A few of
irio-us at the wharf.
of
his
as
school,
proud
every number was
the faithful and unterriried went to Bath
linely rendered. Here is the program:
7. 7 M-rrih ind sou are unfortunate in
Saturday night to hear and to see Bryan,
Music, Bringing in the Sheaves,
By school
air down two of the large
go.i
ng
Heading, lUod Psalm,
liy school the boy orator... .Dr. Clough and J. S. Ayer
Rev.
David
Brackett went to
Prayer,
so nra.-h beautified the shores
-ws v. h.
Waterville Monday with their
Response.
By school
both trees were affected
tbi-ir pond,
Hoc Welcome,
Lizzie Barker matched pair of horses, having had correWilmot Robinson
Dec.,
,\Pi d tot that iPta< ked them at the heart,
with Nelson in relation to the
Dora Felker spondence
Singing,
; tv to i[uite a distance up from
ng ii
Kec.. September,
Lizzie Webber sale of them....In many instances in this
Nancy Barker vicinity the corn
am
lioth were decaying rapidly• Kec.. Neglected Cad,
r7* _-i ui.
crop is a failure. We preDec., Little Workers,
Harold Small
sume that by reason of the extreme low
ringing,
Harvesters,
School
new
have
the
'ifie.-Un-Ui
rj
completed
Dec., Better than (fold.
Oscar D«nv
prices of corn the past season it was ashamBernice Peavey
bridge at Menhaden Point. Tl.e site of the lice., The Children's Ollering,

‘in.-go is about a n feet, north of Che old one,
arra-ii away by last spring's storm, it is
b pit in the torn: of a crescent which, it is
lain <1
makes it vey much stronger to
resist the seas.
It is three hundred and
Ui iity
feet long, twelve to fifteen feet
high, and very soiidly constructed.

good

rebuilding-Mr. Henry

in town

River trotting Park Oct. 8th. A
goon Held of good horses have been entered
for all the races, good judges selected
and a good professional starter engaged. A

forenoon.

Monroe.

Geo.

Howard, R. I,,

ILe

a

Stoueham, Mass., and
aboratory
jvieiiict the young man will make a success in 1; s chosen pr-dession.

modi, a!

we

are

Mr. Charles Drake-John Porter of Camden has bought the Wm. Brackett property
and lias torn down the house preparatory to

...

fact,

Sargent lias secured

L,

Centre Lincolnville.

Apples

family have returned to their home in
Jamaica Plains, Mass-Mrs. Ella Patterson and son Ray of Rockland are visiting

...

Penobscot

stuamer

isit her

not worth digging.
quantity and quality.

are

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest

a

Be ton, Sept. 28, 1806. The following are today's quotations of prov isions, etc.:
Butter—Northern cream, choice, 16 u 1 7c ; dairy
north, best, 13,al4o.
Cheese—Northern, choice, 8 1 2 a Pc.
Eggs—Hennery, choice, 23 a 25c ; Eastern, 1 8c.
Beans—North, small pea, si 30a I 35 yellow
eyes, $1 15 a 1 25; red kidney, 81 "Mil 2".
Hay—New York and Canada, choice. $ 18all);
fair to good, $!6,al7 ; lower grades, $12*/15.
Rye straw, $16; oat straw, sp.no.
Potatoes—Aroostook county choice, p Bush, 38

j

@40e.
Apples—New, $> bbl, 75c «2.00,

Retail /’W<v>.

Beef, corned, p lb. 7 « s ;
Butter, salt, 14 If. hair. I s
Corn, p bn,
Cracked Corn, p hu. 3*i'1
2-s PCorn Meal, p hu,
12//14!
Cheese, p lb.
( otton Seed, p ewt, i 2i'i1
IP
f»«
Codfish, dry, p lb
Cranberries, p ijt,t>S« D*.>
Clover Seed, p lb, 11 « 1
Flour, p bid, 3 75 a 4 50'Sa
H.G.Seed, bu, 2 15 « 2 25lS\\
7«h'w
Lard, p tb

1
a

